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lLLUMINATING THE SEAL OF 
CENTRAL WAS HI NGTON UNIVERSITY, 
THE WORDS OOCENDO O ISCIMUS, 
"BY TEAC HING WE LEARN ," REMAIN TODAY 
AS IN TH E PAST THE CORNERSTONE OF THE 
UNIVERSITY'S MISS ION. THE UN IVERS ITY 
IS COMM ITTED TO TEACH ING AS A MEANS 
TO FAC ILITATE LEARN ING. ALL MEMBERS OF 
THE UNIVERSITY COMMUN ITY SUPPORT A 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHERAND STUDENT 
WH ICH MAKES BOTH PARTNERS IN LEARNING, 
SCHOLARSH IP, RESEARCH, CREATIVE EXPRESSION, 
AND THE APP LICATION OF KNOWLEDGE TO SOLVE 
HUMAN AND SOCIETAL PROBLEMS. 
.. 
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PRESIDENTIAL PLATFORM PARTY 
Mr. Sid Morrison . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . ... . .. . .. . .... . . .. .. .... . .... . . . .. .. . . . ......... . . . .. . Chair, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Keith Thompson . . .. . .... .. . . . . ... .. .. . . .. . ... . ..... . .. ... . . . . .. . . . .. . ... .. . . . . .. Vice Chair, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Dan Dixon .. . . .. . ..... . ... .. . . ...... . .. . ....... . ...... . .. . . . . . . . ..... . . . .. ... . . . . Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Ron Erickson . . .. . . . . ... . ... .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. ... . .. .. . . . . ... . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Glenn Johnson .. . ... . ... . ... . ... . .. . . . .. . ....... . . . . ... . ... . .............. . .... . .. Member, Board of Trustees 
I 
Mr. Chris Liu .. . . ... . . . .. .. . ... .. .. . .. .. . . . . ... .. ..... . . .. .... . ... . ... .. . .... . ........ Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Robert Moser . . .. . .............. . . . .. . ........ . . . .. . ... . .. . .... . ... . .. . .. .. Student Member, Board of Trustees 
Mr. Doug Wood .. . .. . ... . . . ... .. . . .. . .. ... . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .... Ellensburg Commencement Speaker 
Ms. Jean Adams . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... ... . . . . .. . ..... . .. . ..... .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. Kent Commencement Speaker 
Dr. James L. Gaudino . .... . . . . .. . . . . . ... .... . . .. .. . . . . ...... .. . . . . . . . . ... .. President, Central Washington University 
Dr. Marilyn A. Levine .. . . . .... . . . . . . ..... . ...... . . .. . . .. ...... . .. ... Provost/Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Mr. George H. Clark .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . ........ ... . . Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs/Chief Financia l Officer 
Mr. Stevan DeSoer ...... . . . . ... . . . . . .... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. .. . .. . . .. ... . . . .. ..... . .. Vice President of Operations 
Dr. Sarah Swager ...... . ...... . . ............. . ........ . ... ... . ... . . ... . . .... . ... .. ...... Dean of Student Success 
Dr. Patricia J. Cutright .. ... .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .... .... . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . .... .. .. ... . . . .. . . . . . Dean, Library Services 
Dr. Kevin Archer .. . ..... . .. . ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ......... . .... . . . Interim Dean of Graduate Studies and Research 
Dr. Kirk A. Johnson ..... .. .... . .. . .... ...... .. . . . .. . . ........... . . .. . . ........ . . .. ... Dean, College of the Sciences 
Dr. Tim Englund ........ . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. . .. .. . .. . ........ Interim Dean, College of the Sciences 
Dr. Paul Ballard ............... . .. . . . .. ......... . . ... ..... . ... . . .. Dean, College of Education and Professional Studies 
Dr. Stacey Robertson . . .. ... .. .. . . .. .. . ... . . . . ...... . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . Dean, College of Arts and Humanities 
Dr. Kathryn Martell ........ . . . . . .. . . . ..... . . . . ..... . .... . . ... . ........... . . . .... . .. .. .. Dean, College of Business 
Ms. Katharine Whitcomb .... .... . .. . ... . . . . . .. ......... .. . . .. ..... ... ... . . . . . ... . . ... .. . . ... Chair, Facu lty Senate 
Dr. Christopher Schedler ... . .. . ... .. . ...... . ....... . . . . . .. . .......... Professor, English/Director, Multimodal Learning 
Mr. Mark Johnson ... ........ . .. .. . .... ... . .. . .. . . .. .... . ....... . .. . . ...... . ... President-Elect, Alumni Association 
Dr. Phil Backlund .. .. ..... . . . .... . .... 2015 Faculty Marshal, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 13, 2015, 9:30 a.m. 
Professor, Communication 
Dr. Ken Briggs . ... .. ..... . . . . .. . . . . . . 2015 Faculty Marshal, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 13, 2015, 2:00 p.m. 
Depatment Chair/Professor, Physical Education, School and Public Health 
Mr. Asher Wilson .... .. .......... . . . .. . ..... 2015 Faculty Marshal, Kent Commencement, Sunday June 14, 2015, 1 :00 p.m. 
Sr. Lecturer, Accounting 
Mr. Yosef Gamble .. . ....... . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . : ... . . .. ... President, Associated Students of Central Washington University 
Ms. Christy Camarata and Ms. Brenda Gilpin ..... . . . . .. ... ... .. .. Interpreters for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Ellensburg 
Ms. Moira Walters and Ms. Michelle Fuller . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .... . .. . . . Interpreters for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Kent 
Mr. Ethan Estalilla ... .. . . ....... . . . . ... . . . Student Speaker, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 13, 2015, 9:30 a.m. 
Mr. Brendan Foor . .... . ...... .. ....... .. . . Student Speaker, Ellensburg Commencement, Saturday June 13, 2015, 2:00 p.m. 
Ms. Laura Thompson . .. ..... . . ... . . ... . . . ...... . Student Speaker, Kent Commencement, Sunday June 14, 2015, 1 :00 p.m. 
EMERITI O F 2014-2015 
Dr. Dorothy Chase .......... . ........ . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . ..... . . . . . Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences 
Dr. Robert Fordan ..... . ... . .. .. . . ... .. . . ..... .. . . ... . .. . . . . .. .... . . .... . ........ . . ... . Professor, Communication 
Dr. Robert Kuhlken .. . . .. . . .... . ....... .. .. . .... . .. . . .. . . . ..... . .. . .. .. . . ... . .... . .... . ... . Professor, Geography 
Dr. J. Tracy Andrews . . .. . .. .. ... . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . ... . . . . .. ... . ... . . ... . Professor, Ant hropology and Museum Studies 
Dr. Phil Backlund ...... .. ..... . . . . .. ... ............ . .... . . .. . . .. . . . . ... ...... . .. . . . . ... Professor, Communication 
Dr. Ken Briggs . . .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .... . Professor, Physical Education, School and Public Health 
Dr. Larry Gookin ....... .... .. ... . . . . .. ....... . .. . ... . ........... . . ............. . . . .. . . . ... . .. . . Professor, Music 
Dr. Stephen Jeffries . . ... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . ....... . .............. Professor, Physical Education, School and Public Health 
Mr. Greg Kummer ........... . .. . ... ... . . . . . . ... .. ...... . ..... . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . ....... Lecturer, Communication 
Dr. Roy Savoian . .. .. ... . .... . .... .. . . .......... .. .... ..... ..... . . . .. . .. .. ... . . .. . . ... .... . . Professor, Economics 
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ORDER OF CEREMONY 
2015 ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY ONE 
College of Arts and Humanities, College of the Sciences, and 
Interdisciplinary and Individual Study Majors 
Bag Pipers .... . ... .... . . ... .. .. ...... ...... . ..... . .. . ... . . . ... . . . . ...... . . . . ... .... . ... . Clan Gordon Pipe Band 
Processional ...... . . ... . ... . .... . ... .. . . ....... .... .. . . ... .. .. . . .. .. Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Presentation of Colors . .. . ......... .... ... . .. . ... . . ... .. .. ..... . ......... .. ... . . ... . . ... . ... ... ... AFROTGROTC 
National Anthem ....... . . . . . ... ... .... . . ... . .... . . .... .. ..... . . ..... Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Megan McCormick 
Welcome and Introduction .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. ..... . ..... . .. . . . . . . . . . ...... .... . ... ... President James L. Gaudino 
Greetings from Board of Trustees .. .. ... . .. . ..... .. . . . .. . ....... ... ...... . . ...... . .. . . .. ... .. . .. . . Mr. Sid Morrison 
Introduction of Student Speaker .. . .. . .. . . .. . ... . ... . .... . .... .. ... . . ... ..... .. . ... . .. . . President James L. Gaudino 
Student Speaker .. . .. .. . .... . .. . . . . .. . .. ........ .... .. . . . .... . .... ... ... . ..... . ..... . ........ . Mr. Ethan Estalilla 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker . .. . ..... . .... . . ... . ... .. .... ... ........ . .. . . .. . . President James L. Gaudino 
Commencement Address . .... .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . . . .. . . .... .. ... .. ... . ... .. . .. . . .. . Mr. Doug Wood 
Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates . . . . .. . . . . . . ... ... ... . .... . . . .. . . . ....... . . . . .... . ... . .. Dr. Kevin Archer 
Honor Student Acknowledgement . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . ... . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ms. Katharine Whitcomb 
Presentation of Undergraduate Candidates . .... . ... .. . . ... . ........ ... .. ... ..... . ... . .. . .. Provost Marilyn A. Levine 
College of Arts and Humanities Student Recognition . . . . . .. .. ... . .. . . .. . .. ...... . ... . .... . .. Dr. Stacey Robertson 
College of the Sciences Student Recognition . .... . . ... . . . ....... . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . .. . ... . ..... Dr. Kirk A. Johnson 
Remarks by Alumni Association . . . . . . ... . . .. . . .. . .... . ......... ...... .. .. . ... ..... .. . ... . ... . Mr. Mark Johnson 
Tassel Exchange .. . .. . . ... ... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... . . ... . .. . .. ... . . . . ...... . ... . . . . . . . .. .. Mr. Yosef Gamble 
Closing Remarks .. . .. . ... . ... .. . . . . . . ........ .. . . .. . . . . . ... . .... . . . . . . ..... . ... . ... . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Alma Mater .... .. .. . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . ...... . . .. .. .. . . .... .. . . . . . . . . Mr. La rry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Megan McCormick 
Recessional Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
ORDER OF CEREMONY 
2015 ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY T WO 
College of Business, College of Education and Professional Studies 
Bag Pipers .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . ... . .. .. .. ... .. .... . .... .... .. . . .... . . . ..... . ... . . . ... Clan Gordon Pipe Band 
Processional ......... . ...... . . . . ......... . .. . ........ .. ... . ... . . .. . . Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Presentation of Colors .. .. . ..... . .. ..... . .. .. .. . . . . . . ... . ...... .. . . . . .. ..... . ... . .......... . .... . . AFR OTC/ROTC 
National Anthem . . ... . . . ... . . . . .. . ... . ..... . . . . . . . ........ . .. .. . . . . . Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Megan McCormick 
Welcome and Introduction President James L. Gaudino 
Greetings from Board of Trustees . .... .. .. . .... . . .. . . . ... .. .. .. . .. . . . . . ....... .... . . . . .. ... . .... .. Mr. Sid Morrison 
Introduction of Student Speaker . . .. .... . .. . .. .. . . .. . ...... . . ...... ............. . . . . . . . . President James L. Gaudino 
Student Speaker ... . ........... . . . . ........ . .. . . . .. ..... . ... . .. ....... . ..... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . Mr. Brendan Foor 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . .. ..... . ... . . .. . .. . . . .. ..... President James L. Gaudino 
Commencement Address .. . .. .... .. ... ... . ...... . .. . ...... . ........ . ... . .. . .... .. .. . . . . . . ..... . . Mr. Doug Wood 
Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates . ..... . . . . .. ... . . . .. ... . . .. . . . ........ . .. . .... . .. . .. .. .. Dr. Kevin Archer 
Honor Student Acknowledgement .. . ........ . ..... . . . . ....... . . .. . . .... .. .. . .. . . . .. ....... Ms. Katharine Whitcomb 
Presentation of Undergraduate Candidates ... . . .. . . . . . . ........... . . . . ... . .. . ... . ....... . . Provost Marilyn A. Levine 
College of Business Student Recognition .. ... . ... . . . . . . ... . . ... .. . .... . .... .. . . . . . . . . ... .. ... Dr. Kathryn Martell 
College of Education and Professional Studies Student Recognition . . . .... . .. . .. . .. ... .. ..... . . .. ... . Dr. Pau l Ballard 
Remarks by Alumni Association . ... . . .. . . ......... . . .... .. .. . .... . . . .... ...... .. . . . . . ........ . .. Mr. Mark Johnson 
Tassel Exchange . .. . . .. .............. . ...... . .. . ........... .. . ... .. ..... . . . ....... . .. . ... .... . M r. Yosef Gamble 
Closing Remarks ....... .. .... ... . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . .. ... . ... . ... . . .. . ........ . ... . . .. . .. . President James L. Gaudino 
Alma Mater .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... .... .. . ....... .. . . . . .. Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Ms. Megan McCormick 
Recessional Mr. Larry Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
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ORDER OF CEREMONY 
2015 KENT COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY 
Processional Music .. ...... ....... . .. . .. . . .. ...... . ... . ......... . ... Mr. Larry D. Gookin and the CWU Wind Ensemble 
Recorded earlier in Ellensburg 
Bag Pipers ... .. ... . .. . ....... . ...... . ........ . ....... . .. . . .... . .. ... .... .. . .. . .. . ... . . .. Clan Gordon Pipe Band 
National Anthem . .. .. .. . ..... . ... . ..... . ........ . .... .. ....... . ..... . .. . .. . ....... . . .. . .. Ms. Megan McCormick 
Welcome and Introduction ..... . . ... .. .. . . ..... . . ... .. .... . .. . . . .. . .. . . ..... . .... ... . .. President James L. Gaudino 
Greetings from Board of Trustees . ... . .. . ... .. ... . .. . ... ....... . .............. . .. . ...... . .. . ...... Mr. Sid Morrison 
Introduction of Student Speaker . .... . .... .... .. ... . .... .. . ... . .. .. .. . . . ...... . ... . . .. .. President James L. Gaudino 
Student Speaker .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . ... . .. .. ....... . .. .. . . ........... . ..... . .............. .. . ... Ms. Laura Thompson 
Introduction of Commencement Speaker .... . . . ..... . .... ... .. . .... .... . . . .. . .. . . ..... .. . President James L. Gaudino 
Commencement Address .. . .... . .. .. ........ . . . . ... . .. ..... ... .. . .. . . .. . . . ........ . ...... .. .. . .. Ms. Jean Adams 
Presentation of Master's Degree Candidates ... .. .. . .. . .. . .... . . .. ... . ... . .. ... . . ... . ... .. . .. .. ... . . Dr. Kevin Archer 
Honor Student Acknowledgment .... ..... . .. . ... . ....... . ..... . ... . ..... . . . .. . ... . .. . ..... Ms. Katharine Whitcomb 
Dean's Scholars and President's Scholars . .. .... . .. .. . .. .. . ... . ... . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . ....... Provost Marilyn A. Levine 
Presentation of Undergraduate Candidates .. . .... .. .. . ..... .. . .... .. .. . . . .... ... .. .... . . .. Provost Marilyn A. Levine 
College of Business Student Recognition .. . . ..... .. ...... . ...... . . . ..... .. ...... . ..... . . . .. .. Dr. Kathryn Martell 
College of Education and Professional Studies Student Recognition . .. .. . ..... . . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Dr. Paul Ballard 
College of the Sciences Student Recognition . ... . .. . ....... . .. . .... . .. . .. ... .. .. ....... . .... . ... Dr. Tim Englund 
Remarks by Alumni Association . . .. . . ... . ......... ... .. ... . . ... ... . .. . .... . .. .. ... . . .. . ... .. .. . . Mr. Mark Johnson 
Tassel Exchange . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. ... . . . .. . ....... . .. . . . ... . .. . .. . . . ...... .. . . . ... . Mr. Yosef Gamble 
Closing Remarks . ..... . ... .. ..... ... . . . . .. .. . . .. ...... . ... ... . ...... . ....... . .. . .... .. President James L. Gaudino 
Alma Mater and Recessional .. ... . .. . ..... . ..... . ....... . ......... ... . . . ... . .. ............ . . Ms. Megan McCormick 
DEGREES CONFERRED 2014-2015 
AUGUST 2014 
Bachelor of Applied Science ... . .... . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. 26 
Bachelor of Arts . . . .. ..... ........ .. .. . . . ..... . . .. 171 
Bachelor of Arts in Education . . .. ..... .. .. . . . . . . .... . 12 
Bachelor of Fine Arts .. . . . . . . .... ... ... ... . . .. .... . . 17 
Bachelor of Music. ... ... . . ......... . .. . . . ..... .. . .. . 3 
Bachelor of Science ... . ...... . .. . . . .... . .. . ....... 426 
Education Specialists (Ed.S.) . .. . . . .... . . .. ... . . ... . . .. . 1 
Master of Arts .. . . . .. .. . . ......... .. . . ... . . . ..... . . . 6 
Master of Arts in Teaching . .... ... .. ............ . ... . 1 
Master of Education ... . . ... . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . ... . . 7 
Master of Music . . . ... .. ..... . ... ... . . ..... . .. . . . . .. 6 
Master of Science .. .. . . ... . ....... . ........... . .. . . 68 
DECEMBER 2014 
Bachelor of Applied Science . . ... ... . . ..... . ........ . 19 
Bachelor of Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Bachelor of Arts in Education .... . . . . .. ... . ... . . . . .. . 49 
Bachelor of Fine Arts .. . ....... ... . . . . . ... ... ... ... .. 3 
Bachelor of Music. ... .. . . . .... . .. . .. . ... . . .... . . . . . 12 
Bachelor of Science .... ....... . ... . . . .. .... . . . . . . . 217 
Master of Arts .. ....... . . . ... . . . . . .... . . . ..... . .. .. . 2 
Master of Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Master of Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Master of Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
MARCH 2015 
Bachelor of Applied Science .. . ...... . .. . . ... ... . .... . 8 
Bachelor of Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
Bachelor of Arts in Education . . .. .. ...... . . . .. . ...... 33 
Bachelor of Fine Arts . . . .... . ..... .. . ... .. ... . .. . . .. . 7 
Bachelor of Music. . . . . ... .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .... . .. .. . 10 
Bachelor of Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187 
Master of Arts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Master of Education . ........ . ... . ......... . ......... 4 
Master of Professional Accountancy .. . ...... .. . . .. .. . . . 1 
Master of Science ... .. ..... . ..... ... ... ... . . ... . . . . . 8 
JUNE 2015 CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of Applied Science . ... .. .. ... .. . . . ..... .. .. 20 
Bachelor of Arts .......... . .... .. ... . .. . .. . . . ..... 480 
Bachelor of Arts in Education . . .. . ... . ... . .... . .. . . . 120 
Bachelor of Fine Arts . ... . . .. .. . . ... . ..... . ..... .. .. 29 
Bachelor of Music. . . .. . . . ............ . ...... . .. .. .. 15 
Bachelor of Science .. . . .. ...... . .. . ............ . .. 725 
Educational Specialist (Ed .S) .. . . . .... ... . . . .... .. ..... 1 
Master of Arts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Master of Education .. . .. . . . ................ . ....... 17 
Master of Fine Arts .. .. . ....... . . .. . ..... . ..... .. .. . . 3 
Master of Music .. . ........... . ............. . .. . .. . . 6 
Master of Professional Accountancy ....... . .... . .. . .. . 14 
Master of Science . .. . .. .... . .. .. .. . ..... . .. . .. . . . . . 61 
TOTAL .................................... 3,064 
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A GUIDE TO ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at university functions date 
back to the Middle Ages. Monks and students of those days 
wore them to keep warm in the damp, drafty 12th century 
castles and halls of learning. In this country, they are used 
today only for formal academic ceremonies. 
VARIOUS DEGREES 
Each college degree has a distinctive hood and gown. If more 
than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the highest 
degree are worn. 
The gowns for the bachelor's degrees, earned after four years 
of undergraduate study, have square yoke with shirring across 
the shoulders and back. The bachelor's gown is primarily 
distinguished by its full open sleeves, which come to a point. 
The holder of the master's degree, awarded after an additional 
year of post graduate work, wears a gown with a yoke similar 
to the bachelor's, but the distinctive long, narrow sleeves are 
closed at the end and trail below the arms. The arm comes 
through a slit part way down the sleeve. 
Gowns for the doctorate degree, earned after at least three 
years of advanced graduate study and research, carry broad 
velvet panels down the front and three velvet bars on the full 
bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet trim may be either black or the 
color of the field of learning to which it pertains. 
ACADEMIC COLORS 
It is the hood that gives color and meaning to the academic 
attire. A black shell, of varying sizes for the three degrees, 
is silk-lined with the colors of the institution conferring 
the degree. The hood is bordered with velvet of the color 
signifying the field of learning to which the degree perta ins. 












Information Technology and 
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Law and Justice 
Music 































It is the field of learning, and not the department in which 
major work was done, which governs the color of the velvet 
for the hood. 
TASSELS 
Students displaying colored tassels have fulfilled, or are 
expected to fulfill, the requirements for receiving honors from 
Central Washington University. Students who are displaying 
red tassels are graduating Cum Laude or With Distinction. 
Those displaying silver tassels are graduating Magna Cum 
Laude or With High Distinction. Those displaying gold 
tassels are graduating Summa Cum Laude or With Highest 
Distinction. These awards are given to those students who 
have achieved high academic excellence. 
SILVER CORTEGE 
Leading the procession of graduates into commencement 
is the Silver Cortege, a select group of junior students who 
have achieved academic excellence at Central Washington 
University. Selection is based on grade point average. An 
additional criterion for the El lensburg ceremony is the 
completion of 75-quarter credits at Central Washington 
University. We commend these students for their high degree 
of achievement. 
ELLENSBURG COMMENCEMENT CORTEGE 
Julia Rosemarie Branmstedt Ellensburg Clinica l Physiology 
Ashley Gowdey Maple Valley Mathematics and 
Actuarial Science 
Maria Clare Crum Bellevue Music Education and 
Violin Performance 
Joshua Estalilla Ellensburg Mathematics and 
Computer Science 
Jeremy Hedden Klarich Yakima Mathematics 
Jace Brandon Schumacher Camas Professional Pilot 
KENT COMMENCEMENT CORTEGE 
Oksana Ustsiamchuk Kirkland Accounting 
CWU-Lynnwood 
Stephen Jesse Erickson Seattle Interdisciplinary Studies 
CWU-Lynnwood 
Heather Paris McDaniel Ellensburg Interdisciplinary Studies 
CWU-Lynnwood 
Lidia Jeannette Garcia Lake Stevens Psychology 
CWU-Lynnwood 
Michelle Valdez Kent Psychology 
CWU-Des Moines 
Russell Ulrich-Strickland Des Moines Sociology 
CWU-Des Moines 
MAIN CAMPUS COLOR GUARD 
Immediately following the procession is the Color Guard. 
The Color Guard is composed of students from the United 
States Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps and the United 
States Army Reserve Officer Training Corps. These programs 
are designed to prepare eligible students to assume the 
responsibilities of commissioned officers in the United States 
military. 
THE MACE 
Since the Middle Ages, the mace has served as a symbol of 
power and authority. Originally designed as a weapon of 
battle, it gradually assumed a more ceremonial role and 
was typically carried by kings and church leaders as a sign of 
office. Today, many legislative bodies such as the US House 
of Representatives and the British House of Commons have 
maces, as do most universities. 
Wilhelm Bakke, emeritus professor of Industrial and 
Engineering Technology crafted Central's mace. It consists of 
a shaft of solid walnut, taken from a tree in the Kittitas Valley, 
surmounted by a four-sided headpiece plated in 24K gold. 
Three of the sides bear the letters, "C," "W," "U," while the 
fourth bears the university seal. Two of the sides are backed 
by the university colors, crimson and black, and the others by 
the color green, signifying the Evergreen State. The mace, on 
display in the Board of Trustees meeting room in Barge Hall, is 
used only for official university functions. 
CENTRAL WASHlNGTON UNIVERSITY 
Docendo discimus is Latin for "by teaching we learn." That's 
the motto and driving principle behind Central Washington 
University, one of six state-assisted, four-year institutions of 
higher education in Washington. Central Washington University 
brings university education into communities throughout 
the state. CWU's residential campus is in Ellensburg, but 
we are co-located with community colleges in Lynnwood, 
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Everett, Des Moines, Pierce County, Yakima, Moses Lake, and 
Wenatchee. CWU also offers more degrees online than any 
other Washington university. 
On March 28, 1890, Gov. Elisha P. Ferry signed legislation that 
created the Washington State Normal School at Ellensburg. Its 
purpose then was defined as "the training and education of 
teachers in the art of instructing and governing in the public 
schools of the state." 
Since the first class of 86 students entered in 1891, the 
school has grown into a comprehensive institution of higher 
education. Washington State Normal School became Central 
Washington College of Education in 1937, Central Washington 
State College in 1961 , and achieved university status in 1977. 
The university has kept a strong, positive, and constructive 
posture as it continues to serve its students and carry out its 
mission as a responsive regional university. This is a tribute 
to a dedicated faculty involved in notable research and 
public service activities, students being prepared for a rapidly 
changing, high-technology society, academic programs 
being sustained and strengthened, and upgraded admission 
requirements. 
The Ellensburg campus is comprised of 350 acres, and is close 
to recreational opportunities. Central's four distinct seasons 
offer a variety of activities to those who enjoy the out-of-
doors. 
SPRING AND SUMMER GRADUATE 
DISCLAIMER 
The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors for 
spring and summer 2015, in this program are preliminary and 
subject to final degree requirement evaluation. The posting 
of the earned degree on the official transcript record in 
Registrar Services remains the official testimony of possession 
of the degree. The diploma of Central Washington University, 
signed and sealed by its appropriate officers, is a document 
bearing public notification of the degree. 
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BACHELOR Yvette Anayanci Angel Brandon James Berg Samantha Diann Bryant 
DEGREES BA Psychology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Magna Cum Laude Nikol Gigandet Aquino Social Sciences BAS Information Technology and 
GRANTED BS Accounting Joseph Earl Berg Administrative Management 
BS Business Administration BS Biology Bradley Thomas Buchberger 2014-2015 Shirin Arbabi Emilia Joy Bergland BA Law and Justice 
BS Accounting BS Family and Consumer Sciences Joseph Ryan Buck 
Steven Aribowo Career and Technical Education BA Law and Justice AUGUST 22, 2014 BS Business Administration Teaching Devin James Bulick 
Daniel Robert Ashby Trevor Olympus Bergstrom BS Clinical Physiology Nigiste E. Abdi BA Law and Justice BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Amy Marie Bunger 
BS Social Services Lindsi Rae Augenstein Deana Marie Berry BS Accounting Manal Abou Sleiman BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Hunter Nilsen Burke 
BAED Elementary Education BS Clinical Physiology Chelsea Nicole Betts BS Safety and Health Management 
Lana Said Abuhudra Cori Jean Ayers BA Law and Justice Sarah Kate Buskirk BS Business Administration BA Psychology 
Michael Christopher Bailey Amber Renee Betz Cum Laude BS Business Administration BS Information Technology and BS Clinical Physiology 
Ciera Rose Acevedo BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Administrative Management Bryan Zachary Butler 
BS Information Technology and Social Sciences Dongliang Bi Gregory Dewey Baker BS Recreation and Tourism Administrative Management BS Business Administration Courtney Michelle Button Carmen Adair BA Law and Justice Josina Blair Bickel BS Informat ion Technology and 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Jerod A. Baker Magna Cum Laude Administrat ive Management 
Social Sciences BS Safety and Health Management BS Public Health Jonah Romain Bylenga Rahim Isaac Adam Rey Hermann Baltazar Justin Bishop Cum Laude 
Cum Laude BS Clinical Physiology BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and 
BAS Information Technology and Kelsey Joy Bankston Administrative Management Administrative Management 
Administrative Management BS Recreation and Tourism Nicholas Kaleoonalani Bissen Samantha Ann Calahan Denzel Ali Ahmad-Taylor Cynthia Lynn Barbeau BS Safety and Health Management BS Exercise Science 
BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and Barbara Sue Black Kayla Mercurio Caldwell Administrative Management Administrative Management BA Public Relations BA Sociology Mustafa M. Ahmed Elliott Barnum Caitlin Nicole Blanchard Caitlin C. Calnan BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Information Technology and BS Clinical Physiology BS Business Administration Social Sciences Administrative Management Stephanie Lynn Blauert Mayra Angelica Camacho Charlie Reilly Aiden Aaron Barangan Barrios BS Public Health BS Biology BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and Jeff Ryan Block Sierra Danelle Camilleri Administrat ive Management Administrative Management BS Information Technology and BA Psychology Shehed Al-Azadi Melisa Nichole Barsotti Administrative Management 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Public Health Bruce Campbell Blunt Matthias M. Caputo 
Social Sciences Taryn Malyn Baumann BA Film and Video Studies BS Information Technology and Abby Renee Albright Charles Vincent Bond Administrative Management BS Clinical Physiology Stephanie Rachelle Carlin BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Hannah Grace Baumeister BS Biology Social Sciences BS Environmental Studies 
Katelyn Rachelle Albright BA Sociology Christopher Albert Boone Brian James Carroll Spencer W. Baumgartner BS Information Technology and BS Exercise Science BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
BS Environmental Geological Sciences Administrative Management Joseph Howard Allen 
Michael Scott Baxley James Talat Botros 
Casey Jay Carson 
BS Accounting BA Law and Justice BS Construction Management 
Josiah Jeetu Allen BS Accounting Christina Raquel Boyll Benjamin James Carter 
BS Business Administration Blake Scott Becker BS Business Administration BAS Information Technology and 
Michael Stephen Allen BS Professional Pilot Brendon John Bradley Administrative Management 
BS Accounting Kristine Marie Becker BA Geography Deanna Carter 
Mohand Ali Almaslokh BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Bryan Bradlyn BS Paramedicine 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology Social Sciences Brittany Sheila Ann Carterby 
Tyler Matthew Beeson Cum Laude Ibrahim Saif Alsaab BS Accounting BS Exercise Science 
BA Public Relations BS Exercise Science BS Business Administration Natalie Rae Castleman 
Salman Ali D Alshammari Kyle Pierre Behla Kody Allen Brandt BA Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude BS Construction Management Suma Cum Laude Gabriel Castro 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Tyler William Belan BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAS Information Technology and 
Ryan Lee Alsheimer BA Public Relations Social Sciences Administrative Management 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Vladimir Pavlovich Beletskiy Sonia Bravo Deborah Ellen Cate 
Social Sciences BS Recreation and Tourism BS Recreation and Tourism BAED Elementary Education 
Elizabeth Rosa Lucia Alzate Lynsey Anne Benedict John Michael Breidenthal Samuel Hunter Cathcart 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Law and Justice BS Computer Science BA Public Relations 
Bethany Christine Anderson Blaine John Bennett Haley Jeanmarie Bridges Anthony Luciano Celori 
BS Recreation and Tourism BS Individual Studies BS Public Health BA Psychology 
Devin A. Anderson Tiffany Joanne Bennett Annalisa Kristina Brombach Catherine Ann Chambers 
BS Clinical Physiology Magna Cum Laude BS Biology BS Exercise Science 
Jared Riley Anderson BAS Information Technology and Jennifer Ann Brown-Wiggins Atinderpal Singh Chana 
BS Construction Management Administrative Management BA Sociology Cum Laude 
Joseph Leo Andrews William Devin Bennett Kirsten Danielle Brunker BS Accounting 
BA Journalism BS Exercise Science BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administrat ion 
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Bostun Kimheng Chang Robert Allen Cram Dwan Fred Edwards Jessica Lynn Fisher 
BAS Information Technology and BAS Information Technology and BS Exercise Science BA Public Relations 
Administrat ive Management Administrative Management Hashim Elfatih Elberier Trang Thien Flanagan 
Ayde Chavez Aaron Cameron Dacey BA Music BS Accounting 
BA Law and Justice Cum Laude BS Information Technology and BS Business Administration 
Oneyda Elizabeth Chavez BAS Information Technology and Administrative Management Spencer Renee Flores 
BA Psychology Administ rat ive Management Clinton Alan Elg BS Environmental Studies 
BA Sociology Joseph Timothy Daily BS Biology Jonathan Edward Foran 
Mihoko Tomita Cheney BS Business Administration Radia M . Elgedawi BS Clinical Physiology 
BS Business Administration Erin Lynn Davey BAS Information Technology and Rochelle Marie Ann Ford 
Dilbar Singh Chhokar BS Fashion Merchandising Administ rative Management BS Information Technology and 
BS Information Technology and Samuel Caleb Davies Isaac Young Elliott Administrative Management 
Administrative Management BS Industrial Technology BAS Informat ion Technology and Alexander Lee Francis 
Kathryn Nicole Chissie William David Davies Administrative Management BA Geography 
BA Psychology BS Exercise Science Cassaundra Jenifer Ellis Kyle David Friermuth Nha Chuong Mark Sassing De Guzman BS Public Health BS Economics 
BS Business Administration Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar Megan Elaine Epperson Tina Renee Gadeberg Jane Serven Clark BS Computer Science Magna Cum Laude BAS Information Technology and 
BS Public Health Mlchael Angelo De Leon BA English Language and Literature Administrative Management 
Malissa Rachelle Clark BA Law and Justice Richard Johnathon Erdman Joseph Ryan Galindo BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Kristyna Lee De Veaux BA Mathematics Teach ing Secondary Magna Cum Laude Jaryd William-Ellwood Cline BS Accounting Hayley Susann Erickson BS Clinical Physiology 
BA Journalism Kaitlin Rebecca Dean BS Food Science and Nutrition David Louis Garber Carl Tristan Coffin BS Family Studies Brittnee Erker BS Business Administration 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Jennifer Beatrice Louise BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Christian Garcia Michael Mayfield Coffman Decker Olivia Espinoza BA Law and Justice BS Information Technology and BA Socio logy BA Law and Just ice Octavio Rafael Garcia-Ruiz Administ rative Management BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising BAS Information Technology and 
BA Spanish Kyle Thomas Cole Adrianne Marie Delay Administrative Management Jarrett Taylor Garrison BS Business Administration BS Exercise Science Jose Vicente Bajado Estella 
Sean Emory Collins BS Clinical Physiology BS Business Administration Elliott William Delong Lindsay Aslin Garske BAS Information Technology and BS Bio logy Iliana Boianova Evstatieva 
Administrat ive Management Chaz Leonard DeMonbrun BA Psychology BS Public Health Janie Grace Commeree BS Safety and Health Management Karla Domenica Fahey Wanda Gaston 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Joseph Harry DeRitis BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAS Information Technology and Paul Thomas Contos BA Political Science Social Sciences Administrative Management 
BA Geography Jacob Vincent Diaz Michael John Fahley Alicia Katherine Gatlin RJ Fernando Contreras BS Accounting BS Information Technology and BA Spanish 
BA English Language and Literature BS Business Administration Administrative Management Kirsten Diane Geiger 
BS Social Services Malcolm Willard Dike Anthony Mitchael Fahsholtz Cum Laude Leona Nicole Cook BS Information Technology and BS Business Administration BA English Language and Literature 
BA Communicat ion Studies Administrative Management Allisha Marie Falk Galila M . Getahun 
BA Sociology 
Minh Quang Do BS Clinical Physiology BS Public Health Guadalupe Maria Cortez BS Business Administration Muhammad Yuzar Farid Pardip Singh Gill BS Biology 
Michael Loren Dols BS Information Technology and BAS Information Technology and Kaitlyn Tayler Corwin BS Interd isciplinary Studies: Administ rative Management Administ rat ive Management BS Anthropology Social Sciences Melanie Kate Farmer Joseph Clifton Gillespie Blake Austin Coudriet Jeremy Randall Donner BS Public Health BS Clinical Physiology BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
BS Exercise Science Meghan A. Farrell Joslin Marie Gilmore Nathaniel Joseph Cover Audrey Joan Donoghue BS Global W ine Stud ies Science Honors Research BS Paramedicine 
BS Recreation and Tourism Inna Fedorchuk BA Sociology Zachary Ryan Covington Kyle Christopher Doucette BS Family and Consumer Sciences Richard Julius Gius BS Business Administ ration 
BS Clinical Physiology Career and Technical Education BS Information Technology and Mitchell Thomas Cowden Zachariah Lee Dozier Teaching Administrative Management BS Business Administrat ion 
BA Philosophy Jason Kanoa Feller Victoria Ann Gonnason Benjamin Jackson Cox Kylur Michael Ducotey BA Geography BA Public Relat ions BS Business Administration 
BFA Theatre Arts Heather Margaret Ann Homero Gonzalez Claire Cox Tyler Savoy Dunham Femrite BS Information Technology and BA Public Relations 
BA Communication Studies BS Food Science and Nutrit ion Administrative Management Darby Jean-Elizabeth Cox Bradley Eugene Durham Stuart Andrew Fewel Caitlin Michelle Gordon BA Public Relations BS Business Administration BS Exercise Science BS Exercise Science Mary Ann Coy Collin Lloyd Dysart Luke Andrew Fidge Ladene N. Gosnell Magna Cum Laude 
BS Informat ion Technology and BA Public Relations BAS Information Technology and BA Law and Just ice 
Admin istrative Management Emily Ann Eagon Administrative Management Anna Vladimirovna Gottlieb 
Kevin Scott Craig BA Film and Video Studies Mitchel Lee Fiecke BA Law and Justice 
Cum Laude BA Theatre Arts - General Studies BS Clinical Physio logy Jamie Lynn Graham 
BAS Information Technology and Jeremiah K. Eberhardt Susan Lin Fields BS Social Services 
Administrative Management BS Physics BA Law and Justice Andrew Wylie Gratzer 
Joshua Alexander Crain Craig Allen Eberli Nicole Filbert BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
BS Safety and Health Management BS Business Administrat ion BS Public Health Social Sciences 
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Jordan Alexander Green Jacob William Haskins Devin James Hurley Jane Elizabeth Jones 
BS Actuarial Science BS Information Technology and BS Accounting BS Information Technology and 
BS Accounting Administrative Management Huong Thu Huynh Admin istrative Management 
Nivea Green Nasteho Hassan Omar Cum Laude William Theodore Jones 
BS Social Services BA Psychology BS Accounting BFA Art 
Rebecca Janelle Gregg Lauren Marlow Hayes Linh T. Huynh Alexandra Arlene Jordan 
BS Exercise Science BA Public Relations BS Business Administration BA Public Relations 
Matthew Bell Grey BS Global Wine Studies Sean Lawrence Hyde Khristian Lauren Jourdan 
BMUS Wind Performance Steven Allen Hayes Cum Laude BS Social Services 
Allen Tramaine Gross BA Law and Justice BAS Information Technology and Adrian Elijah Juarez 
BA Sociology Courtney Evanne Hedspeth Administrative Management BS Information Technology and 
Crystal Rose Gruber BS Public Health Colin Reed Hyre-Snow Administrative Management 
Magna Cum Laude Michael Joseph Helke BA Asia/Pacific Studies Joshua Aaron Kane 
BA English Language and Literature BS Business Admin istration Jene Elizabeth Iceberg BS Interd iscipl inary Studies: 
Ivan Gubarev Eli Joshua Heminger BS Recreation and Tourism Social Sciences 
BS Business Administration BAS Information Technology and Shelby Catherine Irish Matthew Cody Katow 
Mykishia Renee Guillory Administrative Management Magna Cum Laude BA Biology BFA Art 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Adam Michael Hensley Ayaka ltami 
Harmanjit Kaur 
Social Sciences BA Psychology BS Aviation Management 
Sarah Jane Guinotte Allysen Gabriella Hernandez BAED Early Chi ldhood Education Joseph Jay Kelleher Non-certified 
BS Information Technology and BS Exercise Science Alexandria Elizabeth Jackson BA Law and Justice Administrative Management Santos Estrada Hernandez BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Brittany Cahterine Keller 
Krissa Dawn Gunderson BS Social Services Social Sciences BA English Language and Literature 
BS Public Health Kristen Hilderbrand Kaitlin Josephine Jackson Chelsea Adell Kelley 
Ronald James Gunner BAS Information Technology and BS Clinical Physiology BS Social Services 
BS Recreation and Tourism Administrative Management Kayla Briane Jackson Veronica Ann Kelly 
Jordan Christine Guthmiller Quang Ngoc Ho BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology BA Law and Justice BA Political Science BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Kara Marie Hackler Huy Quoc Hoang Kelsi Lynne Jacobson Social Sciences 
BA Communication Studies BS Accounting BS Information Technology and Ruth Ellen Kelner 
Paul Anthony Haecherl BS Business Administration Administrative Management Magna Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology Aaron Keith Hodgins Tiffney Lynn Jacobson BS Publ ic Health 
Alex Joseph Hahne BA English Language and Li terature BS Business Administration Abdull Mohammed Khamis 
BS Business Administration Dylan Scott Hoglund Corinne Marie Jacoby BAS Information Technology and 
Noah Lavell Hall BA Fi lm and Video Studi es BS Public Health Administrative Management 
BA English Language and Literature Elizabeth Lannon Holberg Aja Jadama Shawntay Kicker 
Raymond Anthony Hall BS Clinical Physiology BA Law and Justice BS Physical Education and School Health 
BA Geography George Brock Holifield Sarah Nicole Jalali Mason Kien 
Mariah Lynn Hamilton BS Safety and Hea lth Management BS Pub lic Health BS Accounting 
BA Psychology Amanda Grace Cameron Lee Jamieson BS Business Administration 
Ashley Rae Ann Hamlot Hollingsworth BA Geography Wil Kilcup 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BFAArt Richard Arthur Johannessen BS Interdiscip linary Studies: 
Social Sciences Debra Lynn Holmberg BS Accounting Social Sciences BS Business Administration James Michael Hancock BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Abby Morgan Johnson Sang Jun Kim BS Business Administration Social Sciences BS Exercise Science 
Madison Estelle Hancock Simon Arthur Houck Magna Cum Laude Lynzie Ann Kinnaman 
BS Clinical Physiology BS Exercise Science BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Sciences BS Cli nical Physiology 
Russell Morriss Haney Matthew David McVey Charles Sung Ho Johnson Patrick Alan Kinney BAS Information Technology and Hubbard BS Public Health BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Administrative Management BS Industrial Technology Jordan David Johnson , Josef Jordan Kistler Azka Thalia Harahap Keith Wray Huffman BS Recreation and Tourism BS Family Studies 
BS Business Administration BS Information Technology and Katie JoLea Johnson Krichaya Kitsondhi 
Rory Noel Hardy Administrative Management BA Psychology BS Business Administration 
BA Law and Justice Elena Marie Hughes Rachel Marie Johnson Matthew Stephen Klatt 
Marcus Joseph Harkins BS Anthropology Magna Cum Laude BA Anthropology 
BS Exercise Science Jolyn Rebekah Hull BS Accounting BA Psychology 
Lori Kay Harmer Summa Cum Laude BS Business Administration Daniel Wells Klope 
Cum Laude BS Public Hea lth Samantha Lynn Johnson BS Cl inica l Physiology 
BS Social Services Ian Matthew Humiston BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Rachel Knutson 
Emalee Elizabeth Harper Magna Cum Laude Sarah Jane Johnson Magna Cum Laude 
BA Sociology BS Clinical Physiology BA Public Relations BA Psychology 
Taylor Hayden Harriman Thomas Lee Humphreys Brittnay Nichole Johnston Krissy Lee Knutz 
BS Anthropo logy BS Individual Studies BA Sociology BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Crissy Lee Harrington Neils Christoffer Humphries Sandra Joller Yaniv Koblentz 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice 
DeShawn Michael Harris Tin Lok Hung Evan Theodore Jonas BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Professional Pilot BS Business Administration BA Engl ish/Language Arts Teaching Social Sciences 
Lara Jasmine Hartwig Savannah Rockwell Hunt Brendan Keith Jones John David Koch 
BA Law and Justice BA History BS Recreation and Tourism BA Psychology 
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Natalie R. Kolodij Bryce Michael Lumpkin Ken David Maxey Jessica Kali Moczulewski 
BS Accounting Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration BA Sociology 
Nicole Marie Kraght BS Physics Rylee Anne McCauley Kaitlin Marie Moen 
BAED Elementary Education Julia Belen Luna BS Family Studies BS Public Health 
John D. Krasowski BFA Theatre Arts Amanda Joy McClure Lindsay Patricia 
Cum Laude Craig William Lund BA Public Relations Montgomery 
BS Economics BS Geology Leanna Christine McCord BS Family Studies 
BS Information Technology and William Charles Lund BA Public Relations Lisa Stefanie Moore Administrative Management BS Computer Science Jessica Rose McDaniel BS Information Technology and Julie Jeri Krogstadt Alexa Marie Lutovsky BS Public Health Administrative Management 
BS Information Technology and BS Food Science and Nutrition Carson Douglas McDonald Carol Louise Mosman Administrative Management Jayson Ha Luu BS Business Administration BS Accounting Taylor Michelle Kunkel BA Law and Justice Christopher James McDonald Elizabeth Mota-Nolasco BFA Art 
Ariel Laidler 
Desirae Marie Lyall BA Philosophy BS Biology 
BA Biology Charles Henry McFadden Robert Luther Hammond BS Family Studies BS Clinical Physiology BS Geology Mullenix Schuyler Keenan Lakey Jonathan M . MacDowell Lashonda M. McNeill BS Safety and Health Management BFA Art BA Geography BS Information Technology and 
Kristen Lantau Roger L. Mack Administrative Management Joshua Alan Munro Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Alexander Sebastion BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Psychology Administrative Management McPherson Megan Victoria LaPlante Joshua Aaron Macke Nikolai Dart Nakon 
BA Sociology BA Biology 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology 
Administrative Management Jenny Lyn Lau Maggie Madden Emily Lynn Meagher Christopher Lee Nash Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude BS Environmental Studies BS Global Wine Studies BA Law and Justice BS Public Health Aubrey Diana Meaker Daniel Joseph Neale Zebediah Patrick Lavergne Quyen Mai BS Exercise Science 
BS Individual Studies BS Information Technology and BS Account ing Brooke Renae Nelson 
Kristopher Alan Lawler Administrative Management Darla Kathleen Medina BAED Elementary Education 
BA Film and Video Studies Ryan Kawika Ancheta Major Magna Cum Laude Jeffrey William Nelson BS Socia l Services Jacob Carl Lawrence BS Interdiscip linary Studies Richard D. Meier BA Public Re lations BS Global Wine Studies Social Sciences Monica Rose Nelson 
True Nguyen Phuong Le Chad William Makela BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Socia l Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude BFA Art Savannah Jade Meiners Social Sciences BS Business Administration Peter Mabeny Malath Sonja Nelson 
Kristie Kahealani Meiling BA Public Relations Kirchhoffer BS Exercise Science 
Lee BS Information Technology and BA Sociology Traci Renee Nelson 
BAED Elementary Education Administrat ive Management Marina Melnik BS Global Wine Studies 
Sae Han Lee Taylor Marilyn Mallahan BAS Information Technology and John Robert Neubauer 
BS Information Technology and BS Cl inical Physiology Administrative Management BS Clinical Physiology 
Administrative Management Shannon Marie Malloy Stephanie Lynne Melton Shelby Elise Newman 
Sarah L. Lefevers BS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice Administrative Management BA Psychology 
BA Biology 
Brooke Kay Lefor Alessio Allin Mancini Meagan Elizabeth Meredith 
Kevin Tran Ngo 
BS Information Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism BS Chemistry BS Exercise Science My Thi Diem Ngo 
Jacob M . Lindal Administrative Management Alyssa Kylene Merrill 
BAS Information Technology and Brian Edward Mariner BS Public Health 
BS Account ing 
Administrative Management BS Accounting Lauren Audrey Messmore Ngoc Bach Ngo 
Spencer Robert Link Olga A. Martemyanova Summa Cum Laude BS Business Administration 
BS Safety and Health Management BS Accounting BS Recreation and Tourism Bich Tram Nguyen 
Tristina Starr Lochmann BS Business Administration Ana Maria Meza Andrade Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration Andrew Mclean Martin BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising BS Accounting 
BA Law and Justice Chelsea Anne Millar BS Business Administration Gabriela Marie Logan Alyssa Nicole Martinez BS Recreation and Tourism Cuong Cao Nguyen BS Family Studies 
Austin David Long BA Public Relations Jacob Henry Miller 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jesus Angel Martinez BFA Art BS Business Administration BS Business Administration Jennifer Martina Nguyen 
Joshua John Longanecker BS Accounting Laurie Kay Miller Savanna M. Martinez BS Business Administration BS Public Health BA Law and Justice 
BA Sociology Nicole Marie Miller Tai Tan Nguyen LeAnn Jean Lopez Victoria Paula Martinez BS Clinical Physiology BS Business Administration BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Jonathan Martin Millie Tra Thanh Nguyen Brian James Loska 
BAS Information Technology and 
Social Sciences BS Recreation and Tourism BS Business Administration 
Administrative Management Margaux Alexandra Massey Joseph Michael Mills Triet Nguyen 
BS Information Technology and BA Journalism BS Global Wine Studies BS Business Admin istration 
Administrative Management Shilpa E. Mathew Ashley Noelle Mitchell Trung Thanh Nguyen 
Shannon Paige Lowry BA Law and Justice BA Psychology BA Law and Justice 
BA Pub lic Relations Breanne Marie Mattson Phylicia Diamond Mitchell Ngocrine Thi Nhan 
Olivia Conrada Lukin BS Clinical Physiology BS Social Services BA Psychology 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Nicole Yvette Maupin Karen Ann Mockel Kolby Rae Nichol 
Social Sciences BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude BAS Information Technology and 
BS Publ ic Health BS Family Studies BA Geography Administrative Management 
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Michelle Lynn Nichols Janet Perez Joshua Lawrence Rogers Samuel David Severson 
BS Fashion Merchandising BA Law and Justice BS Information Technology and BA Film and Video Studies 
Michael Edward Noetzelman Melissa Constanza Marie Administrative Management Basmah Shabazz 
BS Information Technology and Perkins Laura Michele Rogers Cum Laude 
Adm inistrative Management Douglas Honors College BS Accounting BS Anthropology 
Deborah R. Noeun BS Family Studies BS Business Administration Abida Sheikh 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Taylor James Perry Robert Dean Rogers BS Business Administration Social Sciences BS Clinical Physiology BS Electronics Engineering Technology Andrea Michelle Shepard Kelsey L. Nowacki Hanna Elisabeth Person Tyler Clark Roland BA Psychology BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Joseph McKell Sherrod 
Carlos Enrique Nunez BS Anthropology Administrative Management BS Geology 
BS Exercise Science Totam Thi Pham Alvin Herrera Rongcal Brittney Michelle Shirey 
Hanna Elizabeth O'Donnell BS Accounting BS Accounting BA Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude Julie Denice Pipkin BS Business Adm inistration BA Soc iology 
BA Individual Studies BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Nolan M. Root Elizabeth Ashley Silveira 
Benjamin David O'Hara Social Sciences BS Clin ica l Physiology BS Environmental Studies 
BS Information Technology and Agnessa Nikolaevna Angelina Riojas Rosales Jessica Mae Simmons 
Adm inistrative Management Pishchenko BS Public Health Cum Laude 
Chinazom Nwakaego Oleru BS Business Administration Sonva Darlene Rosenow BA Law and Just ice 
BA Socio logy Brian Scott Pitman BA Law and Justice Lok-ting Sin 
Emily Elizabeth Olsoy BS Information Technology and Nicola Mario Ruggiero 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BA Psychology Administrative Management Social Sciences 
Valeria Orbegozo Anthony Paul Porter 
BS Information Technology and Gurvir Singh 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BS Computer Science 
Administrative Management BS Information Technology and 
Marvin Ivan Ortiz Taylor Marie Prichard 
Ashiono Sagali Admin istrative Management 
BS Social Services BS Exercise Science 
BS Accounting Jasmine Singh 
Robyn Jane Orton William Dewane Pritchett Kevin Michael Sak BS Business Administration 
BA Sociology BS Bio logy 
BA Video Communication Studies Russell Franklin Sisson 
Kevin Topher Norman Robert Sean Quick Jessica Marie Sampson BA Public Relations 
Osborn BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Magna Cum Laude Reed William Skyllingstad 
BA Socio logy Kayla Nicole Quiles BS Information Technology and BA Geography 
Kaylee A. Osterman BA Psychology 
Admin istrative Management Bryan David Slater 
BS Business Administration Joey Race Eduardo Sanchez BA Public Relations Jack Lee Otto BA Commun ication Stud ies BS Construction Management Daniel Eugene Smelser 
BS Information Technology and Blake Edward Radish Teron Jon Santeford Cum Laude Administrative Management BS Computer Science BAS Information Technology and 
Matthew Esteban Pacheco BS Business Administration Federico Andres Sarria Administrative Management 
BA Law and Justice Goran Rasic BA Fi lm and Video Studies Jennifer Lee Smith 
Daniel Junior Padilla BS Accounting Earlan De Castro Saspa BS Accounting 
BS Information Technology and BS Business Administration Shelby Lynn Smith 
Administrative Management Aliah Lea Rasmussen BS Electronics Engineering Technology BA Law and Justice 
Korina Melissa Padilla BS Information Technology and Anna Elisabeth Schmidt Taylor Ann Smith 
BS Biology Administrative Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Business Administration Social Sciences Arvin Kristian Avila Jeffrey Thomas Raymond Grace Amber Schmidt Donovan Carl Snow Pagulayan BAS Information Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Exercise Science Administrative Management BS Clin ical Physiology Nicholas M. Snyder 
Trevor Chepoda Palmer Amparo Gabriela Razo Jordan Danielle Schneider BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
BS Aviation Management BS Information Technology and BA English Language and Literature Social Sciences 
Anne Bobzien Parfitt Administrative Management Michael Luke Schrader Tammy Eileen Southards 
Magna Cum Laude Samantha Lynn Reed BA Psychology BS Social Services 
BS Anthropology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Garen Ayers Schroder ' Sean Yutaro Spidell BS Geology Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Su Jung Park Eric Neil Reppas BS Food Science and Nutri t ion Administrative Management 
BS Business Administration BA Psychology BS Information Techno logy and Ariella Danielle Stanback Anthony Gregor Parker Travis John Riggin Administrative Management BS Public Health 
Cum Laude BS Industria l Technology Eimhin Amhlaoibh Mike Alvin Stanek BS Information Technology and Watah A. Rikabi Schroeder-LaPlatney BAS Information Technology and Administrative Management BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Roger Jonathan Parker Cum Laude Adm inistrative Management 
Cum Laude 
Nolan Ryan Robirds BS Biology Andrew Joseph Stevens 
BS Pub lic Health BS Exercise Science Evan Andrew Schultz BA Law and Justice 
Taryn Mariah Parsons Erika Jo Rocha BA English Language and Literature Nicholas G. Stevens 
BS Clinical Physiology BS Business Administration Kennetha P. Scott BS Geology 
Shey Patton Laecio L. Rocha Summa Cum Laude Robert Michael Stoddard 
BA Public Relations BS Pub lic Health BAS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and 
Jordan Taylor Paul Suzana Kely Lacerda Rocha Administrative Management Administrative Management 
BS Clinica l Physiology BS Biology Brandy Samantha Searcy Amy Maurine Stone 
Kyle Patrick Peckham Brandon Christopher Cum Laude BS Recreation and Tourism 
Summa Cum Laude Roddewig BS Information Techno logy and Scott Michael Stone 
BS Business Admin istration BS Exercise Science Administrative Management BS Exercise Science 
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Markie J. Stratton 
Cum Laude 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BA Foreign Language 
BA Spanish 
Beau Garrett Stroud 
BS Business Administration 
Korey Jamal Strozier 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Amanda Alene Sudan 
BA Family and Consumer Sciences 
Amanda Rae Swanson 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Zane Ignacio Switzer 
BS Clinical Physio logy 
Sheryl Rae Swory 
BS Social Services 
Yu Mei Sy 
BS Accounting 
Emiko Tagami 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Prazwal Tamang 
BS Bus iness Ad ministration 
Stefanie Tanri 
BS Bus iness Administration 
Nancy Tapia 
Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physio logy 
Jordan Michelle Tapp 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nicholas James Tarabini 
B FA Theatre Arts 
Sarah Alane Tarbert 
Cum Laude 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Education 
Devan James Tatum 
BS Computer Science 
Heather Ashley Taylor 
BAED Elementary Education 
Yolanda Tena Gutierrez 
BS Social Services 
Michael Marquiss Terentjev 
BA Politica l Science 
Andrew Christian Thaut 
BS Exercise Science 
Lyndsey Thomas 
BA Psychology 
Cooper Robert Thompson 
BS Profess ional Pilot 
David Andrew Thorsnes 
BS Exercise Science 
Marina Tikhonova 
BA Sociology 
Tayler Renee Timmons 
BS Business Administration 
Makayla Joy Tissue 
BA Law and Justice 
BS Family Studies 
Shanice Shante Tolbert 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Megan Virginia Tompkins 
BS Business Administration 
Kirsten Michele Touma 




BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Vinh Quang Tran 
BS Business Administration 
My Huyen Trinh 
BS Economics 
James Richard Trogden 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Van Nguyen Song Truong 
BS Business Admin istrat ion 
Toby John Turpin 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Steven John Uhl 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
David Aaron Ullock 
BS Paramedicine 
Anna Giuseppina Vacca 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Taylor Marie Vallee 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Emma Marie Van Natta 
BS Business Administration 
Gabriela Vargas 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Jeremy Louis Veilleux 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Krista Anne Vetterlein 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Brian Michael Villegas 
BS Bus iness Administration 
Kelsy Leigh Villegas 
BS Exercise Science 
Rubal Virdi 
BA Psycho logy 
Thao Thanh Vo 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Albert Derek Vogt 
BS Business Administration 
Sarah Patricia Voigt 
BS Public Health 
Michael Allan VonScherr 
BA Law and Justice 
BA Sociology 
Jennyfer Thuy My Vu 
BS Biology 
Teresa Ann Wahleithner 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Keith Charles Wald 
BA Public Relations 
Sarah Marie Walker 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Brandon Michael Walton 
BS Cl inical Physiology 
Jennifer Wamaitha Wambaa 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kacey Nicole Ward 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Katelyn Michelle Warenski 
BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies 
Social Sciences 
Monisha Carita Watkins 
BS Public Health 
Scott Hamilton Watters 
BA Law and Just ice 
William Lee Watters 
BS Pub lic Health 
Cheryllynn Krista Waymack 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ary Gerald Webb 
BS Interd isciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Landon Harris Weigel 
BS Environmental Studies 
Christopher John Weinhold 
BS Accounting 
Dillon Roy Welch 
BA Geography 
Nicholas Dylon Wells 
BA Law and Justice 
Erika Lynn Wenger 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Brittany Lee Wentworth 
BS Fashion Merchandising 
Donald Earl Werner 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Jennie Maria Westfall 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Justin Tyler Wetherbee 
BS Construction Management 
Gregory Martin Wetzel 
BA Instructional Foundation 
LeeAnn Marie Wheeler 
Cum Laude 
BS Public Health 
Aaron Matthew Wik 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Carin Josephine Williams 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Joshua Marshall Wilson 
BS Geology 
Quianna Kim Winkfield 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Ashley Nicole Wolfe 
BS Accounting 
Emma Arlone Wolfson 
BA Music 
Stephanie Susan Wood 
Cum Laude 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Dominic Nicholas Woods 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Jin Oh Yang 
BA Socio logy 
Snizhana V. Yaroshenko 
BS Accounting 
Joshua Allan Yearout 
BAS Food Service Management 
Charlie Edward Young 
BAS Information Techno logy and 
Admin istrative Management 
Lauren Jeannette Young 
BA Law and Just ice 
Yang Yu 
BS Global Wine Studies 
Mustapha Zaiou 
BS Accounting 
Amira Habieb Zaky 
BS Business Ad ministration 
Courtney Rose Zemanek 
BS Exercise Science 
Zoey Jessica Zemanek 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Maria De la Luz Zepeda 
BS Soc ial Services 
Taylor Brooke Zirkle 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
BS Business Administration 
Wilhelm Robert Zuercher 
BA Psychology 
BA Russian 
DECEMBER 11, 2014 
Firas Hussain Al Jamed 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Katelyn Rachelle Albright 
BA History/Social Studies Teach ing 
Joel Nathaniel Allen 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Economics 
Chase Bradley Anderson 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Kyle Alan Anderson 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Mitchell Scott Anderson 
BS Accounting 
Carlie Michelle Andrade 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Brandon Allen Andrews 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Vern Robert Andrus 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Michael Dean Archibald 
BS Biology 
Brian Everett Armstrong 
BAS Information Techno logy and 
Admin ist ra t ive Management 
Omar Arredondo 
BS Business Administration 
Elizabeth Ann Atkinson 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Computer Science 
Lindsi Rae Augenstein 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Aaron Hayden Avey 
BA Law and Justice 
Christopher Mark Azcueta 
BMUS Music Education 
Amy Nicole Bailey 
BS Accounting 
Rebecca Lauren Baker 
BA Sociology 
Kelsea Main Baltins 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Stephen Loyd Barta Matthias M. Caputo Ericka Gray Daniels Luke Andrew Fidge 
Magna Cum Laude BS Information Technology and Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
BA Music Administrative Management BAED El ementary Education BAS Information Techno logy and 
Robert Eugene Bates Jennifer Lynn Carli Bradley James Davenport Administrative Management 
BS Interdiscip linary Studies: Cum Laude BS Interd isciplinary Studies Ezekiel James Fife 
Social Sciences BA Psychology Social Sciences BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Maxwell Allen Bayern Casey Jay Carson Jeremiah Oswald Davenport Social Sciences 
BA Journal ism BS Construction Management BA History Kristen Nicole FitzGerald 
Ramona Lynn Beattie Sarah Anne Carter Sean Michael Davis Cum Laude 
BS Accounting Douglas Honors College BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education 
Lindsay Allyn Joan Beck BA Middle Level Mathematics Yvette Dear Evan Spencer Floyd 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education and Science Teaching BA Sociology BA Law and Justice 
Teresa Lee Bedell Kathryn Nicole Chissie Analea Christina Dellinger Iesha Marie Ford 
BA Law and Justice BA Psychology BAED Elementary Education BS Biology 
Samantha Lynn Bellefeuille David Mitchel Chitwood Chaz Leonard DeMonbrun Christian James Foster 
BS Exercise Science BS Information Technology and BS Safety and Health Management BA Law and Justice 
Phillip Justin Bennett Administrative Management Casey Crook Diehl Megan Kathleen Foster 
BS Individual Studies Michael Ralston Christiansen BS Business Admin istration BAED Elementary Education 
Wi ld life Bio-Conservation BS Safety and Hea lth Management Lan Ngoc Do Donald Lee Foutz 
William Devin Bennett Nha Chuong Magna Cum Laude BA Psychology 
BS Exercise Science BS Business Administration BS Business Administration Victoria Elizabeth 
Grace Elizabeth Bergman Anna Cohen Wesley James Dobies Frederickson 
BMUS Music Education BA Sociology BA Anthropology BA Anthropology 
Matthew Kenneth Bigby Benjamin Albert Cohen Marina Veronica Donoso Carolyn Anne Free 
BA Geography BS Specialized Studies: BS Biology BS Exercise Science 
Chelsea Diane Blackburn Business Development Irene Michelle Donovan Amber Lee Fuentes 
BMUS Music Educat ion Mary Kathleen Commins BA Psychology BS Interdiscip linary Studies: 
Charles Vincent Bond BA Film and Video Studies BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Sciences 
BS Biology Travis John Conner Social Sciences Trent Daniel Fuller 
Rose Borden Cum Laude Melissa Marie Dougherty BS Business Admin istrat ion 
Magna Cum Laude BS Physica l Education Cum Laude Kellen Michael Gallacher 
BS Geology and School Health BS Information Technology and BS Phys ical Education 
Camille Dione Borodey Benjamin Jackson Cox Administrative Management and School Hea lth 
BA English Language and Literature BS Bus iness Administration Patrick Walker Douglas Derek Ganter 
Kaylah Nadine Boston Jaclyn Hope Cox BS Accounting BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology Cum Laude Daniella Christie Dow Avery H. Garmire 
Jamie Johnson Bowe BAED Elementary Education BFA Art BS Business Administration 
BS Actuarial Science Kailonna Rennae Crawford Ngan Tai Du Aislyn Jean Garner 
Mitchell Stephen Bowman BS Anthropology BS Business Administration Cum Laude 
BS Safety and Health Management Korey Michael Crawford Jared John Duffy BA Psycho logy 
Tammera Shanese Bradley BAS Information Technology and BS Environmental Studies Jacy Renee Garner 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching Administrative Management Kevin Gordon Dunlap BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Austin William Brown Ashlee Elizabeth Crews Brittany Nicole Gaudinier 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Educat ion 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Ashley Brooke Bryan BAED Elementary Education 
Laekin June Dunoskovic Mark Phillip Gerlach 
BA Psycho logy Jade Chantelle Crisler 
BA English Language and Literature 
Magna Cum Laude 
Thomas Glenn Bryan Cum Laude Kayleen Renee Durant BS Individual Studies Technology 
BA Psycho logy BAED Elementary Education 
BAED El ementary Education Galila M. Getahun 
Susan Diane Bucy Eric John Cross Bradley Eugene Durham BS Public Health 
Cum Laude BS Economics 
BS Exercise Science Joseph Clifton Gillespie 
BAED Elementary Education Marissa Lynn Cruz Collin Lloyd Dysart BS Clinical Physiology 
Devin James Bulick BA Anthropology BA Public Relations Katherine Elizabeth Gillespie 
BS Clin ica l Physiology BS Biology Richelle Lynne Edmonds BS Interd isciplinary Studies: 
Brittany Kayla Bywater Kieran Francis Culkin BS Public Health Social Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude BA Law and Justice Dwan Fred Edwards Ashley Eileen Giri 
BS Apparel, Texti les, and Merchandising Elizabeth Janette Cummings BS Exercise Science Cum Laude 
Chezla Lynae Cadwell BA Law and Justice Cameron Joseph Eggerling BMUS Music Education 
Cum Laude Brian Curry BA Communication Studies Katherine Elizabeth Golarz 
BAED Elementary Education BS Business Administration Haellie Anne Eppard BA Public Relations 
Samantha Ann Calahan Lesley Nettae Curry BS Information Technology and Deaira Lee Gordon 
BS Exercise Science BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Administrative Management BA Psychology 
Kayla Mercurio Caldwell Social Sciences Audrey Jo Evenblij Creston Morgan Grant 
BA Sociology Austin Robert Dafoe BS Accounting BA Law and Justice 
Jillian Renae Campbell BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Ibrahim Abdulmonem Fallata Walter Flora Greer 
Cum Laude Gary Alan Daley BS Electron ics Engineering Technology BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
BFA Art BS Information Technology and Joanna Louise Farnsworth Socia l Sciences 
Kyle Thomas Campbell Administrative Management BS Interdiscipl inary Studies Katherine Lynne Gregory 
BA Geography Cameron Alexander Kassab Social Sciences BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Frankie Jean Canady Daniels Samantha Anne Faust Shelby Marie Gremel 
BS Business Administration BA Journalism BS Recreation and Tourism BA English Language and Li terature 
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Jesy Mae Groebli Amanda Marie Hineline Janelle Marie Kavanaugh Shoko Imamura Maitland 
Cum Laude BAED Early Childhood Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Accounting 
BS Information Technology and Non-certified Social Sciences Donald Everett Manning 
Administrative Management Danielle Elizabeth Hinton Heather Rae Keirns BS Information Technology and 
Cameron Michael Guerrero BS Clinical Physiology Cum Laude Administrative Management 
Cum Laude Robin Sue Hinz BA Law and Justice Ephraim Mark Manning 
BMUS Music Education Cum Laude Alexander Keith BA Music 
Mykishia Renee Guillory BA Psychology BA Music Trevor Scott Marckmann BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Alyssa Leialoha Hodson Katherine Talin Kenderian BA Communication Studies Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude BA Law and Justice 
Richard Louis Guidi BA Spanish Teaching Maria Kim Hima Priya N. Mareedu 
BAS Information Technology and James Holliday BS Accounting BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management BA Psychology Jennifer Young Kingshott Administrative Management 
Ronald James Gunner Debra Lynn Holmberg BA Public Relations Casandra Crystal Marsh 
BS Recreation and Tourism BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Lynzie Ann Kinnaman BS Interd iscip linary Studies: 
Savannah Rene Gunning Social Sciences BS Clinical Physiology Social Sciences 
BS Clinical Physiology Eric Miles Holmstrom Krichaya Kitsondhi Drew Michael Martin 
Rongxiu Guo BA Geography BS Business Administration BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Accounting Jesslyn Alegre Howard Karl John Koemmpel Dana Joan Mastroianni 
Julie Ann Hake BA Journalism BA Music BS Anthropology 
Cum Laude Holly Jane Howton Tanya C. Kumma Dallas Rene Maupin 
BAED Elementary Education BFA Art BS Flight Technology BS Exercise Science 
Noah Lavell Hall Keith Wray Huffman Matthew Alden Lambert Cassandra Mae Mayo 
BA Engl ish Language and Literature BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and BS Social Services 
Lori Anne Halliday Admin istrative Management Administrative Management Andrea Nicole McAuliffe 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies Kayla Lynn Hull Don Robert Lamond Magna Cum Laude 
Social Sciences Cum Laude BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education 
Jordan Taylor Halstead BAED Elementary Education Kathryn Elizabeth Landoe Kellie Brianna Mccarren 
BS Recreation and Tourism Jeffrey Travis Hunt Magna Cum Laude BS Social Services 
Ashley Rae Ann Hamlot Magna Cum Laude BA English Language and Literature BS Physical Education Elsa Larson Jacob Benjamin McCoy BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
and School Health BA English Language and Literature BA Law and Justice Social Sciences 
Amber Lynnae Hamming Daniel Aaron Hupp Jacquelyn Elizabeth Lavalley Jillian Kate McDaniels 
BAED Elementary Education 
BS Information Technology and BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude 
Marcus Joseph Harkins 
Administrative Management Maxwell Elliot Lavinthal BAED Elementary Education 
BS Exercise Science 
Phuong Nguyen Tuyet BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Alexander Sebastion 
Lori Kay Harmer Huynh Social Sciences McPherson BS Information Technology and Nathan Lea BS Information Technology and Cum Laude Administrative Management 
BS Social Services BS Individual Studies: Spina l and Administrative Management 
Colton David Harper 
Colin Reed Hyre-Snow Neuroanatomical Hea lth Devin James McRae BA Asia/Pacific Stud ies Chad Michael Lednum BA Biology Jene Elizabeth Iceberg BAED Elementary Education BS Aviation Management 
Alyssa Jaymarie Hartle BS Recreation and Tourism Sarah L. Lefevers Aubrey Diana Meaker 
BAED Special Education P-12 Joshua Deliberate Ingraham BA Law and Justice BS Accounting 
Jacob William Haskins BA Psychology Rebecca Jean Lemons Luz Maria Mendoza 
BS Information Technology and Samantha Jo Irons BA Psychology BA French Teaching 
Administrative Management Cum Laude Jasmine Rae Lewis Meagan Elizabeth Meredith 
Pagna Yimlavy Hay BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Business Administration Sarah Elizabeth Iverson Jacob M. Lindal Hattie Olivia Midboe 
Audra Jo Hays BA English Language and Literature BAS Information Technology and Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice Emily Susan Jacobson-Ross Administrative Management BA Middle Level Mathematics 
James William Heberling BA Visua l Art Teach ing Spencer Robert Link and Science Teach ing 
Magna Cum Laude Cody Dale Jewett BS Safety and Hea lth Management BAED Elementary Education 
BAED Specia l Education P- 12 BS Safety and Health Management Timothy Steven Linz Connor Williams Middleton 
Andrew Paul Heger Tanat Pop Jitjirakorn BS Business Administration BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Cum Laude BS Business Administration Aleksey I. Lobzov Emilie M . Milburn BS Environmental Studies Christine Johnson BA Law and Justice Cum Laude Jason Darell Hein Magna Cum Laude Holly Anne Lofgren BS Social Services BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BA Middle Level Mathematics BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Jaime Katherine Miller Sarah Bess Hemenway and Sc ience Teaching Flora Felicia London 
BMUS Voca l Performance Donald Edward LaRue Magna Cum Laude BS Accounting 
Brenden Michael Henesey Johnson BAED Elementary Education Ashley Noelle Mitchell 
BA Political Science BA Sociology Zandrina Ann Lougheed BA Psychology 
Samantha Morgan Hensley Joel Alan Johnson BA Geography Raymond Moreno 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies BS Business Administration Jason Edward Loyles BS Paramedicine 
Social Sciences Emily Ann Johnston BS Accounting Lynsey Ann Moroz 
Susan Anna Her Magna Cum Laude Benjamin John Luce BAED Elementary Education 
BS Accounting BAED Elementary Education BS Physics Anthony Philip Moss 
Evan William Herford Michelle Jones Caitlynn Marie Lull BAS Information Technology and 
BS Business Administration BA Law and Justice BA Psychology Administrative Management 
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Robert Luther Hammond Christopher George Paulson Mariela Romero Jessica Mae Simmons 
Mullenix Cum Laude BA Socio logy Cum Laude 
BS Safety and Health Management BS Information Technology and Abigail Jennifer Root BA Law and Justice 
Yusuke Munetsuna Administ rative Management Summa Cum Laude Jillian Mae Simmons 
BS Professional Pilot Rebecca Lynn Paulson Douglas Honors College BA Law and Justice 
Chelsea Renee Nell Cum Laude BA Asia/Pacif ic Studies William M. Sims 
Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology Craig Shamus Roper BS Account ing 
BAED Elementary Education Erik Michael Pearson BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Briana Nicole Singh 
Traci Renee Nelson 
BS Accounting Social Sciences BAED Early Childhood Education 
BS Global Wine Studies 
Kylie Ann Peer Allyson Jean Ross Jasmine Singh 
BA Public Relations BS Information Technology and BS Business Administrat ion John Robert Neubauer Minerva Perez Administ rative Management Man Chon Sio BS Clinical Physiology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Rebekah Nan Roush BS Business Administrat ion 
Race Edward Newkirk Social Sciences BAS Information Technology and Dakotah Madisen Sisco 
BA Fi lm and Video Studies Daniela Perez-Martinez Administrative Management BAED Elementary Education 
Binh Ai Nguy BAED Elementary Education Caitlin Mary Runland Sean David Skinner 
BS Business Administ ration Daniel Robert Peterson BS Public Health Cum Laude 
Lina Nguyen BS Business Administration David Eric Russell BS Individual Studies: 
BS Business Administ rat ion Brian Ceralde Petilo BS Business Administration Aviation Science 
Triet Nguyen BMUS M usic Education Christopher Phillip Rydberg Erin Nicole Smith 
BS Business Administ ration Thomas Daniel Petrie BS Accounting Magna Cum Laude 
Laura Ann Nichols BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Hannah Marion Ryker BS Physical Educat ion 
BS Accounting Social Sciences BA English/Language Arts Teaching and School Health 
Nicole Lynn Noel Austin Beau Petterson Tara Kay Sabourin Kaylan Brittney Smith 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Philosophy BAS Information Technology and 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Christopher R. Norris Tuyen M. Pham Administrative Management Stevin Shawn Smith 
BS Accounting Nathan Kyle Sadler BAS Information Technology and BS Accounting 
Elizabeth Lauren Piaquadio BS Physical Education Administrative Management Emily Jean Noste 
BAED Elementary Educat ion and School Health Taryn Nicole Smith BS Physical Education 
Daniel Patrick Pierce Victoria Ashley Tan-Mey BS Physical Educat ion and School Health and School Healt h 
Cole Christian Nystrom BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Saelee Travis Joseph Smith Social Sciences BA Communication Studies Cum Laude Brooke Marie Piper Tristan Duffy Sanker BS Paramedicine BS Information Technology and Cristin Marie Smock 
Administrative Management BAED Elementary Education BS Safety and Health Management Magna Cum Laude 
Corey Patrick O'Donnell Robert Sean Quick Debra J. Sarich BAS Information Technology and 
BS Environmental Studies BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management 
Cody Joseph Ogren Phylicia Rose Quinby BAS Information Technology and Suzanne Janine Soule 
BAED Elementary Education 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Educat ion Administ rative Management Summa Cum Laude 
Phan Tinh Ong Thomas Boston Quinby 
Denee' Christian Schiller BS Account ing 
BS Account ing Cum Laude Katrina Louise Sparbel BS Accounting Isaiah Eric Jamal Ragland BS Information Technology and Cum Laude Deanna Maria Ormbrek BA Music Administrative Management BA Psychology 
Cum Laude Micah Daniel Rayburn Casey Leigh Schmitt BS Interdisciplinary Stud ies: 
BS Accounting BS Biology Cum Laude Social Sciences 
Kevin Topher Norman Natasha Marie Reali BS Social Services Emily Julieann Spencer 
Osborn BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: Jenna K. Schouviller BAED Early Childhood Education 
BA Sociology Social Sciences BMUS Music Education Ivan Diyanov Stanchev 
Sho Otsu Lindsey Marie Remmerden Daniel Jacob Schreiner BA Law and Justice 
BS Business Administrat ion Magna Cum Laude BMUS Music Education M ike Alvin Stanek 
Jack Lee Otto BA English Language and Literature Michael Joseph Schulz BAS Information Technology and 
BS Informat ion Technology and Ann Kristine Reynolds BS Paramedicine Administrative Management 
Admin istrative Management BA Public Relations Alexandra Nicole Schwartz Kailee Elizabeth Stillwell 
Majed Mohammed M. Megan May Rickers BAED Elementary Education BAED Elementary Education 
Owayjilah BAED Early Childhood Education Kennetha P. Scott Ishmael My-kell Stinson 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology Taylor Cruz Robb Summa Cum Laude BA Communicat ion Studies 
Matthew Esteban Pacheco BA Polit ical Science 
BAS Information Technology and Scott Michael Stone 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Administ rative Management BS Exercise Science 
BA Law and Justice Social Sciences Robert Jerron Scroggins Jessica Caitlin Stretch Trevor Chepoda Palmer Dylan James Roberts BS Information Technology and BAED Special Education P-12 
BS Aviat ion Management Magna Cum Laude Administ rative Management Ashley Hazel Stubbs 
Alonso Palomino BAED Elementary Education Stephanie Lyne Selfridge BA Music 
BA Public Relations Kayla Anne Rodriguez BAED Elementary Education Bradley Joseph Sweet 
Tyler Evan Paluck BS Public Health Amanda Taylor BS Business Administration 
BA Psychology Amber Elizabeth Rogers Severson Kunz Zane Ignacio Switzer 
Evan Michael Pappas BMUS M usic Education BMUS Composit ion BS Clin ical Physiology 
BA Journalism Joshua Lawrence Rogers Brendan Jacob Shearer Nancy Tapia 
Vera lvanovna Park BS Information Technology and BA Polit ical Science Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Administrative Management Hannah Michelle Sides BS Clinica l Physiology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Penisoni Rokocoko Cum Laude Nicole Ann Tatum 
Social Sciences BS Aviation Management BA Family and Consumer Sciences BA Law and Just ice 
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Michael Marquiss Terentjev 
BA Political Science 
Sharlaya Shante' Thomas 
BS Exercise Science 
Jennifer Yeend Thompson 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Micah Lynch Thompson 
BS Business Admin istration 
Samantha Lynn Thompson 
BA English/Language Arts Teach ing 
Rebecca Jane Thomson 
Cum Laude 
BS Family and Consumer Sciences 




David Andrew Thorsnes 
BS Exercise Science 
Jeffrey Thorson 
Cum Laude 




Nancy Hall To 
BS Accounting 
Russa Ann Tokarczyk 
BS Mathematics 
Scott Thomas Tolpingrud 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kathryn Rose Tompkins 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Migdalia Roseli Torres 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Stephen Galloway Town 
BA Geography 
Anna Lee Tran 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Due Minh Tran 
BS Business Administration 
Sang Tran 
Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Laurie Ann Trescott 
BMUS Music Education 
Roxanne Rae Trinidad 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Oyundelger Tserenjav 
BS Business Administration 
Samuel Robert Tuggle 
BA English/Language Arts Teaching 
Susmita Sunil Unni 
BS Biology 
William Joseph VanBerkom 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Julia Anne VanDerslice 
Cum Laude 
BS Biology 
Lucio Cardenaz Vega 
BA Law and Justice 
Jeremy Louis Veilleux 
BS Clinical Physiology 
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Daniel Jack Velasquez 
BA Public Relations 
Brian Michael Villegas 
BS Business Administration 
Kelsy Leigh Villegas 
BS Exercise Science 
Miguel Angel Vivar 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Thao Thanh Vo 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Jennyfer Thuy My Vu 
BA Biology 
Tyler Joseph Wagner 
BA Law and Justice 
Jennifer Wamaitha Wambaa 
BAS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Jennifer Kaye Wane 
BAED Elementary Education 
Christopher John Weinhold 
BS Accounting 
Eric James Weisgerber 
BS Individual Studies: 
Sports Management 
Alyssa Nicheol Welch 
Cum Laude 
BA English/Language Arts Teaching 
Cody Jacob Welch 
BS Anthropology 
Edward Nelson Welch 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
BA Law and Justice 
Jennie Maria Westfall 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kathryn Gracia Weythman 
BA Law and Justice 
Connor Michael Williams 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Eric Robert Williamson 
BS Exercise Science 
Kevin Neal Wilson 
BA Psychology 
Tim Oscar Winslow 
BS Exercise Science 
Kieran Timothy Wiseman 
BS Business Administration 
Evan Jay Wolff 
BS Business Administration 
Sarah Joy Woodruff 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Tomohiro Yasoshima 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Anna Young 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Yuriy Oleksander Zbrozhek 
BAED Elementary Education 
Zachary Adam Zielinski 
BAED Elementary Education 
Angelique S. Zimmerman 
BA Visual Art Teaching 
Jordan Nicole Zurfluh 
BAED Elementary Education 
MARCH 19, 2015 
Daisy Adilene Abundes 
BS Social Services 
Rosio Abundiz 
Cum Laude 
BA English/Language Arts Teaching 
Evan David Brynn Adams 
Cum Laude 
BA Professional Pilot 
Stephan James Adams 
BA Political Science 
Timothy Michael Allen 
BA Law and Justice 
Chloe Rose Allmand 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA English Language and Literature 
Jarrod Allen Almarode 
BS Accounting 
Maria Alvarado 
BA Law and Justice 
Rosalynn Ambler 
BA Specia lized Studies 
Ryan Warren Anderson 
BA Political Science 
BS Economics 
Natalie Renee Andrus 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Foreign Language 
Austin Daniel Anglesino 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Brian Joaquin Aras 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BS Economics 
Lukas Arnold 
BA Law and Justice 
David Bruce Ashton 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Taylor Michael Baehm 
BS Business Admin istration 
Ashley Elaine Baker 
BA Law and Justice 
Hamilton William Bardsley 
BS Biology 
Steven Michael Barry 
BA Law and Just ice 
Benjamin Villanueva 
Batayola 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Makaila Jo Battles 
BS Clinica l Physiology 
Jenna Jean Bays 
BA Communication Studies 
Kathryn Elizabeth Beaird 
BA Psychology 
Alexandra Lynn Beeber 
BAED Elementary Education 
Hannah Frances Begley 
BS Environmental Studies 
Krista Anne Marie Behling 
BAED Elementary Education 
Nicholas Ryan Bendon 
Cum Laude 
BS Physica l Education 
and School Health 
Samuel Joseph Berger 
Cum Laude 
BS Aviation Management 
Deana Marie Berry 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Sasha Chantel Berry 
BA Psychology 
Archana Bhambi 
BS Business Administration 
Andrew John Bingham 
BA Psycho logy 
Rebecca Joy Bisson 
Douglas Honors College 
BMUS Music Education 
Barbara Sue Black 
BA Public Relations 
William Andres Bordner 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jessica Dawn Bottger 
BAED Special Education P- 12 
Joseph Anthony Brabo 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Brendon John Bradley 
BA Geography 
Erin Michel Brink 
BAED Elementary Education 
Jamey Louanna Brooks 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jeffrey Michael Brown 
BS Accounting 
Katelyn Elizabeth Brown 
Magna Cum Laude 
BFA Art 
Kelsey Brown 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Nicole Ashley Brown 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Jennifer Jean Bryan 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
William James Buhl 
Cum Laude 
BMUS Music Education 
Michael Curtis Bunker 
BS Economics 
Alicia Renee Burch 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Chad Alan Burgess 
BS Computer Science 
Nikki Ann Buzzell 
Cum Laude 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Kyle Dane Cairns 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Geza Ara Canlas 
BS Accounting 
Silver Lurahee Caoili 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Kelli Charmaine Carman 
BA Law and Justice 
Janelle LaRayne Case 
BS Biology 
Nicole Marie Chambers 
BAED Special Education P-12 
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Ryann Kathryn Charvat Amanda Elizabeth Dority Gabriela Garcia Jennifer Lynn Holman 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BFA Art BA Psychology Cum Laude 
Social Sciences Timothy James Duffy BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Randy Dean Chastain BS Business Administration Social Sciences Social Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude Jessica Hope Duguay Marques Wesley Garrett Jarren Albert Horton 
BAS Information Technology and BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Information Technology and BA History 
Administrative Management Social Sciences Administrative Management Jennifer Lynn Howe 
Kathryn Renee Cheek Devin Nichole Dukes Marcos Levi Garza BA English Language and Literature 
BS Exercise Science BS Business Administration BAED Elementary Education Amber JoAnna Humphreys 
Jessica Catherine Cherry Joette Renae Dunnihoo Angela Marie Gerbracht BA Specialized Studies 
BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude 
BS Information Technology and Neils Christoffer Humphries 
Kate KyuEun Cho Administrative Management BS Recreation and Tourism BMUS Music Education Gerald Duane Gilbertson BA Japanese-Small Plan Gordon James Durkoop Trina Louise Huschka 
Bradley Dean Christian Magna Cum Laude BA English Language and Literature BA Sociology BS Business Administration BA Public Relations Ashley Nicole Durrance Alison Nichole Glunz Nicole Kristine Huson Alexandra Eileen Churm BA Public Relations 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA English/Language Arts Teaching BS Global Wine Studies Sean Lawrence Hyde 
BMUS Vocal Performance Tammy Elaine Dyer Gilberto Juan Godinez Cum Laude 
Jane Serven Clark BS Business Administration BA Biology BAS Information Technology and 
BS Public Health Michael Patrick Earl Jennifer Beverly Green Administrative Management 
Paige Clawson BS Accounting BS Accounting Natalie Tasha Idler 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Tisha Jolene Eby Emily Rae Grimsley BS Clinical Physiology 
Social Sciences Magna Cum Laude BS Business Administration Cali Aadan Idris 
Leah Jan Clemsen BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Carson Elizabeth Guard Cum Laude 
BS Food Science and Nutrition Social Sciences BA Psychology BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Zachary Lynn Collins Mark Christian Eckroth Michael Terrance Guimond Zoe Catherine Iida BA Law and Justice BA English/Language Arts Teaching Magna Cum Laude BS Construction Management 
Ashley Alexandra Edwards Brian Christopher Gustafson BS Clinical Physiology Hannah Jean Corey 
BS Geology BA Communication Studies Chris Odstrcil Imaino BS Global Wine Studies 
Chasen Michael Coscia Cody Michael Elledge 
Khang V. Ha BS Accounting 
BS Professional Pilot BS Business Administration 
BS Accounting Christopher James Irish 
Michael Lewis Elwell Katelyn Haase BS Business Administration Joshua Alexander Crain BAED Elementary Education Kylie Brynn lshimitsu 
BS Safety and Health Management BA Law and Justice 
Kory Lee Embree Garrett James Hackler BS Geography Steven Todd Cukier Magna Cum Laude Matthew James Jackson 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Magna Cum Laude BS Aviation Management BS Recreation and Tourism 
Social Sciences BS Accounting Andrea Nicole Hamilton Tabitha lyone Jadin 
Jolee Rosemarie Custer Cody Austin Erickson BAED Elementary Education Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education BA Law and Justice Russell Morriss Haney BAED Early Childhood Education 
Xintong Dai Bradley Micahel Etier BAS Information Technology and Reale Vai Jakubal 
BS Mathematics BA Psychology Administrative Management BFA Art 
Robert Brian Dailey Allyson Marie Falconer Rory Noel Hardy Patcharida Jamsrijun 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching Magna Cum Laude BA Law and Just ice BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Heejin Dan BAED Special Education P-12 DeShawn Michael Harris Social Sciences 
BS Accounting Lauren Elizabeth Feeley BS Professional Pilot Cassandra Lynn Jennings 
Alyssa Kay Darby BA Law and Justice Kati Yvonne Hass BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
BA Public Relat ions BS Anthropology BAS Information Technology and Social Sciences 
Ariel Leigh Davidson Stuart Andrew Fewel Administrative Management lann Mackenzie Jensen 
BAED Elementary Education BS Exercise Science Michael Colin Haupert Magna Cum Laude 
Mlchael Angelo De Leon Trevor Scott Fields BS Construction Management Douglas Honors College 
BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education Daniel Paul Hazen BS Accounting 
Jacob Tyler DeAtley Jake Douglas Fife BS Clin ical Physiology Chelsey Elaine Johnson 
BA Political Science BS Physical Education Marty Jordan Heemsah Magna Cum Laude 
BS Economics and School Health BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education 
Shanece Malena Dedeaux Stefanie Marie Folkerts Brigitta Hazel Heidinger Gavin Gibb Johnson 
BA Law and Justice BA Communication Studies BS Food Science and Nutrition Cum Laude 
Nicholas Antonio Delmedico Devin Angela Forgie Maxwell Francis Heil 
BS Business Administration 
BS Construction Management Jazmyn Nicole Johnson BMUS Music Education BS Clinical Physiology 
Lauren Elizabeth Herseth BA Law and Justice Jennifer Lynn Devlin Kristin Georganna Fox Magna Cum Laude Haley Christine Jones BS Business Administration BS Business Administration BS Physical Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Alfred Andre Dickerson Michael William Fratzke and School Health Social Sciences 
BA Law and Justice BS Business Administration Kayleigh Renee Hickok Trevor Michael Justin 
Julia Kay DiDonato Alina Valentine Galaviz BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Political Science 
BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Spanish Social Sciences Dara Shloe Jutte 
Joon Do Christian Garcia Phuong N. Hoang BA Law and Justice 
BS Accounting BA Law and Justice BS Accounting Harpreet Kaur 
Austin Taylor Dobbins Erica Nino Garcia Madeleine Rose Hokanson BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Recreation and Tourism BA Instructional Foundation BA Art Social Sciences 
Kyle Thomas Dockins BAED Early Ch ildhood Education Lacey Yvonne Holloway Scott Thomas Kazmi 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching Non-certified BA Psychology BA Public Relations 
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Kaylee Jane Keddy 
BA Sociology 
Brittany Catherine Keller 
BA English Language and Literature 
Cassandra Marie Keller 
Cum Laude 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Blair Nicole Kelly 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Natasha Marie Kiesel 
BAED Elementary Education 
Katelyn Elsie Kjelland 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Asami Koga 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Kyle David Koons 
BA Psychology 
Anna B. Kucheinik 
BS Accounting 
Lien T. La 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Kaitlin Marie LaBorde 
BS Business Administration 
Kristina K. Lagerwey 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Alvaro Luis Lagunas-Diaz 
BS Accounting 
Josiah Michael Langlois 
Cum Laude 
BS Computer Science 
Kyle David Langston 
Cum Laude 
BMUS Music Education 
Lisa Lay 
BS Business Administration 
Andrew James Leavitt 
BS Anthropology 
Jenny Lynn Cervantes 
Legaspi 
BS Business Administration 
Janise LeeAnn Lerum 
BS Exercise Science 
John LeSage 
BS Economics 
Caitlin Marie Lewis 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Sean Stephen Linderman 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA Anthropology 
Kimberly Michelle Lipke 
BA Psychology 
Caitlyn Mary Ann Litterell 
BS Business Administration 
Richard Lance Fejeran 
Lizama 
BS Accounting 
Tristina Starr Lochmann 
BS Business Administration 
Shannon Marie Locke 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Tara Marie Loth 
BMUS Music Education 
Chad Lower 
BS Professional Pilot 
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Karlie Lynn Ludwig 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Nie Dain Lukehart 
BS Industrial Technology 
Phuong Ly 
BS Business Administration 
Andee Rene Lynch 
Cum Laude 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Jessica Renee Macchi 
BA Communication Studies 
Samuel Alexander Mack 
BA Communication Studies 
Brandi Lynn Francis Malakoff 
BS Accounting 
Cheyanne Nicole Manning 
BA Geography 
Shawna L. Marr 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Karina Ann Martin 
BA Psychology 
Alyssa Nicole Martinez 
BA Public Relations 
Patrick Earl May 
BS Business Administration 
Jonathan Clay Mccann 
BS Business Admin istration 
Kyle Robert Mccrossin 
Cum Laude 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Christopher James McDonald 
BA Phi losophy 
Jay Martin McDonald 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Biology 
Madeline Claire McDonald 
Cum Laude 
Douglas Honors College 
BAED Elementary Education 
Brendan McEachran 
Magna Cum Laude 
BMUS Music Education 
Leah Justine Mclaughlin 
BFAArt 
Phillip Riley Mclean 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kelsey Rose McMahon 
Cum Laude 
BFA Art 
Richard D. Meier 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Edward Christopher Mejia 
BAED Elementary Education 
Natasha Nichole Mendoza 
BA Sociology 
William Floyd Minor 
BA Geology 
Jannicke Ashley Moffat 
Cum Laude 
BS Exercise Science 
Joseph George Montague 
BAArt 
Daina Marie Monuteaux 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Constance Marie Morgan 
Summa Cum Laude 
BA Publ ic Relations 
BS Economics 
Andreas Morrison 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kelsey N. Mueller 
Cum Laude 
BA Geography 
BS Environmental Studies 
Samantha Lynne Muhlbach 
BA Law and Justice 
Janell Marie Munck 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Mikhail Nicolie Munden 
BA Special ized Studies 
Hawa Yusuph Mwanja 
BS Accounting 
Angelique Maria Neketas 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Jeffrey William Nelson 
BA Public Relations 
Steven Barrett Nelson 
BA Law and Justice 
Kelvin John Nesvog 
BS Business Admin istration 
Nathan Ryan Neuhaus 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ashley Faye Nielsen 
BA Sociology 
Elizabeth Anne Noguera 
BA Law and Justice 
Michael Kent Norman 
Cum Laude 
BS Construction Management 
Nicholas Stephen Norton 
BS Accounting 
Justin Xavier Nunez 
BA Journalism 
Amelynda Kay O'Brian 
BA Art 
Kimberlie Clydene Olsen 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Austin Michael Olson 
BS Paramedicine 
Peter Michael Ortega 
BS Business Administration 
Suchada Panja 
BS Accounting 
Leonard Charles Patterson 
BS Computer Science 
Matthew Gavin Pattie 
BA Political Science 
Amy Patton 
BAED Elementary Education 
Alaina Laraine Perry 
BA Law and Justice 
Taylor Anne Peterson 
BA English/Language Arts Teach ing 
Elena Svetlomirova Petrova 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Brian Eric Phillips 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
An Yen Phung 
BS Accounting 
Kelsey Lynn Pollock 
BA Psychology 
Filipp S. Polyakov 
BS Accounting 
Leslee Kaleinohea Pomroy 
BA English/Language Arts Teaching 
Timothy Shaun Potter 
BA English Language and Literature 
Andrea Michelle Leilani 
Powell 
BA English Language and Literature 
Seth Eastman Powell 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
David Robert Preston 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Marissa Jordan Price 
BA Psychology 
Nicole L. Prigge 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Exercise Science 
Elvia L. Puccinelli 
BS Accounting 
Steve Edward Raby 
BS Accounting 
Melissa Cori-Rose Raikes 
BAED Elementary Education 
Rubymae Begonia Ramlo 
Cum Laude 
BS Professional Pilot 
Jesse Andrew Rangel 
BS Exercise Science 
Ciara Elise Rasmussen 
Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Deborah Susan Reed 
Magna Cum Laude 
BA English Language and Literature 
Olivia Lavonne Rethwill 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Bryn Lea Roberts 
BS Accounting 
Jewel M. Robinson 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Cesar Rodriguez 
BS Clin ical Physiology 
Haley A. Rommel 
BS Business Administration 
Brooke Justine Rosenow 
BAED Elementary Education 
Robert Lee Rumsey 
BS Business Administration 
Karen K. Sakai 
BA Anthropology 
BS Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Martin Rios Sanchez 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Dominic Gregory Santini 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Donaciano Santos 
BA Public Relations 
Kyle Matthew Sarrazin 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Ralph Donald Schluter 
BA Law and Justice 
--
Elizabeth Anne Schoch 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Julia Rose Forest Schooler 
BS Biology 
Chris Schwab 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
James Oliver Shell 
Magna Cum Laude 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Andrea Michelle Shepard 
BA Psychology 
Alexis Rae Shults 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Oksana Shvets 
BS Accounting 
Courtney Renee Simianer 
BS Biology 
Cory James Sinclair 
BA Sociology 
Simarjit Singh 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Elena Katrina Skjerping 
BS Biology 
Emma Pearl Slaton 
BA Public Relations 
Calvin Smith 
BS Exercise Science 
Meaghan Teresa Smith 
BS Fashion Merchandising 
Sean Michael Soran 
BS Professional Pilot 
Rylan Jay Spencer 
BS Economics 
Heidi Louise Spohn 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Olivia St. Claire 
BS Accounting 
Gregory Walter Stachowiak 
Summa Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Roberta Jae Stalder 
Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
Allison Marie Stickney 
Cum Laude 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Luke Joseph Stilwater 
BA Geography 
Stephanie Michael Strom 
BS Business Administration 
Raychelle Jo Sugay 
BAED Elementary Education 
Ian Karl Sutton 
Cum Laude 
BS Business Administration 
Eric Kyle Sveinsson 
Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Wesley Chase Tabor 
BA Law and Justice 
Jennifer Lynn Tame 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Madisen Nadine Tanner 
Cum Laude 
Douglas Honors College 
BA Sociology 
Yolanda Tena Gutierrez 
Cum Laude 
BS Social Services 
Kurt Charles Thomas 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Natalia Elizabeth Thomas 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Jessica Corinne Tisdale 
BMUS Vocal Performance 
Sumanpreet Kaur Toor 
BS Business Administration 
Kara Loreen Trimble 
Summa Cum Laude 
BAED Elementary Education 
Linh Bao Truong 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Katie Jean Turnbull 
BA Psychology 
Alexander C. Tyson 
BA Law and Justice 
Jessica Annelaine VanDyke 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jesus Ivan Vazquez 
BS Business Administration 
Teresa Venegas 
BA Law and Justice 
Alexander Michael Verhaar 
BS Economics 
Ashley Nicole Virivong 
Cum Laude 
BA Law and Justice 
Hien Thu Vo 
Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Dara Lee Von Lossberg 
BS Accounting 
Eric Vaughn Wakeland 
BS Anthropology 
Ashley Marie Walker 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Reid Mackenzie Wall 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Galen Christopher Wallace 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kramer L. Walz 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Alexa Mary Watts 
BS Social Services 
Matondo T. Wawa 
BS Accounting 
Xiuling Wen 
Magna Cum Laude 
BS Accounting 
Patryk Andrzej Wiatr 
BS Computer Science 
Jason John Williams 
BS Individual Studies 
Savannah Williams 
BS Business Administration 
Ben C. Wolff 
BS Biology 
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Amber Kathrym Wood 
BA Communication Studies 
Francis Xavier Wood 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Jeanine Dee Woodling 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Taylor Ann Woyvodich 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies 
Ashley A. Wren 
BA Law and Justice 
Snizhana V. Yaroshenko 
BS Accounting 
Raisa Adele Yates 
BA Psychology 
Siding Ye 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Paola D. Yepez-Mori 
BS Accounting 
Dehaan Yobech 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lindsay Joy Youngblood 
BA Law and Justice 
Taryn Anne Zickefoose 
Magna Cum Laude 
BMUS Music Education 
CANDIDATES FOR 
JUN E 11, 2015 
Kalid Seid Abate 
BA Law and Justice 
Jasmine Rachele Ackerman 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA English Language and Literature 
Connor Eugene Ackley 
BS Construction Management 
Denny Lee Adams 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Donna Lianne Adams 
BS Specialized Studies 
Mofolorunso Adetona 
Adeleke 
BS Construction Management 
Edward Supnet Agag 
BS Aviation Management 
Kvitoslava Nikolayenvna 
Agapov 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Jaime Aguilar 
BA Japanese-Small Plan 
Jesus Domingo Aguilar 
BA Psychology 
Nicholas Andres Aguilar 
Cum Laude* 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Nicholas Anthoney Aguilera 
BA Biology 
Matthew Jared Daniel 
Ahlborn 
BFA Art 
Abdirizak M . Ahmed 
BA Law and Justice 
Teresa Ann Ake 
Magna Cum Laude* 




BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Ana Christine Alcala 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Chelsea Nicole Aleaga 
BA Public Relations 
Alanna Adria Alegria 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Dawson Katherine Alexus 
BA Psychology 
Ali Magbul Alharthi 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Anastasia Alias Allen 
BS Economics 
Cristina Maria Lazaro Allen 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Holly Evelyn Allen 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Ian David Allen 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Mandy Heather Allen 
BS Business Administration 
Caleb Allison 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Erika Allison 
BA Japanese - Small Plan 
Olivia Lashawn Allison 
BA Sociology 
Dulce Seleste Almanza 
BA Law and Justice 
Bandar Khamis Alredaihi 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Kirsten Alissa Alter 
BS Global Wine Studies 
Alexander Kraig Anagnostou 
BA Psychology 
Amanda K. Anderson 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Brittany Lynette Anderson 
BS Anthropology 
Colton C. Anderson 
BS Construction Management 
Ian Michael Anderson 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Jenna Danielle Anderson 
Cum Laude* 
BS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Lizabeth Rose Anderson 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Shayla Sharlene Anderson 
BA Law and Justice 
Joseph Nyals Andreason 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Cecilia Jannet Andres 
BA Psychology 
Skylar Reese Andrews 
BA Law and Justice 
Joshua William Andreychuk 
BS Business Administrat ion 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Yvette Anayanci Angel 
BA Psychology 
Faaiu Misimua Apelu 
BA Psychology 
Angele Noy Aphaymany 
BS Social Services 
Fabian Eduardo Apreza 
BA Law and Justice 
Joseph Michael Arbis 
BS Chemistry 
Francisco Arceo 
BA Public Relations 
Alexis Julian Arrabito 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Jessica Hayley Ash 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Fi lm and Video Studies 
Kevin Russell Ashley 
Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Cassandra Atkins 
BAED Elementary Education 
Justine Paige Atkinson 
BS Biology 
Andrew Lezaung Aung 
BA Law and Justice 
Janelle Sinclair Austin 
BA Psychology 
Samara Nicole Awan 
BS Biology 
Hailey Jo Baar 
BA Psycho logy 
BS Business Admin istration 
Geoffrey Michael Baccetti 
BS Biology 
Amber Elizabeth Badgerow 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Biology 
Susan Marie LaRue Badgley 
BS Accounting 
Peter Badillo 
BA Law and Justice 
Brandice Lynn Baggarley 
Cum Laude* 
BFA Art 
McKinley Jaysen Bailey 
BS Physics 
Stephani Michele Bailey 
BA English Language and Literature 
Prabhjot S. Bains 
BS Computer Science 
Daniel Robert Baker 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BMUS Music Education 
Kellian Rose Baker 
BS Biology 
Kristian Jay Baker 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Mackenzie Benjamin Baker 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Megan Elaine Baker 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Anthropology 
BS Chemistry 
Spencer Leigh Baker 
BA Journalism 
Michael Lee Balda 
BA Geography 
BS Environmental Studies 
Selene Janeth Baldovinos 
BS Business Administration 
Matthew Eugene Baldwin 
BA Political Science 
Donald Fitzgerald Ballard 
BS Business Administration 
Evan Harrison Bambrick 
BS Business Administration 
Deanna Cathlin Bangs 
BA Communication Studies 
Kjersti Rose Bannish 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Jose Barajas Barragan 
BS Business Administration 
Jeffrey Thomas Barnes 
BS Chemistry 
Korie Ann Barnes 
Cum Laude* 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Robert Gordon Barnes 
BA Law and Justice 





Kevin Lawrence Barry 
BS Business Administration 
Christine Elizabeth Barth 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Brandon Barton 
BS Public Hea lth 
Agenna Remington Bateman 
BS Interd iscip linary Studies: 
Social Sciences 




BA English Language and Literature 
Eric Allen Baumgardner 
BS Exercise Science 
Erin Abagail Baumgart 
BA Anthropology 
Austin Cyrus Bautista 
BA Law and Justice 
Nathan David Baxter 
BAArt 
Blake Scott Becker 
BS Professional Pilot 
Kyle Gregory Becker 
BA Law and Justice 
Naomi Beebe 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Biology 
BS Chemistry 
Tyler William Belan 
BA Public Relations 
Wendy Lynn Belden 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Matthew Hunter Belt 
Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Ryan David Bemis 
BA Law and Justice 
Cecilia Gabriela Benitez 
BS Biology 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Connor Michael Bennett 
Cum Laude* 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Rachel Ann Benoit 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Kevin Dean Bensel 
BA Japanese - Small Plan 
Adriana Lindley Bercich 
BS Interd isciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Nichole Lynn Berg 
BS Biology 
Courtney Marie Bergman 
BAArt 
Ryan Andrew Bernstein 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Music 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jennifer Ellen Berte 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Lyndi Marie Bertman 
Cum Laude* 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Christopher Charles 
Bertomeu 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Just ice 
Miranda Jene Best 
BS Business Administration 
Michael Angelo Betancourth 
BS Business Admin istration 
Aundria Kay Betts 
BA Psychology 
Zayne Bo Betts 
BS Computer Science 
Dilkaran Bhullar 
BA Law and Just ice 
Spencer Coulton Biallas 
BA Sociology 
Kaylee Anne Bialozor 
BA Communication Studies 
Dylan Michael Bibbins 
BS Business Admin istration 
Teo Fiann Bicchieri 
BS Geography 
Nancy Kaye Bidondo 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Chelsea Rheanna Bidwell 
BS Business Administration 
Whitney Marie Biehl 
BA Psychology 
Jamy L. Billington 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Taylor Marie Bir 
BA Communication Studies 
Jessica LeAnn Birch 
Cum Laude* 
BS Interd isciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Gloria Susan Bishop 
BA English Language and Literature 
Kucera Robyn Bishop 
BS Anthropology 
Chad Alan Bitterman 
BA Psychology 
Brian H. Blair 
Cum Laude* 
BA Spanish Teaching 
Carson Michelle Blankenship 
BS Clinica l Physiology 
Ashlee Lynn Bliek 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Diana Blizzard 
BS Business Administration 
Nathan Robert Bloom 
BS Computer Science 
Desirae Rose Bloomquist 
Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Bruce Campbell Blunt 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Drew William Blyth 
BS Business Admi~stra tion 
Desiree Nicole Boeckel 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Connor Kurt Boettger 
BA Psychology 
Brianna Michelle Bofinger 
Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justi ce 
Andrew Jacob Boggess 
BA Psychology 
Anthony Michael Bogucci 
BA Law and Justice 
Bradford Scott Bonner 
BS Environmental Studies 
Roxanne Marie Borders 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Marija Regina Bosnar 
Cum Laude* 
BMUS Vocal Performance 
Jon Erik Bottheim 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Lindsey Brooke Bottman 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Sydney Bouchey 




BS Business Administration 
William Robert Bow 
BFAArt 
Joshua Dean Bower 
BA Law and Justice 
Scotti Lynne Bower 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies : 
Social Sciences 
James Andrew Boyan 
BA Law and Justice 
Taras Boychuk 
BS Business Administration 
Samantha Anne Bradley 
BA Public Relations 
Shane Anthony Brady 
BS Exercise Science 
Danielle Lynn Brandli 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Anthony Justin Braun 
BS Geography 
Nicholas Peter Braun 
BA Law and Justice 
Socrates Bravo 
BA Law and Just ice 
Alicia Marie Breilein 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BMUS Wind Performance 
Emma Eleanor Briggs 
BS Accounting 
Janay C. Brim 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Abby Elizabeth Brink 
BA Psychology 
BS Business Administration 
Amanda Cherie Brizendine 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Carol Lynn Broin 
BA Psychology 
Emily Mae Brown 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Jared Steven Brown 
BAED Elementary Education 
Sarah Jean Brown 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Corey Jacob Brumbaugh 
BS Biology 
Cody Christopher Brunner 
BS Business and Marketing Education 
Gabriel Hale Bruno 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Michael Tyler Buchanan 
BA Public Relations 
Kathleen Rose Buchmeier 
BS Anthropology 
Alyssa Nicole Buck 
BS Accounting 
Samuel Dylan Budnick 
Cum Laude* 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Jesse Thomas Buerhaus 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ryan Tobias Buermann 
BA Law and Just ice 
Paul Breixo Bugallo 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Dylon Sean Burger 
BA Law and Justice 
Cory James Burk 
BS Aviation Management 
Rachel M. Burk 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Matthew Curtis Burke 
BS Economics 
Jordan Michael Burnett 
BS Construction Management 
Daniel Thomas Burris 
BS Anthropology 
Andrew Jarvis Burton 
BS Aviation Management 
Amanda Jay Bury 
BA Anthropology 
Ryan Craig Bury 
BS Economics 
Brittany Dale Butler 
BA Law and Justice 
Nicolas Alexander 
Butterfield 
BS Exercise Science 
Cassidy Viola Bywater 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Cristian Aron Cabrera 
BA Law and Justice 
Heather Marie Caceres 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Kory Forrest Caldwell 
Cum Laude* 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Aaron Dean Calendine 
BA Journalism 
Brandon Scott Call 




Cinthia Janeth Camacho 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Amanda Lee Campbell 
BS Chemistry 
Dallon Dean Campbell 
BS Exercise Science 
Jorge Enrique Campos 
BAED Elementary Education 
Analisa L. Carbajal 




Caitlin Virginia Cardinale 
Cum Laude* 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Chad D. Carman 
BS Chemistry 
Jacob Michael Carrigan 
BA Law and Justice 
Maddie Lou Carroll 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-certified 
Bonney Janelle Carter 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Ethan Case Cassady 
BA Political Science 
Gloria L. Cassiano 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Antonio De Jesus Castaneda 
Cum Laude* 
BS Computer Science 
Paige Helen Caton 
BA Geography 
Christian Michael Caughie 
BA Law and Justice 
Victoria Lynn Causor 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Alissa Nichole Cavanaugh 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Lauren Maile Chambers 
BS Mathematics 
Michael Champoux 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Joseph Anthony Chang 
BAED Elementary Education 
Yang Chang 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
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Kayla Marie Chapman 
BA Psychology 
Joseph Dalton Charest 
BA Law and Justice 
Caitlin Mackenzie 
Charnley-Ovens 
BA Law and Justice 
Jonathan Patrick Charroin 
BA Law and Justice 
Kyle Andrew Charvet 
BS Global Wine Studies 
Matthew Brooks Chase 
BA Communication Studies 
Ayde Chavez 
BA Law and Justice 
Orlando Stephon Chavez 
BAED Elementary Education 
Tawnee Mara Cheney 
BAED Elementary Education 
Brooke Kristine Childers 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Maricela Chipres 
BA Law and Justice 
BS Social Services 
Justin Jungsik Choe 
Cum Laude* 
BS Mathematics 
Eun M. Choi 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Jared Nicholas Chok 
BS Business Administration 
Amy Christensen 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Eric James Christensen 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Hazen Lee Christensen 
BS Industrial Technology 
Rachel Lea Christensen 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAS Food Service Management 
Trevor Christman 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lindsay Rae Christophersen 
BS Accounting 
Melissa Marie Chung 
BA Psychology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 
Christian David Clarence 
BA Philosophy 
BS Economics 
Joshua Mark Clarence 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Derrick M. Clarit 
BA Public Relations 
Desiree Rosemarie Clark 
BS Biology 
Jessie Nichole Clark 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-certified 
Robert Clements 
BAED Elementary Education 
Grant Joseph Clifton 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Anthropology 
Kyle James Clifton 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Digna Lazarte Cline 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Katiejo Clinkingbeard 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Devin Matthew Clore 
BS Business Administration 
Ross Tyler Clouse 
BA Law and Justice 
Lisa Michele Cochrane 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Daniel Lewis Coder 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Alexandra Elizabeth Coffin 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Kristin Hansen Colby 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Matthew Michael Coleman 
BS Professional Pilot 
Amber Dawn Collins 
BS Business Administration 
Amy Christine Collins 
BAED Elementary Education 
Casey Danielle Collins 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
David Mclean Collins 
BA Public Relations 
Michael Anthony Coluccio 
BA Geography 
Krystal Lanee' Colvin 
BA Law and Justice 
Daniel Conklin 
BS Anthropology 
Michael David Conradt 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Austin Lee Cook 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Andrew Jonthan Cook 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Conor Fletcher Cook 
BS Exercise Science 
Laura Lynn Cook 
BS Social Services 
Leona Nicole Cook 
BA Communication Studies 
Rachelle Grace Cooper 
BFA Art 
Brian Daniel Cordell 
Cum Laude* 
BS Construction Management 
Louisa Aileen Corley 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Louisa Aileen Corley 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Liam Charles Corrigan 
BS Anthropology 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Eduardo Cortes Solorio Stuart Riley Darling Elizabeth Anne Zulueta Branndon Robert Edwards 
BS Social Services BS Clinical Physiology Dizon BS Computer Science 
Guadalupe Maria Cortez Jonathan Aaron Dasho BA Psychology Kathryn Elizabeth Kaeding 
BS Biology BS Construction Management Bello Djoulde Edwards 
Christopher Paul Cottle Blair Douglass Davidson BS Industrial Technology BS Accounting 
BS Computer Science BS Exercise Science Nicole Lynn Doblado Gavin Robert Eilefson 
Randy Wayne Couch Shanna Linde Davies BS Family Studies Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Accounting Drew Dean Dodson BA Law and Justice 
Erica Jane Louise Coughlin Keith Allan Davis BS Safety and Health Management Kelsie Lorain EiAspahr 
BS Accounting BA Biology Pearl Anne Doherty BS Biology 
Michael Jacob Covington Alexander James Dawson Cum Laude* Monte Eugene Eldridge 
Magna Cum Laude* BS Business Administration BAED Early Childhood Education BA Middle Level Mathematics 
BS Biology Michael Lewis Day Travis Hunter Dolen and Science Teaching 
Ashleigh Elizabeth Cox BAS Information Technology and BS Computer Science Clinton Alan Elg 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Administrative Management Ryan William Donnelly BS Biology 
Social Sciences Michael Runstad Day Cum Laude* Natalie Elizabeth Elliott 
Jordon Asher Cox BS Construction Management BA Music Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration Tara Suzanne De La 0 Kyle Christopher Doucette Douglas Honors College 
Victoria Paris Mae Cox BS Individual Studies BS Clinical Physiology BA Communication Studies 
Cum Laude* Melissa Anne De Leon Steven Patrick Dougherty Kylie Marie Elliott 
BA Communication Studies Cum Laude* BA English Language and Literature BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Brian Patrick Coyne BA Psychology Chelsea Paige Dowdell Nicholas A. Elliott 
Summa Cum Laude* Nathaniel Scott Deardorff Cum Laude* Magna Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College Magna Cum Laude* BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
BMUS String Performance BS Actuarial Science Aubree Mikayle Downing Riley Chrisann Elliott 
Kourtney Dianne Craft Siera Nichole Degree BA Public Relat ions BA Public Relations 
BS Exercise Science BA Psychology Jason Scott Downing Matthew Ryan Ellis 
William Robert Craig Tami Lee Deines BA French BA Instructional Foundation 
BS Biology BS Exercise Science Matthew Allen Downsworth Spencer John Ellis 
Casey William Cranston Sarah Marie DeKoning BS Information Technology and Cum Laude* 
BS Environmental Studies BS Construction Management Administrative Management BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Linzy Ann Crawford Douglas James DePrekel Jeremy Drenski Emerson Simon Albert Joe 
BS Paramedicine Magna Cum Laude* Cum Laude* Elsener 
Veronica Katherine Crawley BS Mathematics BA Law and Justice BA Psychology 
BS Recreation and Tourism Stuart Nicholson Cassandra Marie DuBore Jennifer Ann Elvig 
Rane Sebastian Creasy Des Rochers 
BA Political Science BAED Early Childhood Education 
Rebecca Nicole Duhamel BS Biology BS Physical Education BS Business Administration Mathew Jay Engstrom Charles Morris Cribbs and School Health 
Aimee Elisabeth Dullum BS Business Administration Magna Cum Laude* Nicholas Ryan Deuel BS Information Technology and Samantha Amy Erben BS Biology BS Safety and Health Management Administrative Management BA English/Language Arts Teaching Adam Douglas Crittenden Kaylie Nicole DeWitte Caitlin Ann Duncan Monica Jane Erichsen BA Communication Studies Magna Cum Laude* Magna Cum Laude* Summa Cum Laude* Connor Thomas Cronin BS Physical Education BAED Elementary Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BA Public Relations and School Health Josh Dean Dunham Social Sciences Marisol Cruz Richard Maurel Diaz BS Industrial Technology MacKenzie Rae Erickson 
BA Psychology BA Geology Tyler Savoy Dunham Summa Cum Laude* Timothy Stephen Cuff Elizabeth Ann Dickson BA Communication Studies BAED Elementary Education 
BS Professional Pilot Cum Laude* Melissa E. Dunkle Helina Ermias 
Bryson Andrew Daggett BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude* BS Computer Science 
BS Clinical Physiology Jeremy Clair Dickson BAED Elementary Education Belen Escamilla 
David Lee Daggett BS Mechanical Engineering Technology Corey Patrick Dunlop BAED Elementary Education 
BS Computer Science Jordan Joseph Diel BS Biology Serena Kathryn Eschels 
Eric Jason Dahlberg BS Business Administration Allison Marie Dunn Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Quang Thang Diep BAED Elementary Education BFA Theatre Arts 
Social Sciences BS Business Administration Ryanne Nicole Durfee Araceli Escoto 
Amanda Rae Dahners Allyson Leigh Dillehay BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising BA Sociology 
BAArt BA Psychology Eric Mitchell Durkopp Jessica Kathryn Espinoza 
Ian Nelson Daling Peyton Kenneth Dillon Cum Laude* BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BS Environmental Studies BS Professional Pilot BA Film and Video Studies Social Sciences 
Kim Nguyen Dang Erica Raelyn Dines Joy Ku'uleilani Duval-lgarta Ethan Rafael Estalilla 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Summa Cum Laude* Summa Cum Laude* BA Law and Justice 
Social Sciences Douglas Honors College BAED Elementary Education Michael Robert Estes 
Jonathan Edward Daniels BAED Elementary Education Tyson James Earley BS Construction Management 
BAS Information Technology and Loe Huu Phuoc Dinh BA Public Relations Andrew Evans 
Administrative Management BS Business Administration Molly Kristene Edde BA Anthropology 
Loren James Danielson Madison Kortney Dion BA Communication Studies Cody William Evans 
BS Clinical Physiology BA Anthropology Amanda Rachelle Edwards BA Law and Justice 
Jacob Lester Darley Mitchell Sutherland Ditty Magna Cum Laude* Danielle Oni Evans 
BS Biology BA Law and Justice BA Psychology BA Law and Justice 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Kyle Patrick Everly 
BS Economics 
Alex Arthur Everson 
BA Law and Justice 
John Walter Evert 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Natasha R. Ewing 
BA Psychology 
BS Biology 
Leah Renee Fadenrecht 
BA History 
Briana Lee Fagan 
BA Law and Justice 
Samuel John Fahsholtz 
BS Economics 
Holly Ann Fairbrook 
BS Paramedicine 
Kendra Rose Farnsworth 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Elizabeth Joy Farrington 
Cum Laude* 
BS Publ ic Health 
Stanley Raymond Farrington 
BS Business Administration 
Samuel Lynne Faulk 
BA Eng lish/Language Arts Teaching 
Michelle Villareal Faylona 
BS Accounting 






Joel Scott Feller 
BS Biology 
Dakoda Blaze Fenter 
BS Paramedicine 
Raul Fernandez 
BA Law and Justice 
BS Business Administration 
Luciana Rose Ferri 
BS Anthropology 
Mitchel Lee Fiecke 
BS Cl inica l Physiology 
TaylerSue Melissa Fillmore 
BA Psychology 
Crystelle Athena Fischer 
Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Joseph Thomas Fischer 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Kristina Morgan Fischer 
BS Family Studies 
Daniel Mark Fisher 
BA Engl ish Language and Literature 
Patrick Dennis FitzGerald 
BA Political Science 
Justin Thomas Fitzpatrick 
BS Anthropology 
Bryan William Fleming 
BS Business Administration 
Flor Ivon Flores 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Lisa Guadalupe Flores 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Pedro Ivan Flores 
BS Business Administration 
Sonia Arali Flores-Lopez 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Ingrid Yolanda Florian 
BS Accounting 
Brendan Michael Foor 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Donald Lee Foutz 
BA Psychology 
Autumn Rose Fox 
Cum Laude* 
BA Public Relations 
Christopher Charles Foy 
BA Law and Justice 
Travis James Franks 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Tyler Gene Frazier 
BS Business Administration 
Madalyn Kristine Freeman 
BA Public Relations 
Matea Lyn Frensdorf 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Ethan David Frenzel 
BS Geology 
Chase Jacob Freund 
BA Law and Justice 
Taylor James Froberg 
Cum Laude* 
BFA Art 




BS Social Services 
Sterling R. Frye 
BFA Art 
Yonghua Fu 
BS Business Administration 
Josef Michael Scott Fuerst 
BS Industrial Technology 
Tynan Gardner Furman 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Skyler Jade Gahley 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Anne Muhrin Culla Gamab 
BA Public Relations 
Alicia Christine Gann 
Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Taylor Rae Gano 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Jalysse Michelle Garcia 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Janeen Marie Garcia 
BA Law and Justice 
Mayumi Garcia 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Nicole Marie Garcia 
BAED Elementary Education 
Tatiana Garcia 
BA Psychology 
BS Family Studies 
Lydia Elaine Garrod 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Katherine Rose Gauthier 
BS Biology 
Karisa Brianne Gefre 
Cum Laude* 
BA Spanish Teaching 
Sasha Kathleen Geise 
BA History 
Dayna Brianne Genzlinger 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Alysa Rose George 
BA Biology 
BS Chemistry 
Kristopher Shane Georgen 
BS Paramedicine 
Megan Jenna Geraldi 
BA Law and Justice 
Ross Alan Getsinger 
BS Accounting 
Drew Tyler Gibbs 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Kelsey Rae Gibbs 
Cum Laude* 
BS Environmental Stud ies 
Geoffrey Michael Gibson 
Cum Laude* 
BS Mechanica l Engineering Technology 
Stephanie Renae Gibson 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lauren Ashley Gillison 
BA Law and Justice 
Jacob Landon Gilman 
BMUS Percussion Performance 
Shelbi Lea Gilmond 
Cum Laude* 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Lauren Nicole Gilmore 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Ryan Christopher Gilmore 
BA Psychology 
BS Anthropology 
Thomas William Gilmore 
BA Political Science 
BS Biology 
Tyler James Gilmore 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Brenda S. Gilpin 
BA Psychology 





BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Adrian Gomez 
BS Environmental Studies 
Noemi Julie Gonzalez 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Victoria Carmen Gonzalez 
BS Exercise Science 
Jonathan Scott Goodgion 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Computer Science 
Maxwell Benjamin Goodin 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Rachel Marae Goodlet 
Cum Laude* 
BS Paramedicine 
Erica Gwynn Gordon 
Cum Laude* 
BA Communication Studies 
Ryan James Grande 
BA Law and Justice 
Thomas Frederick Granger 
BS Construction Management 
Caitlin Grant 
BA Law and Justice 
Makayla Ann Gray 
BS Accounting 
Joel C. Greear 
BS Construction Management 
Chelsea Elena Green 
BA Psychology 
Jameson Scott Green 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Morgan Marie Green 
BA Public Relations 
BS Business Administration 
Dana Marie Grieb 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Daniel J. Griffin 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
BS Physics 
Lynne Elizabeth Griffis 
BAED Elementary Education 
Raquel Elizabeth Grimm 
Cum Laude* 
BA Sociology 
Katie Lee Gronberg 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Veronica Cruz Guadarrama 
Cum Laude* 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Christina Marie Guerrero 
BS Social Services 
Conne Fritzi Guerrero 
BA Psychology 
Olaf Guerrero 
BS Business Administration 
Van Christopher Guffey 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Andrew Peter Gunkel 
BS Construction Management 
Xin Guo 
BS Business Administration 
Nicole Elizabeth Guptil 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Cristian Ivan Gutierrez 
BS Chemistry 
Daniel Gutierrez 
BS Business Administration 
Danyka Celeste Gutierrez 
BAED Elementary Education 
Isaac Gutierrez 
BA Law and Justice 
Jose Luis Guzman 
BA Law and Justice 
Eric Michael Gyselinck 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Kayla Christine Hagreen 
BS Mathematics 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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George Richard Hainer 
Cum Laude* 
BA Geography 
Carolyn Joy Hale 
BA Anthropology 
Megan Jean Hale 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Dana Louise Halfhill 
BA Foreign Language 
Jonathan David Halfhill 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Erika Lynn Hall 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Education 
Michael Craig Hall 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Andrew James 
Hallauer-Joynes 
BS Professional Pilot 
William Olin Hallberg 
BS Biology 
Kristel Ralene Hallsson 
BA Biology 
David James Halseth 
BS Construct ion Management 
Sean Christopher Hammer 
BS Aviation Management 
Barbara Anne Hammersberg 
BA History 
Claire Eliese Hanberg 
Magna Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BA English: Professional 
and Creative Writing 
Madison Estelle Hancock 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Erik Anthony Hansen 
BS Safety and Health Management 
James Amon Hansen 
BS Professional Pilot 




Tiffany Jael Hansen 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Anthropology 
Tyler Michael Hansen 
BS Exercise Science 
Emily Nicole Hanson 
BA Psychology 
Hunter Cheyenne Hanson 
Cum Laude* 
BA Sociology 
Mallory Ann Hanson 
BMUS Music Education 
Shelby Ann Hanson 
BS Accounting 
Benjamin David Hantho 
BS Aviation Management 
Danica Michelle Hardwick 
BA Psychology 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Laura A. Harmon 




Robert Burdett Harper 
Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Crissy Lee Harrington 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Zachary Tyler Harris 
BA English: Professional 
and Creative Writ ing 
Baylee Lynne Hart 
BAED Elementary Education 
Larisa Marie Harvey 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Alysha M. Hassell 
BFA Art 
Bedria Mahmoud Hassen 
BAED Early Chi ldhood Education 
Kortney Irene Hazel 




Stuart Wells Heath 
BS Geography 
Jennifer Marie Heaton 
BS Business Administration 
Brittni Diane Hedstrom 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
William David Heeter 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Craig Jonathan Heffner 
BA History 
Andrea Marie Hefton 
Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Trevor Christen Heiberg 
BS Industrial Technology 
Cole Allen Heilborn 
BA Fi lm and Video Studies 
Elizabeth Rae Hein 
BA Law and Justice 
Stacy Lynn Heiserman 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Taylor Rochelle Helwig 
BS Exercise Science 
Alan Cole Henderson 
BA Psychology 
Ian Robert Henderson 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Katie Eugenia Henderson 
BA Law and Justice 
Jillian Leah Hendrix 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Anthropology 
Ashley Rae Hengst 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Erik James Henly 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Robert Chase Henne 
BS Actuarial Science 
Edward Brandon Henson 
BS Biology 
Bianca Elizabeth Hernandez 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
David Richard Hernandez 
BS Aviation Management 
Jose German Hernandez 
BA Sociology 
Juan Antonio Hernandez 
BS Construct ion Management 
Laura Hernandez 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Alexandria Delia 
Hernandez-Nelson 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Giovanna Herrera-Prado 
BA Law and Justice 
Melissa Rachel Herrick 
BA Psychology 
David Andrew Hershfeldt 
Summa Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BMUS Wind Performance 
Mindy Lorraine Heyano 
BS Public Health 
Chloe Marie Hildeman 
BA Public Relations 
Kristen Hilderbrand 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jeremy Hilton 
BS Aviation Management 
Jered William Hinch 
BS Business Administration 
Kendra Nicole Hinger 
BA English Language and Literature 
Lindsey Lue Hintz 
Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Olivia Scrivanich Hirschey 
Summa Cum Laude* 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BA English Language and Literature 
Pierce Jameson Mitchell Hite 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Phuong Minh Hoang 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Admin istration 
Thao Uyen Le Hoang 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Brittany Christine Hobart 
Cum Laude* 
BA English Language and Li terature 
Dean Austin Hoffer 
BS Biology 
Nathanael Mark Hoffmann 
Cum Laude* 




Elizabeth Lannon Holberg 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Karen Rena' Holloway 
Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
Ira Henry Holman 
Cum Laude* 
BS Individual Studies 
Abigael Drew Holmberg 
BA Law and Justice 
Sean Robert Holt 
BS Construction Management 
Yeon Eui Hong 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Business Admin istration 
Nicholas Glenn Hooper 
BA Communication Studies 
Amanda Lauren Hopkins 
BA Psychology 
Melvin Lee Hortman 
Cum Laude* 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Leah Rae Hoskinson 
BA English Language and Literature 
Tarek Alexander Hosn 
BS Professional Pilot 
Logan Scott Houser 
BA English Language and Literature 
Mindy Lynn Howard 
Cum Laude* 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Alicia Kay Hubbard 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Cullen James Hubbard 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Joseph Michael Huerta 
BS Industrial Technology 
Brittany Huff 
BS Biology 
Heather Voss Huffman 
BAED Elementary Education 
Julia Michele Hulbert 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Guechleang Huot 
BS Accounting 
Alivia Rae Hupp 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Specia l Education P-12 
Shea Ryan Hurley 
BA English Language and Literature 
Mayra Alejandra Hurtado 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
Ammar Husanovic 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Phuc Minh Huynh 
BS Business Administration 
Robert Kieth Hyde 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 




BFA Theatre Arts 
Daniel Richard Imaino 
BS Computer Science 
Katherine Elizabeth Imhof 
BS Computer Science 
Stephanie Marie Inman 
BS Business Administration 
Ricardo A. Iriarte 
BA Psychology 
Alicia Nichole Jackson 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Kaylene Ruth Jackson 
Cum Laude* 
BFA Theatre Arts 
BS Family Studies 
Kirsten Nicole Jaenicke 
BS Family Studies 
20/.5 
Daniel Mark Jager Daniel Johnston Kaelyn Christine Kight Zorik Kotlyar 
Summa Cum Laude* BA Psychology BS Business Administration BS Accounting 
BA Anthropology BS Business Administration Kevin Michael Kijak Eimal Kouhi 
Chelsea Camille Jamieson Katelyn Danielle Jonassen BA History BS Business Administration 
BA English Language and Literature Summa Cum Laude* Mary Katherine Killeen Tabu William Koy 
Njambou Jammeh Douglas Honors College BA English/Language Arts Teaching BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BA Political Science BS Clinical Physiology Eunbi Kim Social Sciences 
Kaleb K. Javier Aisha Noelle Jones BAED Early Childhood Education Karolina Joanna Kozlowski 
Magna Cum Laude* BA Law and Justice Colette Kalene Kinder BA Law and Justice 
BA Law and Justice Amanda Jessica Jones Magna Cum Laude* Eric Johann Kress 1 BS Economics BS Biology BA Asia/Pacific Studies BA Middle Level Mathematics Rondelle Jayleen Jeffery Erica Colleen Jones Michael Cody King and Science Teaching 
I 
BA Psychology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Physics Alexis Marie Kruse 
Lindsey Marie Jenkins Social Sciences Shenelle Ann King Magna Cum Laude* 
Summa Cum Laude* Jared Richard Jones BA Individual Studies BS Accounting 
BAED Elementary Education BA French Emily Rae Kinman Noel Kristen Kruse 
Naomi Frances Jennings Michael Anthony Jones BA Family and Consumer Sciences BS Biology 
Magna Cum Laude* BA Sociology Verne Cozmo Kinyon Clara Louise Kurtenbach BA Psychology Elainna Kelsey Jordan BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude* BS Social Services Magna Cum Laude* Bristol Ashley Kinzebach BMUS Music Education Brianna Emma Jensen BA Law and Justice BA Law and Justice Amber Michelle Kutscher BAED Elementary Education Blake Glenn Jorgensen Christa Kinzler BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Said Gariye Jofey BA Fi lm and Video Studies BA Law and Justice Social Sciences 
BS Information Technology and Ji Hyun Jung Christian Michelle Kinzler Alex Henry Kuusisto Administrative Management BS Business Administration Cum Laude* Cum Laude* Josephine Margaret Johncox Lindsey Ann Justin BAED Elementary Education BS Accounting Magna Cum Laude* BA Psychology Alexa Dawn Kircher Dion LaBlue BA Law and Justice Yuri Kajiwara BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Summa Cum Laude* Aaron Michael Johnson BA Psychology Andrew Kirschner BAS Information Technology and BS Electronics Engineering Technology Rachel Ann Kane BA History Administrative Management Aaron Rodrick Johnson BS Recreation and Tourism Olivia Felice Kleyn Cecilia Lucille Ladenburg 
B FA Theatre Arts Nikki Marie Kangas Science Honors Scholar BS Social Services 
Cameron Wayne Johnson BS Information Technology and BS Biology Skylor Davis Ladiges 
BA Law and Justice Administrative Management Nicholas Michael Klop BA Psychology 
Christopher David Johnson Stanley Kaniaru BA Law and Justice Lauren Marie LaFontaine 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Accounting Maxwell Riley Klouzal BS Business Administration 
Social Sciences Melina Karadzic BA Law and Justice Ariel Laidler Christopher Michael Johnson BA Law and Justice Kyle Ray Kluever BS Family Studies 
BA Political Science Joshua Harry Karas Magna Cum Laude* Kui Ting Lam Cooper Edward Johnson BS Mathematics BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Chemistry BAED Early Childhood Education Daryn Carl Kasch Nikolas Ivan Klukas Jesse Meiners Lamon Dakota Lynn Johnson BS Business Administration BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BA English Language and Literature BA Public Relations Cameron Allen Kastner Joshua Luis Knapp Matthew Steven Lancaster Eric Michael Johnson BS Electronics Engineering Technology BS Construction Management BS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude* Jared Loren Keeney Kevin Lewis Knapp Administrative Management BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude* Richard Nathaniel Landis Garrett Mitchell Johnson Kiley Elizabeth Keller BS Geology BA Law and Justice BS Physical Education Cum Laude* Chelsea BreAnne Knightley Robert Carson Lane and School Health BAED Elementary Education BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Accounting Gillian Frances Johnson Samantha Elizabeth Social Sciences Spencer Allen Langevin BS Biology Woolman Keller Shelby Leandra Knopp Cum Laude* Heather O'Day Johnson BA Film and Video Studies Douglas Honors College ' BS Chemistry BS Clinical Physiology Amanda Maria Kennedy BA Biology 
Vincent Johnny Langsy Jarred Elvin Patrick Johnson BS Environmental Studies BS Food Science and Nutrition 
BS Business Administration BS Information Technology and Tyler Thomas Kennedy Katelyn Marie Knutsen 
Cameron Andrew Larson Admin istrative Management Cum Laude* Magna Cum Laude* 
Cum Laude* ,, Kaeli Mae Johnson BA Law and Justice BAED Elementary Education 
\I Summa Cum Laude* BA Sociology Katelyn Christine Koch BA Sociology 
BAED Elementary Education Kyle Jordan Kerby BA Psychology Bradley Lassiter 
JI 
Natalie Elizabeth Johnson BS Information Technology and Caitlin Alyssa Koenig BS Recreation and Tourism 
Cum Laude* Administrative Management BS Mathematics Laura Ann Lattin 
BS Biology Andrew Leland Kerr Darin Clifford Kohn BA English Language and Literature 
Nicholas Franklin Johnson BS Computer Science BA History/Social Studies Teaching Nicole Audrey Laughlin 
BA Art Austin James Key Eric James Kolesar BS Public Health 
Samantha Marie Johnson BA Psychology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Sara Beth Laush 
BS Food Science and Nutrition Michelle Lynn Social Sciences BA Law and Justice 
Shea Alexander Johnson Khammavongsa Jacqueline F. Korn Tara Lee Lawrence 
BS Accounting BAED Early Childhood Education BS Accounting BA Psychology 
Taylor McMinn Johnson Gaganjit Khinda Wesley Frank Kosierowski Mai Thuy True Le 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Accounting BS Computer Science BS Business Administration 
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Quoc Minh Le 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Patricia Katherine Leaf 
Cum Laude* 
BS Anthropology 
Tyler James Leavitt 
BFA Art 
Michael LeBlanc 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Heather Dawn LeDrew 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Sean A. Leek 
Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BA Psychology 
Adam Lehr 
BA Law and Justice 
Amanda Randelle Lemmond 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Birgit Ann Leneweaver 
BS Social Services 
Alexandra Mikami Leong 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Lauren Elizabeth Leshley 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Communicat ion Studies 
Nathan John Letcher 
BS Business Administration 
Jessica Grace Letourneau 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Megan Renee Levesque 
BA Sociology 
Markiyan Levkiv 
BS Business Administration 
Courtney Michele Lewis 
BA Public Relations 
Sarah Stella Lewis 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Nancy Leyva Morales 
BS Accounting 
Na Li 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Jacqueline Licea 
BA Law and Justice 
William Angelo Ligon-Bruno 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Eric Agustin Limon 
BS Business Administration 
Esmeralda Linares 
BAED Elementary Education 
Meaghan Elizabeth Lincoln 
BA Psychology 
Taylor Alan Lind 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Emily Elizabeth Lindbom 
BA Law and Justice 
Allison Christine Lines 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Trisha Kay Lininger 
BAED Elementary Education 
Erin Michele Lintern 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kayla Noell Lipston 
BS Accounting 
Arlene Laura Lister 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Benjamin Alan Litchfield 
BS Aviation Management 
Kayla Patricia Lockhart 
BS Business Admin istration 
Victoria Renea Lodahl 
BMUS Music Education 
Seth Randy Lonborg 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Christopher James Long 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kayla Gwendollyn Long 
BS Exercise Science 
Pauline Long 
BS Business Administration 
Nicklas Kane Longmire 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Efrain Lopez 
BS Business Administration 
Juan Antonio Lopez Ramirez 
BA Spanish 
Sheileen Lopez-Mendez 
BA Law and Justice 
Austin Clifford Loud 
BS Anthropology 
Deidre Ann Low 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Evan Zenzo Low 
BS Environmental Studies 
Melissa Joy Lucas 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
ltzia Lizet Luna 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Omar Jair Luna 
BA Psychology 
Benjamin Michael Lundgren 
BMUS Vocal Performance 
Duong Hoang Luu 
BS Business Administration 
Stephanie Jean Lynes 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Krystal Marie Lynn 
BA Sociology 
Christopher Machael Lyon 
BS Biology 
Natosha Rianne Lyonais 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Kim Hean Ma 
BA Law and Justice 
Thomas Crosley MacDonald 
BS Business Administration 
Jess Winston Macinko 
Cum Laude* 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BA English Language and Literature 
Danika Clarice Macke 
BA Psychology 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Joshua Aaron Macke 
BS Biology 
Kristian Patrick MacMillan 
BA Psychology 
BS Biology 
Ryan David MacMillan 
BS Business Administration 
Kimberly Anne Macumber 
BS Biology 
Sergio Omar Madrid Madrid 
BA Ph ilosophy 
Griselda Madrigal 
Cum Laude* 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Mikhail Ramius Maduska 
BS Cl inical Physiology 
Pedro Magana 




Cindy Renee Mahama 
BS Business Administration 
Josephus Henry Maier 
BA Law and Justice 
Tyree D. Mailey 
BA Psychology 
Luis F. Maldonado 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Kimberly Lynn Malella 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-certified 
Shannon Marie Malloy 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Rebecca Renee Malmassari 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Christian Mancera 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Kabria Lynn Manley 
BA Law and Justice 
John-Paul Mann 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Mathematics 
Brandon Joseph Mansker 
BS Chemistry 
Daniel Joseph Frank Marino 
BS Business Administration 
Nia Joan Marion 
BAED Elementary Education 
Jenalee Lillian Mariotti 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Anthony Michael Marrese 
BS Biology 
Forrest James Martin 
BS Geology 
Natasha Andrea Martin 
BS Business Administrati6n 
Spencer Allen Martin 
BS Professional Pilot 
Julie Lynn Martinen 
BS Accounting 
Annie Lauren Martinez 
BS Accounting 
Avril Janett Martinez 
B FA Theatre Arts 
Jenny Vianey Martinez 
BS Biology 
Savanna M. Martinez 
BA Sociology 
Morgan Riley Martinis 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Jami Nichole Marzano 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Andrew Krogsgaard Mason 
BS Biology 
Ellen Mae Massey 
Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Haley Lynn Massey 
BA English Language and Li terature 
Matthew Thomas-Francis 
Mastey 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Thomas Mathan 





BA Individual Studies 
Eric Lee Maurer 
BA Law and Justice 
Danielle May 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Karie Marie May 
BA English: Professional 
and Creative Writing 
Martina Michaela Mayr 
BA Sociology 




Conor Timothy Mccanna 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Rachel Katelyn McClain 
BA Psychology 
Lauren Hope McConnell 
BA Communication Studies 
Leanna Christine McCord 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Alexa Leigh Mccorkle 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Professional Pi lot 
Jocelyn Cayla Mccornack 
Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Casie Maeve Mccoskey 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Political Science 
Bryce Anthony McCoy 
BA Law and Justice 
Liam Conor McCoy 
Cum Laude* 
BS Chemistry 
Nakia R. Mccullah 
BA Law and Justice 
Thomas Carson McCullough 
BA Political Science 
Thomas James McDaniel 
BS Accounting 
Ian Paul McFarland 
BA Philosophy 
Trenton James Mcfarlane 
BS Computer Science 
Casey Robert Mcfarlen 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Sean Robert McGehee 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Marina Lauren Dory 
Mcllwain 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Tiana Delaney Mcintosh 
Cum Laude* 
BA Anthropology 
Kalynn Shawna Mcintyre 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Lindsey Erin McKee 
BS Biology 
Alyssa Ann McKinney 
BA Communication Studies 
Molly Ellen Mclaughlin 
BS Biology 
Kelsey Ann McMillen 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Chelsie Marie McNabb 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Kelli Maire McNees 
Cum Laude* 
BS Paramedicine 
Camille Louise Meador 
BA Public Relations 
Alicia Michele Mednansky 
BA Law and Justice 
Ryan Jeffery Meenach 
BS Business Administration 
Andrew Ryan Meinhold 
Cum Laude* 
BA Geography 
BS Public Policy 
Rachel Ann Mejia 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Michele Patrice 
Mejias Rucker 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Family Studies 
Evan Louis Melchior 
BS Accounting 
Alyssay Chiomae Mena 
BA Law and Justice 
Amalia Virginia Mendoza 
BAED Elementary Education 
Jolene Ann Mendoza 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Tyler James Mernaugh 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Justin Edward Merrell 
BA Sociology 
Brian John Merris 
BS Construction Management 
Felicia Merritt 
BS Accounting 
David Anthony Meyers 
BS Industrial Technology 
Mark C. Meza 
BS Business Administration 
Emily Joy Miles 
BAED Elementary Education 
Courtney Lynn Miller 
BA Law and Justice 
Jesse Douglass Miller 
BA Political Science 
Kelsie Dawn Miller 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Communication Studies 
Laurie Kay Miller 
BS Accounting 
Nicole Marie Miller 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Trevor August Miller 
BS Business Administration 
Nicholas Allen Minaglia 
Cum Laude* 
BS Exercise Science 
Troy Stephen Mine 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Kathryn Lynn Minnick 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
BS General Science Teaching 
Jessica Nicole Mitchell 
BAED Elementary Education 
Renard Calton Mitchell 
BA Psychology 
Sarah Mitterling 
BS Clinical Physiology 




BS Computer Science 
Maxwell Scott Monson 
BA Psychology 
Stephanie Faye Montgomery 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Elaina lrese Moon 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Individual Studies 
Justin Paul Moore 
BAED Elementary Education 
Monesa Shealene Moore 
BS Business Administration 
Victoria Elizabeth Moore 
BA Law and Justice 
Rodolfo Moreno 
BA Law and Justice 
Janet Moreno-Anuario 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Tanya Lynn Morris 
BA Psychology 
James McFarland Morrison 
BS Industrial Technology 
Scott Alexander Morrison 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Ebonesiah Morrow 
BA English Language and Literature 




BS Environmental Studies 
Robert John Moser 
BA History 
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Jessica Marie Moter 
BA Communication Studies 
Brenda Christine Mudge 
Cum Laude* 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Macy Nicole Mukensnabl 
BA Instructional Foundation 
Morgan Ann Mullin 
BS Business Administration 
Mariela Munguia 
BA Sociology 
Joshua James Murphy 
BS Paramedicine 
Julie Anne Murphy 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Lisa Nicole Murphy 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Fami ly and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Joshua Ryder Muttart 
BS Business Administration 
Cheryl Therese Myers 
Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Stefanie-Louise Agustin Myr 
BA Geography 
Geordie Keith Myrick 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Adam T. Nakano 
BA Psychology 
Wing Tung Priscilla Nam 
BS Business Administration 
Toby Lynn Nason 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Alma Delia Navarrete 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Socia l Sciences 
Maria Rocio Navarrete 
Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Tiffany Ann Naylor 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Carolyn E. Nease 
BA Publ ic Relations 
Austin Joseph Neff 
Cum Laude* 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BA Philosophy 
Robert Dean Neilson 
BS Exercise Science 
Paige Mckenna Nelles-Barger 
BA Psychology 
Antoinette LaTeer Nelson 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Brooke Renae Nelson 
BAED Elementary Education 
Garrett Logan Nelson 
BA Psychology 
Matthew Horton Nelson 
BA Psychology 
Samantha Joy Neuffer 
Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Biology 




BA Communication Studies 
Izak Roland Neziri 
BS Biology Teaching 
Tung The Nguy 
BS Business Administration 
Bich-Tuong Thi Nguyen 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Chau Ngoc Tran Nguyen 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Cindy Diem-Ngoc Nguyen 
BS Accounting 
Hiep Van Nguyen 
BS Business Admin istration 
Hieu Chi Nguyen 
BS Business Admin istration 
Hoang Viet Nguyen 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Hung Viet Nguyen 
BS Business Administration 
James Minh Thien Nguyen 
Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Jennifer Martina Nguyen 
BS Public Health 
Johnny Nguyen 
BA Political Seience 
Mai T. Nguyen 
BS Business Administration 
Tam Thanh Nguyen 
BS Accounting 
Tan V. Nguyen 
BS Business Administration 
Thien-Hoang Nguyen 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Trang MY Nguyen 
BS Accounting 
Yen Phi Nguyen 
BS Business Administration 
Thu Thanh Nguyen Huynh 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Christopher Ray Nichols 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Michael Laurence Nichols 
BA Engl ish Language and Literature 
Tyler William Nicklos 
BS Exercise Science 
Taryn Jean Nix 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Leah Dhani Noel 
BA Law and Justice 
William Kyle North 
BS Physics 
Sarah Elizabeth Noteboom 
Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BAED Elementary Education 
Alex John Nunez 
BA Anthropology 
Timothy James O'Connor 
BS Business Administration 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Kathryn Janelle O'Neal 
BS Chemistry 
Shalayna Rose Offield 
BS Business Administration 
Marika Iman Okada-Collins 
BA Japanese-Large Plan 
BS Accounting 
Scott Allen Olivares 
BS Physics 
Karlee Christine Olive 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
John Martin Olsen 
BS Biology 
Linsey Monique Olsen 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Chelsea Janemarie Olson 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Jordan Brice Olson 
Cum Laude* 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Demi Jourdan Olson Hurd 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Keith Rodney Opsal 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies 
Natalie Patricia Opsvig 
Cum Laude* 
BA French 
BAED Elementary Education 
Shirley Janneth Orellana 
BS Chemistry 
Dorathy 0 , Osaro-lgwe 
BA Psychology 
Nathan William Osborne 
Cum Laude* 
BS Chemistry 
Travis Christian Otis 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Shane Ourada 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Precious Aruagbon Ovbiebo 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Marla Jeanette Overman 
BA Psychology 
Bobbi Lupita Padilla 
BA Psychology 
Beau Isaac Pagarigan 
BS Aviation Management 
Christopher James Palachuk 
BS Business Administration 
Erin Jay Palmer 
BS Computer Science 
Neemia Vaueli Panapa 
BA Foreign Language 
Mark Pangilinan 
Cum Laude* 
BA Communication Studies 




Amanda Lee Parker 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Derick Jay Parkerson 
BS Mathematics 
Brianne Elizabeth Parkhurst 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Nicole April Parks 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Andrew Casey Parlette 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Evan William Parnell 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Scott Wayne Parnell 
BS Business Administration 
Ryan Daniel Parry 
BA Psychology 
Jennifer Susan Partosa 
BS Business Administration 
Chad Randall Partridge 
BS Accounting 
Devin Parvinen 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 




Zachary Thaddeus Pate 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Mia Nicole Patterson 
Cum Laude* 
BA Public Relations 
BriAnne Sharee Pauley 
Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BA Psychology 
Kelsea Jo Payne 
BA Law and Justice 
Taylor Michael Payne 
BA Law and Justice 
Gricelda Pedroza 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 




BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Patrick Joeseph Penoyar 
BA Physics 
Masey Siarra Peone 
BA Public Relations 
Otilia Peralta 
BA Public Relations 
Sara M. Perdue 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Anthropology 
Crystal Guadalupe Perea 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Alisha Diane Catherine 
Peretti 
Cum Laude* 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Nicholas Karl Peretti 
BA Psychology 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Jean Marie Perkins 
BS Social Services 
Danica Michelina Perrault 
BS Business Administration 
Kayleigh Susan Perrier 
Cum Laude* 
BA English Language and Literature 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Emily Alison Peters 
Magna Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BAED Elementary Education 
Meagan Ann Peterschmidt 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Biology 
Duy Anh Pham 
BS Business Administration 
Hoa Van Pham 
BS Construction Management 
Emily Estelle Phillips 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Michelle Emiko Phillips 
BS Business Administration 
Janet Lynn Phipps 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
David Kirk Piekarczyk 
BS Business Administration 
Cassie Logan Pieters 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Zachary Andrew Pilutik 
BS Anthropology 
Michael John Pittman 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BMUS Wind Performance 
Chelsey Ann Poirier 
Cum Laude* 
BA Sociology 
Emilie Ann Poirier 
BS Social Services 
Sarah Jean Polanco 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Jared Scott Polson 
BS Business Administration 
Marissa Debra Poole 
BAED Elementary Education 
Aubrey Ryan Pope 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kevin Michael Porter 
BS Business Administration 
Jesse Ray P_otes 
BAED Special Education P-12 
Marissa Eva Pott 
BA Law and Just ice 
Josh Christian Potter 
BA Psychology 
Ciara Denee Powell 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Madelyn Rae Powell 




BA Law and Justice 
Daniel Joseph Price 
BA Geography 
Robin Wayne Pridemore 
BS Aviation Management 
Colin Scott Pringle 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Evan Andrew Prior 
Cum Laude* 
BA Geography 
Desirae Castillio Probasco 
BS Anthropology 
Courtney Elizabeth Proff 
BA Public Relations 
James D. Pruitt 
Cum Laude* 
BS Computer Science 
Nicholas Louis Pucci 
BA Sociology 
Ashley Renee Puffenbarger 
BA Sociology 
Rienaldo Pulido 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Brandon Hideo Purcell 
BA Physics 
Cherilyn Leilani Pursel 
BA Public Relations 
Hannah Mae Pygott 
BS Envi ronmental Studies . 
Erika Vanessa Rabadan 
BS Business Administration 
Alexis J. Radke 
BA Law and Justice 
Adam Phillip Raemer 
BS Biology 
Lainey Nikole Ralston 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Actuarial Science 
Bianca Lucero Ramirez 




BS Social Services 
Kevin Bird Rampp 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Janhviben D. Rana 
BS Biology 
Christine Ann Ranes 
BS Account ing 
John Daniel Ranniger 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Adam Robert Ransavage 
BS Business Administration 
Nashira Celeste Ransom 
BA Psychology 
Hanah Lin Rasmussen 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Elizabeth Anne Naomi 
Rathburn 
Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Biology 
Joel Matthew Ratliff 
BA Anthropology 
Cecillia Carla Ray 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Jeffrey Thomas Raymond 




BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
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CharLynn Richelle Read Sara M. Rodriguez Marlo Lynn Salinas Kindra Christine Scobba 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Spanish BA Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude* 
Social Sciences Seth Santiago Rodriguez Kya Gwendolyn Salt BS Construction Management 
Justin Nicholas Reed BS Aviation Management Magna Cum Laude* Amber Justine Scott 
BA Japanese-Small Plan Veronica Janeth BA Law and Justice BAED Early Childhood Education 
Nathan Allen Regal Rodriguez Garcia Ashley Renee' Samples Celina Lynn Scott 
BS Environmental Studies BA Sociology BS Accounting BA Psychology 
Justin Regalado Danielle Josephine Rogers Felisa Lizbeth Sanchez BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BAED Elementary Educat ion BS Accounting BAED Special Education P-12 Social Sciences 
William Ambrose Reichlin Ginger Dean Rogers Gina Marie Sanders Keith Terrell Scott 
BS Chemistry BAED Special Education P-12 BS Business Administration BS Accounting 
Mitchell Scott Reiman Trevor Marcus Rogers Kendall Avis Sanders Tillana Elizabeth Scott 
BS Construction Management BA Law and Justice Cum Laude* BS Information Technology and 
Jacob Samuel Reiner Trisha DeAnne Rogge BAED Early Childhood Education Administrative Management 
BS Business Administration BAED Elementary Education Terry Shawn Sanders Logan Coburn Scully 
Emily Reyer Patrik Rojan BS Economics BA Philosophy 
BA Psychology BS Business Administration Zachary Noste Sanders Mary Sedneva 
Tegan Marie Reyes Jennifer Rachelle Rollins 
BS Biology BAED Early Childhood Education 
Cum Laude* Cum Laude* Julia R. Sanderson Kari Rae Seiber 
BAED Elementary Education BA Law and Just ice BA Law and Justice BS Accounting 
Joshua David Reynolds Thomas Frederick Rollins Kyle Glenn Sandvold Jaina Harish Shah 
BS Industrial Technology BS Construction Management 
BS Business Administration BS Accounting 
Kelly Olin Rice Kendall Margaret Michelle Castro Sapinoso Janell Mae Shah 
BS Biology Romaneschi 
BS Information Technology and BS Biology 
Taylor Nicole Richards Cum Laude* 
Administrative Management Derrick Lee Shamp 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary BAED Elementary Education 
Johanna Margaret BA Law and Justice 
Jacob McKinley Richardson Alexander Leslie Romano 
Sappenfield Gregory David Shank 
BA Polit ical Science 
BS Safety and Health Management BS Computer Science BA Law and Justice 
Christopher Jordon Richins Ryan Anthony Romano 
Kennedy Dominique Ciara Dawn Shear 
BS Information Technology and BS Construction Management Sarmiento BS Business Administration 
Administrative Management Sonya Danielle Rombough 
BA Middle Level Mathematics Jacob Earle Shearer 
and Science Teaching 
Brandon Michael Riddle Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar Steven Edward Satko 
BS Physics 
BA Psychology BA Individual Studies BS Accounting Erin Marie Shedd 
Lisa Dawn Riddle Adam Young Romine Mackenzie Linnea Sattler 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
BA Music BS Mechanical Engineering Technology BS Actuarial Science Katie Lynn Shelton 
Andrew Kenneth Riley Whitni Kay Romine Kristyn Renee Savage Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology BA Psychology BA Music 
Tamara Jean Riley BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
BAED Elementary Education Allison M. Shinn 
Social Sciences Blake Richard Savisky BA Geography Cum Laude* BS Physics 
BA Sociology Chelsie Amanda Rommel Giovanne Diamone Derek John Shore 
Harold Gonzales Rillo BA Law and Justice BS Biology 
BS Business Administration BS Business Administration 
Schachere Alexander Patrick Short 
Jacob David Rommel BA Law and Justice BS Safety and Health Management Branden Howard Ringoen Tayler Alexis Schafer 
BS Industrial Technology BA Political Science Solita Shoup BAED Early Childhood Education 
Eva Lourdes Rivas Arianna Christine Romo Andrew James Schaumburg 
BAS Information Technology and 
BS Food Science and Nutrition Magna Cum Laude* Administrative Management 
Loren Michael Robbins BAED Special Education P-12 
BA Psychology Sabahuddin Shrinzada 
BA Law and Justice Ian Michael Rork 
Michelle Danielle Scheperle BS Biology 
BA Psychology 
Jessica Lynn Roberts BS Geology MoniQue Aundrea Scherf Spencer Troy Shuford 
BS Family Studies Brittney Marie Cum Laude* BS Mathematics 
Laura Marie Roberts Rosas-Lauderdale BS Accounting Jesi Ann Siemons 
Cum Laude* BA Spanish Tori Rae Schermacher BS Biology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Parker Rowand BA Law and Justice Eric Lindsay Siers 
Social Sciences BS Business Administration Brandy Schlichemeyer BAED Elementary Education 
Robyn Kimber Robertson Anabel Ruiz BA Law and Justice Johanna Rose Siler 
Cum Laude* BS Accounting Riley John-Lafayette Schmit Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Physical Education Ricardo Ruiz BA Philosophy BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
and School Health BA Psychology Stephen Tate Schneider Dennise Silva 
Jocelyn Shrae Robinette Philip Andrew Rush BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BS Actuarial Science 
Magna Cum Laude* BS Environmental Geological Sciences Social Sciences Alexander Paul Silvi 
BA Middle Level Mathematics Brittany Nicole Russell Stephany Charlotte Schnelle BA Film and Video Studies 
and Science Teaching BAED Early Childhood Education BA History Kayla Marie Simmons 
Rebecca Ruth Robinson McKenna Leigh Ryder Ashley Miranda Schuknecht BA Psychology 
BS Social Services BS Environmental Studies BA English Language and Literature Michael David Sinclair 
William Thomas Rockseth Elizabeth Mary Ryker Emily Jean Schultz BS Individual Studies 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Summa Cum Laude* BFA Art Justine Chalise Sisson 
Social Sciences BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary Jaime Mae Schultz BA Public Relations 
Randy Gilbert Rodriguez Kevin James Sager Cum Laude* Russell Franklin Sisson 
BS Business Administration BA Sociology BMUS Music Education BA Public Relations 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Philip Michael Skala 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Robin Kathleen Skewis 
BS Biology 
Ricky Nichelos Skinner 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Kathryn Irene Skvarla 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Nichole Elizabeth Slack 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Biology 
Taryn Nicole Sleight 
BS Biology 
Robert John Slick 
BS Exercise Science 
Haley Kendra Smasne 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Alexander Owen Smith 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Bradly Dylan Smith 
BA Law and Justice 
Brian Christopher Smith 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Dana Michelle Smith 
BS Paramedic 
Keith Richard Smith 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Leslie Nadine Smith 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Marquis TreVaughn Smith 
BS Computer Science 
Miranda Emily Smith 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Stephanie Ann Smith 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Stephanie Rae Smith 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Tyler Andrew Smith 
BS Biology 
Kadie Denae Snaza 
BS Exercise Science 
Cale Carter Snider 
BS Construction Management 
Lindsay Ann Snope 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Andrew James Snowdon 
BS Construction Management 
Huy Khim So 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Rosa Pham So 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
David Patrick Soha 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Biology 
BS Chemistry 
Daniel Alejandro Soltero 
BA Public Relations 
Anndrea M. Southern 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Jerrika Ruth Spangler 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Jerrika Ruth Spangler 
BAED Elementary Education 
Sarah Irene Sparling 
BA Psychology 
Olesya Spatarel 
BAED Elementary Education 
Sarah Marie Spees 
BS Business Administration 
Alexandra Lee Spencer 
BA Law and Justice 
Robert T. Spencer 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Hayden James Spevacek 
BA Sociology 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Alexander Burton St. George 
BS Business Administration 
Amanda Rae Stalder 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Bryce Joseph Stamper 
BAED Elementary Education 
Joshua Blake Stancil 
BS Exercise Science 
Joshua Gordon Standlee 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kevin James Stanley 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Jacob Glen Steelhammer 
BS Safety and Health Management 
David Byron Steger 
BS Biology 
Nicholas Gardner Steinmetz 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Zachary Wade Stemm 
BS Business Administration 
Nathan Rodney Steoger 
BS Exercise Science 
Mary Ann Irene Stercks 
BA History 
Ethan Dean Sterkel 
BAED Special Education P-12 
David Aaron Stevens 
BA Music 
Laura Randi Stevens 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Nicole Elizabeth Stevens 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Chad Jason Steward 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Robyn Danielle Stewart 
BA Public Relations 
Raymond Stiehl 
BS Business Administration 
Austen Joseph Stone 
BS Physics 
Keith Ryan Stone 
BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Todd Stoothoff 
BS Economics 
Ryan Dean Storaasli 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Christina Marie Storms 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Jonathan Taylor Stucky 
BS Physics 
Tyler Joel Stumpf 
BA Law and Justice 
Jazmyne Marie Sturgeon 
Magna Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Public Health 
Cameron Parker Sume 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Zachary Charles Sumerlin 
BA History/Social Studies Teaching 
Daramai Sutton 
Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Sarah Elizabeth Sutton 
BAED Early Ch ildhood Education 
Nicole Lea Suyama 
BA Communication Studies 
Kyla Elizabeth Swanson 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Colt Russell Sweetland 
Cum Laude* 
BA Journalism 
Lars Forrest Swenson 
BS Safety and Health Management 
John Joseph Swigart 
Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Allysen Jo Swinney 
Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
BS Social Services 
Elijah Jay Sykes 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Robert Helmout Tacheron 
BA History 
Beserat Tafesse 
BMUS Wind Performance 
Alison Krueger Talbot 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jonece Mone Tallant 




Khanh Lac Tang 
BS Accounting 
Adam Howard Tangoed 
BS Physics 
Alexandria Louise Tansy 
BS Accounting 
Justin Jeffrey Tapp 
BAS Food Service Management 
Vandara Tay 
BA Law and Justice 
Cody Lee Taylor 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Mathematics 
Cody Mason Taylor 
BA Law and Justice 
Alejandra Tejeda 
Cum Laude* 
BS Social Services 
Alexis Cecilia Temple 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Family Studies 
Trisha Sue Terry 




Dalton Jareau Thomas 
BS Construction Management 
Jennifer Ann Thomas 
BS Computer Science 
Taylor Richele Thomas 
BA Anthropology 
Ashley Nicole Thomasson 
BS Business Administration 
Albany Rose Thompson 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
BS Mathematics 
Evan Taylor Thompson 
BA Journalism 
Jordan Marshall Thompson 
BS Business Administration 
Laura Beth Thompson 
BS Business Administration 
Breanna Marie Thorne 
BS Business Administration 
Alyssa Rose Thrasher 
BAED Elementary Education 
Lindy Marie Tibbling 
BA Law and Justice 
Elizabeth Tiffany 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Max Loren Tiffany 
BA History 
Patrick Adam Timme 
BS Accounting 




Nicholas Hugh Romano Titus 
BA Film and Video Studies 
Travis James Tobin 
BS Business Administration 
Cameron Thomas Topping 
BA Law and Justice 
Brian Crispin Torres 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Oscar Ivan Torres 
BS Construction Management 
Johannes Baptist Torsy 
BA Law and Just ice 
Michael Flynn Towey 
BMUS Percussion Performance 
Alyssa Danielle Tran 
BA Communication Studies 
Bang Tran 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
Khang Khang Tran 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
BS Business Administration 
Phuong Ngoc Tran 
Cum Laude* 
BS Business Administration 
True Huynh-Phuong Tran Alex Matthew Velasquez Mikayla Lorraine Waymire Kyli Kim Widner 
Cum Laude* BS Industrial Technology Cum Laude* BA Psychology 
BS Accounting Andrew Venema BS Exercise Science Glenn William Wilcott 
Tuyet Quynh Tran BS Physica l Education Brittany Meagan Waywell BMUS Music Education 
Cum Laude* and School Health BMUS Vocal Performance Louis Quentin Wilcox 
BS Accounting Sarah Elizabeth Verkist Rachel Elise Duncan Wear BAED Elementary Education 
Darek Arthur Winston Travis BA Engl ish/Language Arts Teach ing BA Psychology Taylor Chanee Wilkinson 
BA Film and Video Studies Chelsey Renee Verwey Kayla Maree Weber Magna Cum Laude* 
Ryan Adam Travis Summa Cum Laude* Magna Cum Laude* BS Environmental Studies 
BS Exercise Science BA Chemistry Teach ing BAED Early Ch ildhood Education Alyssa Riann Willard 
Jennifer Sue Treadway BS General Science Teach ing Mason Joelle Wecker Summa Cum Laude* 
Magna Cum Laude* Katherine Sue Vesneske Cum Laude* Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BA Law and Justice BS Biology BS Professiona l Pilot BFA Art 
Annick Yovnne Trimble Jordan Arthur Vidmore Chance Mackenzie Dominique Nelson Williams 
BS Bus iness Administration Cum Laude* Weeks-Williams BA Sociology 
Quan Nguyen Hoang Truong Douglas Honors College BA Journa lism Ella Ryan Williams 
BS Business Administrat ion BFA Art Colton Taylor Weils BAS Food Service Management 
Marie Louise Turner Michael Craig Villarma BS Environmenta l Studies Hannah Grey Williams 
BAArt BS Mechanica l Engineering Thomas Ryan Weinmeister Magna Cum Laude* 
Kaylinn Alyssa Turpin Technology BA Ph ilosophy BA Psychology 
Cum Laude* Binh Quang Vo Cheyenne Elizabeth Isaac Elton Williams 
BA Psychology BA Polit ica l Science Weishaar BA Psychology Amanda Beatrice Tuttle Dane Aaron Voelker Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar LeAnn Jean Williams 
BA Psychology Cum Laude* BS Biology BS Exercise Science 
Cameron Michael Tyrrell BS Clinical Physiology Daniel Teklu Weldetnsae Shantel Tavia Williams 
Magna Cum Laude* Kaitlin Marie Voeller BS Information Technology and BA Law and Justice BS Information Technology and BS Individual Studies Administrative Management BS Interdisciplinary Studies Administrative Management 
Kristina Karin Von Essen Cassandra Leigh Weldon Social Sciences Diane Lyise Tyshkun Magna Cum Laude* BS Food Science and Nutrition Jessie Paige Williamson BAED Early Childhood Education BFA Art Angela Dawn Welker BS Business Administration Vyacheslav Olegovich Emily Elizabeth Waag BAED Elementary Education Melissa Leigh Willis Ulanovskiy BS Recreat ion and Tourism Katarina Lynn Wells Cum Laude* Magna Cum Laude * BA Psychology 
BA Russian Michelle Lynn Wade BS Environmental Studies Emma Rose Wilson 
Benjamin Ulbright Cum Laude* Kylea Jade Wells Brown Cum Laude* 
BFA Art BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BA Foreign Language Broad Area BAED Early Ch ildhood Education 
Dylan Christian Ullery Socia l Sciences Shannon Rene Welton Stephanie Michele Wilson 
BS Physics Laura Hope Waingrow BA Psychology Magna Cum Laude* 
Nathan Wade Ulmer Cum Laude* Katherine Marguerite Wentz BS Accounting BS Professional Pilot BS Business Administration Richard Windsor BFA Art 
Chris Ryan Unger Andrew William Walker Zachary David Wenzel BFA Art 
BS Global Wine Studies BS Electronics Eng ineering Technology BA Law and Justice Nicholas Vincent Winfrey 
Alicia Renee Unke Jamie Marissa Wall Kayla Rachelle Werner BS Chemistry 
BAS Information Technology and BFA Art BAED Elementary Education Chase Robert Wing 
Administrative Management Erin Grace Wallace Andrew West BS Business Administration 
Bradley Vagt BA Psychology BS Accounting Justin Hallet Winslow 
BS Business Administration Christian Michael Walling Benjamin Elisha West BA History 
Sigifredo Alizondo Valdivia BS Computer Science BAS Information Techno logy and Lindsey Michelle Wisniewski 
BS Electronics Eng ineering Technology Colin Ethen Walsh Administrat ive Management BA Journalism 
Bertha Alicia Valencia Summa Cum Laude* Kyle Alan West Mason Carl Witters 
BA Mathematics Teach ing Secondary BS Account ing BS Construction Management BS Safety and Health Management 
Maria Yadira Valencia Kayli Christine Walters Jennifer Kaye Wetli Daniel James Wohlmacher 
BS Bus iness Administration BAED Early Ch ildhood Educat ion Douglas Honors College BS Accounting 
Salvador Jose Valencia Keith Laurence Ward BS Food Science and Nutrit ion John Francis Wojtech 
BA Law and Justice BS Accounting Melyssa Ann Wheeler Cum Laude* 
Andrew Michael Kara Allison Warhoe BAED Early Ch ildhood Education BS Safety and Health Management 
Valentine-Huerta BAED Elementary Education Jordan Michael Ferrelli Emily Rebecca Wolden 
BA Law and Justice Jessica Leigh Warr Whidbey BA Anthropology 
Aaron Tyler Van Horn Magna Cum Laude* BFA Theatre Arts Jessica L. Wolf 
BA Film and Video Studies BS Actuarial Science Brittanie Mylene Whitaker Summa Cum Laude* 
Tyler Garrett Van Sickle Hayden Dean Watkins Cum Laude* BAED Elementary Education 
BA Psychology BS Biology BA English/Language Arts Teaching Michael Wolfe 
BS Business Administration Kristy Kay Watts Jordan Alexander White BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Luke Joseph VandenBrink Magna Cum Laude* BA Law and Justice Jessica Renee Woo 
BS Business Ad ministration BFA Art Nathan Peter White Magna Cum Laude* 
Meghan Taylor Varner Zachary Kenneth Way BS Biology BS Recreat ion and Tourism 
Magna Cum Laude* BS Chemistry Kylie Mckenna Whitener Lindsay Lee Wood 
BS Food Sc ience and Nutri t ion Carly Mae Waymire BA Psychology BS Biology 
Eduardo Junior Vasques Magna Cum Laude* Grace Whorley Nicholas John Wood 
BA Law and Justice BA Psychology BA Psychology BS Physics 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Nathan Patrick Woodard Maribel Aguilar Kasey Taylor Bielec Sangwoo Chu 
BA History BS Public Health Cum Laude* BS Aviation Management 
Malia Renae Woodard Abdullah Ramadan L. BS Exercise Science Shelby Leigh Clanton 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Alanazi Jessica Lynn Birkner BS Business Administration 
James Jerrell Woods BS Information Technology and BS Recreation and Tourism Dillon Thomas Clark 
BS Information Technology and Administrative Management Breanna Marie Blair BS Clinical Physiology 
Administrative Management Moatez Alaa Albermany BA English Language and Literature Malissa Rachelle Clark 
Taylor Jean Woods BS Information Technology and Neil Harrison Bonn BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Summa Cum Laude* Administrative Management BS Economics Taylor Anthony Clevenger 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Tina Paige Allenbaugh Nicholas Alexander Bonnell BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Social Sciences BS Recreation and Tourism BAS Information Technology and Tyler Martin Coffman 
Timothy Lockwood Brianne Rachelle Anderson Administrative Management BA Law and Justice 
Worcester BA Publ ic Relations Melinda Angelene Bothwell James Merlin Coghlan 
BS Information Technology and Christopher Kenneth BS Recreat ion and Tourism BS Information Technology and Administrative Management Anderson Michelle Leeann Bowers Administrative Management Justin Michael Worden BA Public Relations Baugher Casey Ann Cole BS Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Anthony Michael Andrews 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: BAED Elementary Education 
Michael Robert Wright Social Sciences 
BS Actuarial Science Cum Laude* Laura Michelle Bressler 
Sydney Ann Coleman 
Yu Xiao 
BS Computer Science BA Instructional Foundation BS Recreat ion and Tourism 
Magna Cum Laude* Kelcy Ann Applegarth John Lee Broin Troy Douglas Collin 
BAS Food Service Management Douglas Honors College BA Middle Level 
BS Business Administration 
BS Food Science and Nut rit ion BS Recreation and Tourism Mathematics Teaching Christi ReAnn Collins 
Kabao Xiong Alex Anthony Armstrong Chloe Elizabeth Brown BA Law and Just ice 
BS Business Administrat ion BS Business Administration BS Biology Montana Max Collins 
Thomas Xu Adrian Germaine Arrabito Brittany Mae Bumpus BS Clinical Physiology 
BA Biology BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: BAED Early Childhood Education Hannah Lily Conrad 
Solomiya Nikolayevna Social Sciences Charles Ross Caesar BS Business Administration 
Yarmoshik Musa Baldeh BS Information Technology and Steven Randall Cook 
Cum Laude* Cum Laude* Administrative Management BAS Information Technology and 
BAED Early Childhood Education BS Accounting Gabriel Camarena-Velasquez Administrative Management 
Stacey Skeko Yesiki Sharenzaa Sh'tell Baldeh BS Exercise Science Nicholas Lawrence Cooke 
BS Mathematics BAS Information Technology and Victoria Alice Campanella BS Professional Pilot 
Ethan Riley Zaichkin Administrative Management BA Law and Justice Tyler Warren Cox 
BA Political Science Javon Richard Bangs Mallory Elyse Campbell Magna Cum Laude* 
Sofia Zapata Calderon BS Accounting BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Clinical Physiology 
BS Accounting Stephanie Anne Barnes Cassy Jo Cannon Jocelyn Kay Craig 
Anjela Pavlova Zdravkova BS Clinical Physiology BS Food Science and Nutrition BA Psychology 
BS Accounting Danika Chenae Barringer Blake Joseph Cardoza Luke Adam Crippen 
Ean Paul Zelenak BS Information Technology and BS Information Technology and BS Accounting 
BA Film and Video Studies Administrative Management Administrative Management Lindsay Paige Cristobal 
Cole Benjamin Ziegler John Casey Bartkowski Torrie Jean Cariveau-Clark BS Public Health 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies BS Safety and Health Management BA Philosophy Monica Elsa Cumiskey 
Brittiney Marie Zier Shawn Robert Baugher Angela Carranza BS Recreation and Tourism 
BS Physical Education BS Electronics Engineering Technology BS Interdisciplinary Studies: Reality Cassandra Cummings 
and School Health Steven Michael Beck Social Sciences BS Recreation and Tourism 
Nathan Scott Zimmerer BS Information Technology and Dulce Stefane Carrillo Hayden Michael Curtis 
BS Physics Administrative Management 
BS Recreat ion and Tourism BS Information Technology and 
Nathaniel Anthony Zimprich Christopher Thomas Mark Mccrohan Case Administrative Management 
BA Communication Studies Benner-Kenagy BA Psychology Chaz Ray Dalton 
Rebecca Zuhlke BA Psychology 
Ian Cassinos BS Public Health 
BA Psychology Josiah Wayne Benson 
Magna Cum Laude* Jacob Allen Daniels 
BA Sociology 
Magna Cum Laude* Cody William Wesley Castle 
BA Law and Justice 
BS Information Technology and Quinci Josette Daoust 
CANDIDATES FOR Administrative Management 
BS Information Technology and BA Theatre Arts - General Studies Administrative Management 
AUGUST 21, 2015 Hannah Catherine Berges Erica Chrisanne Celaya Crystal Ann Davis BS Exercise Science BA Law and Justice BS Social Services 
Ron Christopher Abrams Jason Matthew Berry William Cameron Chaddock Jonna B. Davis 
BS Information Technology and Magna Cum Laude* BA English/Language Arts Teaching Cum Laude* 
Administrative Management BS Information Technology and Jung-Xin Chang BS Accounting 
Jenna Adams Administrative Management BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising Meghan Ericka Deaton 
BS Geology Haley Anne Bertelsen Eva Agustina Chavez Suarez Cum Laude* 
Skye Tyler Adams Cum Laude* BA Instructional Foundation 
BFA Theatre Arts Magna Cum Laude* Janelle M. BS Exercise Science BS Business Administration 
Irina G. Aficiuc Jenae Marie Bertilson Nicole Preston Cheek Del Campo Ramirez 
BAS Information Technology and BS Global Wine Studies BS Information Technology and BA Psychology 
Administrat ive Management Jordan Thomas Bertram Administrative Management Peyman Derogari 
Joshua Ryan Agard BA Law and Justice Mogen Cheng BS Business Administration 
Magna Cum Laude* Nathan Best Cum Laude* Amy Lynn Dervin 
BS Exercise Science BA Psychology BS Business Administration BS Recreation and Tourism 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Brian Michael Desens 
BA Law and Justice 
Tanairy Adilene Diaz 
BS Business Administration 
Daniel William Dickey 
BA Psychology 
Aldrin Dominic Dimalanta 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Thai Tran Quoc Doan 
BS Business Administration 
Adam Kwon Douglas 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Caroline Sue Dowdle 
BS Public Health 
Kayla Rose DuBois 
BAED Elementary Education 
Stephanie Alexis Dunbar 




BS Public Health 
Truong Xuan Duong 
BS Business Administration 
Josiah Durham 
BA Law and Justice 
Matthew Lee Eaton 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Tiffany Jean Ebert 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kyle Martin Edwards 
BA Public Relations 
Hanna Seifu Egzio 
BS Accounting 
Madison Jo Ehrgott 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jake William Enger 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Kassandra Espindola 
BS Public Health 
Christian B. Espinosa 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Rexell Lingat Espinosa 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Gerardo Morales Estrada 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Irene Guadalupe Estrada 
Cum Laude* 
BS Public Health 
Staci Elizabeth Evans 
BA Engl ish/Language Arts Teaching 
Hadli Ellen Farrand 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Public Health 
Michael Isaac Fast 
Cum Laude* 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Juan Luis Figueroa 
BS Public Health 
Mayya Yurivna Fir 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Teo James Fisher 
BS Geology 
Brynn McKeen Fletcher 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Xochitl Flores Ruiz 
BA Music 
Nayeli Flores-Reyes 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Kathryn Lee Focher 
BS Recreat ion and Tourism 
Justin Maurice Frank 
Cum Laude* 
BS Paramedicine 
Kathrine Olive Franklin 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies 
Hannah Elizabeth Freier 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Haley Elizabeth 
Furstenwerth 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Public Health 
Idalia Garcia 




BS Recreation and Tourism 
Zachary Geer 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 
Alexandra Victoria Geesman 
BS Accounting 
Chelsea Jane Genther 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Randi Alexandra Gibbons 
BA Public Relations 
Chelsea Jane Gilliland 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Evan Brian Giuntoli 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Ricardo Godinez 
BA Law and Justice 
!Ilona Juliya Goga 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Ethan James Golding 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Christopher Wade Goodwin 
BA Psychology 
Cole Steven Graves 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Daniel Adam Albertus Green 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Kendall Andrew Green 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Marshall James Green 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Melissa Greenough 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ellisa Jean Griffin 
BA Foreign Language Broad Area 
Amber Nicole Grymes 
BA Law and Just ice 
Megan Ashley Gustafson 
BA Philosophy 
Kimberly Marie Hager 
BS Individual Stud ies 
Mitchell Eugene Hagerty 
BA Law and Justice 
Justin Keith Hand 
Magna Cum Laude* 
20/.5 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Dionisio Terrence Taitano 
Harper 
BS Business Administration 
James Jeffrey Harrington 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Dominic Duane Harris 
BFA Art 
Kaylee Michele Harris 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Ryan Matthew Hartanto 
BS Business Administration 
Michelle Nicole Hashberger 
BA Foreign Language 
Emily E. Heike 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Katlin Rose Hemmingson 
BS Public Health 
Alainah Marie Hendrickx 
BS Biology 
Scott Evan Hilden 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Devin Anne Hiltz 
BA Family and Consumer Sciences 
Hannah Elizabeth Hobbs 
BS Geography 
Alexandra Victoria Homer 
BA Public Relations 
Austin Lee Hood 
Cum Laude* 
BS Exercise Science 
William Leonard Houck 
BS Exercise Science 
Katherine Christine Hovde 
BA Music 
Aiden Susannah Hoy 
Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Bryan Howard Hughes 
BA Individual Studies 
Susan Mercy Humphrey 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Hans Carl Humrick 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Kellen Burton Hunter 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Chernor Jalloh 
BS Public Health 
Cherai Johnson 
BA Communication Studies 
Courtney Dean Johnson 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
D'ondre Shonquay Johnson 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Krystal Rose Johnson 
BS Global Wine Studies 
Marcus Jay Johnson 
BA Law and Justice 
Mikaela Marie Johnson 
BMUS Wind Performance 
Sharelle Latoniece Johnson 
BA Law and Justice 
Alexander Jerome Jones 
BS Biology 
Carlyn Raquel Jones 
BA Public Relations 
Christopher Lee Jones 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kelly Elizabeth Jones 
BFA Art 
Molly Michelle Jones 
BA Public Relations 
Sonjia Jones 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Stephanie Ann Jones 
BS Accounting 
Bethany Dawn Jury 
BS Public Health 
Wilton Michael Dean 
Kanavan 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Exercise Science 
Larisa Anatolyevna Karplyuk 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Gurdeep Kaur 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nichole Kealoha 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BAED Elementary Education 
Elizabeth Marie Keck 
BA Sociology 
Alexis Taylor Keliher 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Christopher Patrick Kennedy 
BA Communication Studies 
Jedediah Alexander Kenney 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Kari Marie-Fitzpatrick 
Kenyon 
BS Public Health 
Catherine Tu Anh Kha 




BMUS String Performance 
Jennifer Lauren Kiteley 
BA Law and Justice 
Hannah Jazmin Kradenpoth 
BA Public Relations 
Nicolas Mitchell Krause 
BS Individual Studies 
Jennifer Anne Krouse 
BA Law and Justice 
Christopher Ryan Krueger 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Martin Allen Kwant 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Alexis Rene Lambert 
Cum Laude* 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Ligita Irene Lane 
BS Business Administration 
Danae Janet Langholz 
BA Psychology 
Elizabeth Nicole Larson 
BA Psychology 
Bradley Nicholas Lasham 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Marc Philip LeDuc 
BS Economics 
Jeffrey Mark Lee 
BS Exercise Science 




Alexis Lee Leighty 
BFA Art 
Savannah Jean Lemke 
BAED Elementary Education 
Pauline Susan Leonard 
BA Psychology 
Annastasia Abigail Cathryn 
Delores Lewis 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Lorilee Lynne Lines 
BS Account ing 
Krista Marie Little 
BS Biology 
Erika Lyn Locker 
BS Family Studies 
Melinda Christine Longsine 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Gilberto Lionel Lopez 
BS Business Administration 
Stephen Philip Lord 
BA Sociology 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Derek Russell Lund 
Cum Laude* 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Bradley Miles Luvaas 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 
Samantha Renee Lynes 
BA Sociology 
Alla Vladimirovna Lysyuk 
BS Accounting 
George Robert Madden 
Cum Laude* 
BS Exercise Science 
Quinn Nicole Mahoney 




BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-certified 
Francis Tonio Malimban 





BA Instructional Foundation 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Michael Marie Marquiss 
BA English Language and Literature 
Beth Janae Martinen 
BS Public Health 
Nicholas Carey Mason 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Mackenzie Masuda 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Samuel Wilson Maupin 
BA Journalism 
Matthew Girish McBride 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Timieka Cherry'le McBride 
BS Social Services 
Meagan McDonald 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Brian Willie McElroy 
BA Law and Justice 
Melissa Marie Mcfarlane 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Miranda Kylie Mclaren 
BA Instructional Foundation 
Cameron Evan McVicker 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Marisha Loraine Medrano 
BA Psychology 
Theresa Ann Meireis 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Darrick Jason Meyers 
BS Exercise Science 
Kassandra Rebekah M ikaele 
BS Public Health 
Kelsey Rae Miller 
BS Chemistry 
Kyle Lee Miller 
BS Physical Education 
and School Health 
Michael Oscar Millie 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Alexander Steven Minerich 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Nikeita Dynel Misner 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lena Nichole Mitchell 
BA Psychology 
Kiel Joseph Monks 
BA Geography 
Shayla Marie Mooney 
BA Psychology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Travis Ryan Mooney 
BS Account ing 
Rodney Jay Moore 
BS Biology 
Kevin Moran 
BS Business Administ rat ion 
Dulce Maria Moreno 
BS Accounting 
Rebecca Consuelo Moyle 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
* Pending degree completion and honor distinction requirements. 
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Sierra Monique Mugambira 
BA Law and Just ice 
Samuel Leland Murie 
Cum Laude* 
BA Theatre Arts - General Studies 
Winnie Nyambura Mwangi 
Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
Ashley Lauren Myhre 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Eric David Myra 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Megan Johanna Nealy 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Alex Michael Nettleton 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Yuen To Ng 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BFA Art 
Charlie Nguyen 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lam Nguyen 
BA Law and Justice 
Quoc Cuong Vu Nguyen 
Cum Laude* 
BS Computer Science 
Thao Gia Tam Nguyen 
BS Business Admin istration 
Trinh Thi Kieu Nguyen 
Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Vaseela Parveen Nooruddin 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
Erica Lynn Norris 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Kelsey Lynn Norvell 
BA Public Relations 
Evan Nicholas Nystrom 
BS Exercise Science 
Meghan Rose O'Brien 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Business Admin istration 
Melissa Dawn O'Brine 
BS Global W ine Studies 
Thomas Jeffery Obermayer 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Sierra Dawn Ogasawara 
BA Law and Justice 
Erika Romero Ojeda 
BS Public Health 
Emilee Brianne Oldham 
Cum Laude* 
BA Individual Studies 
Zachary Matthew Olson 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Oluwasheyi Olatunde 
Oluwabiyi 




Samantha Ashlyn Ormrod 
Cum Laude* 




Elizabeth Marie Paris 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Sandra Renee Parker 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Chris Patten 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Accounting 
Kalle Irene Peltola 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Savannah Jo Perez 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Sarah Victoria Peterson 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Brian Michael Pfeifer 
BA Spanish 
BS Business Administration 
Jacob Ryan Pierce 
BS Business Administration 
Estefano Cephus Pina 
BS Business Administration 
Kyle Patrick Pine 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Adam Christopher Pingel 
BS Electronics Engineering Technology 
Nicholas Paul Pinorini 
BS Business Administration 
Blake Daniel Pipkin 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Benjamin David Pittman 
BS Business Administration 
Holly Faye Pitzel 
BS Public Health 
Nathan James Power 
BA Middle Level Mathematics 
and Science Teaching 
Lisa Powers 
BAS Informat ion Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Emily Elisabeth Prather 
BA Psychology 
Shelby Nicole Przywarty 
BA Asia/Pacif ic Studies 
Michael Frank Ramirez 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Carmelo Jovanny Ramos 
BS Construction Management 
Riley Danielle Ramynke 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Jamie Marie Rancourt 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Sarah Jane Dasalla Rapanut 
BS Public Health 
Loanna Nelunmalie Ratwatte 
BS Public Health 
Kalynda Danae Ray 
Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Alisha Marie Reed 
BS Exercise Science 
Erin Leslie Robin Reeh 
BS Public Health 
Jenessa Dawn Reid 
BA Psychology 
Brian Matthew Reilly 
BA Public Relations 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Alexander John Rhees 
BA Russian Major 
Cameron Dean Richards 
Cum Laude* 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Tanner Jay Richey 
BS Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Alex Granger Todd Richters 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kasidee Rae Ridlon 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Brittany Ann Roberson 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
Makenna Jade Robinson 
BS Public Health 
Jonathan Oswaldo 
Rodriguez Ortiz 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Laura Romero 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
James W. Root 
BA Foreign Language 
Ryan Michael Rothing 
BAS Food Service Management 
Nicholas James Rouser 
BFA Art 
Michael Evans Rowe 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Olivia Renee Russell 
BA Sociology 
Joseph James Ryan 
BA Law and Justice 
Nathan Benjamin Ryser 
BA Sociology 
Adnan Salaka 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Sheanne M. Samaniego 
BA Biology 
Dominique Rae Sambrano 
BS Accounting 
James Lawrence Sample 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Diana Sanchez 
BS Public Health 
Rebecca Lynn Sanders 
BS Social Services 
Erica Ann Sanford 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Pa Touray Sanyang 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Romeo Tionquiao Sasis 
BA Biology 
Megan Nicole Scharke 
BA Communication Studies 
Lavonne Schauss 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Aladdin Charles Schirmer 
BS Exercise Science 
Anna Elisabeth Schmidt 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Ally Mae Schmitt 
BA Individual Studies 
Brian James Schneider 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Madison Noell Schoeben 
BS Public Health 
Douglas William Scott 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Stephanie Rashel Sexton 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Sociology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Maha Osmat Shamdeen 
BA Sociology 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Karleigh Mariah Shannon 
BA Public Relations 
Jewel Lonuette Latreece 
Shepherd-Sampson 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jessica Marie Sherman 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BAED Early Childhood Education 
Non-certified 
Hannah Marie Shine 
Cum Laude* 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Reilly Chelan Shoopman 
Cum Laude* 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Wendy Cathlene Shoot 
BA English Language and Literature 
McKaney Renee Short 
Douglas Honors College 
Arts and Humanities Honors Scholar 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Stephanie Lynn Shupe 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Aviation Management 
Alyssa Marie Silva 
BS Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Lindsey Arlene Simonis 
Cum Laude* 
BA Psychology 
Travis Robert Sleight 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Angela Maria Smith 
BS Accounting 
Jackie Allison Smith 
BS Social Services 
Samantha Jo Smith 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Azita Smith Shirkhanloo 
BS Interdiscipl inary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Austin Gordon Springs 
BS Business Administration 
Moryka Sreng 
BS Accounting 





Ashley Louise Steffens 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Heidi Liseth Stein 
BA Law and Justice 
Isaac B. Stein 
BA Law and Justice 
Tera Kathleen Stenhouse 
BA Journalism 
Tiffany Marie Stephens 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Frederick Robert Stevens 
BS Economics 
Erikka Noelle Stone 
BA Sociology 
Makayla Jane Stone 
Cum Laude* 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Amber R. Strand 
BS Anthropology 
Rebecca lee Stratton 
BA Psychology 
Pamela Stringfellow 




BS Exercise Science 
Lisa Mechelle Stuart 




James D. Suarez 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Christopher Patrick Sveda 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Brandt Swett 
BS Business Administration 
Dannon Angelo Tabing 
BS Anthropology 
Alexis Anne Tagman 
BS Apparel, Text iles, and Merchandising 
Nancy Jayne Tahl 
Cum Laude* 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administ rative Management ' 
Pak Hou Tang 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Joshua Dean Tavenner 
BA Psychology 
Ryan Douglas Taylor 
BA Law and Justice 
Brandon Quintin Thomas 
BS Interdisciplinary Studies 
Social Sciences 
Madalyn Jane Thomas 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Michael Alan Thomas 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Riley Garrett Thomas 
Magna Cum Laude* 
Douglas Honors College 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Jeffrey Samual Thompson 
BS Exercise Science 
Damion Daniel Todd 
BA Anthropology 
BS Economics 
Marissa Lee Toussaint 
BA Public Relations 
John Aaron Townsley 
BA Asia/Pacific Studies 
Linh Thi My Tran 
BS Business Administration 
Minh Thien Tran 
BS Business Administration 
Wendi Marie Traynor 
BA Law and Just ice 
Megan Lee Truax 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Jamie Lucely Valencia 
BA Political Science 
Henry Talbot Van Leishout 
BFA Theatre Arts 
Christi Michelle Vanwagner 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Julian Lavon Vaughn 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Guilley Villegas 
BS Safety and Health Management 
Niha Hassan Viqar 
BA Law and Justice 
Kylee Fatima Vira 
BS Business Administration 
Ann Quynh Vo 
BS Business Administrat ion 
Thaison Dao Vu 
BS Business Administration 
Aaron Joseph Wadley 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jordan Michael Walker 
BS Environmental Studies 
Elliott Jay Wallace 
BS Exercise Science 
Savannah Marie Wammock 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Public Health 
Mikel Edward Ward 
BA Law and Just ice 
Kaitlin Marie Webb 
BS Food Science and Nutrition 
Scott Corey Weilert 
BA Geography 
Hailey Christine Wells 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Just ice 
Heidy Terese Wells 
BA Law and Justice 
Analiese Marie Wenger 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Biology 
Christine Joanne Whiteside 
Summa Cum Laude* 
BA Law and Justice 
Kyle Joseph Wiest 
BS Social Services 
Caleb Joshua Williams 
BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 




Summa Cum Laude* 
BS Anthropology 
Sarah Elizabeth Williams 
BA Psychology 
Rebecca Marie Wilmes 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Casey Alexander Wilson 
BS Clinical Physiology 




Sarah Michelle Wilson 
BS Accounting 
Andrew J. Winter 




Nick Eugene Wolf 
BA Philosophy 
BS Business Administration 
Priscilla Wong 
BS Accounting 
Angela Noel Woods 
BA Communication Studies 
Jennifer Lynn Woolsey 
Magna Cum Laude* 
BS Clinical Physiology 
Creighton Kildow Wright 
Cum Laude* 
BS Recreation and Tourism 
Mark Elliot Wright 
Cum Laude* 





BS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Tony Lee Yang 
BAS Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Lauren Elizabeth Yule 
BS Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising 
Francisco Enrique Zamora 
Douglas Honors College 
BA English: Professional 
and Creative Writing 
Jessica Marie Zeller 












AUGUST 22, 2014 
Catherine Anne Agnew 
MS Law and Justice 
BA University of Washington 2012 
Justin David Almquist 
MA Theatre 
BA Carroll College, Wisconsin 2012 
Huaifei Bai 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS International College/University 2008 
Elizabeth Grace Born 
MED Reading Specialist 
BS Oral Roberts University 2007 
Susan Kuwahara Carr 
MS Law and Justice 
BA Washington State University 2000 
Rong Rong Chen 
MS Public Administration 
BBA International College/University 2005 
Anna Maria Chester 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Central Washington University 20 12 
Steven Darnell Chrisman 
MS Biology 
BS Centra l Washington University 20 11 
lain Gerard Crockett 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BS Centra l Washington University 2012 
Michela Jean Dalsing 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Wartburg College 2012 
Mark Christopher Domingo 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS Centra l Washington University 2011 
Jincheng Dong 
MS Public Administration 
BE International College/University 2001 
Yi Du 
MS Public Administration 
BBA International College/University 2011 
Emily Rose Faust 
MS Mental Health Counsel ing 
BA Wartburg College 2012 
Paul Mark Felchlin 
MED School Administration 
BAED Eastern Washington University 2009 
Caleb Arthur Flatau 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Western Washington University 2010 
Elyse Erin Frohling 
MS Geology 
BS University of Montana 2011 
Jamie S. Gilbert 
MED Higher Education 
BS Centra l Washington University 2012 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
Adam Bradford Griffith 
MA History 
BA Pacific Lutheran Universi ty 2009 
Daniel Alan Hall 
MS Chemistry 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Yunfeng He 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS Internationa l College/University 2011 
Molly Terese Hennessy 
MED Literacy 
BAED Washington State University 2010 
Eliya Rhnea Hogan 
MS Geology 
BS Central Washington University 2010 
Cyphar Mattias Hopkins 
MA English 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
Shuyun Hu 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2009 
Xiaohua Hu 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2004 
An Hua 
MS Public Administration 
BE Internat ional College/University 2009 
Huadong Huang 
MS Public Administration 
BE International College/University 1994 
David Hulslander 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Wash ington University 2006 
David James Hutzell 
MS Law and Justice 
BA University of Washington 2012 
Natalie Anne Juhlin 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Universi ty of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 2005 
Stacy Marie Kahler 
MS Law and Justice 
BA University of Washington 2012 
Cole Gregory Kanyer 
MED School Administration 
BA Central Washington University 2007 
Lauren Marie Kanyer 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BA Central Washington University 2007 
Lisa Louise LaRoche 
MAT Mathematics 
BA Centra l Washington University 2007 
Jianxin Lei 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS International College/University 2010 
Shuailiang 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS International College/University 2013 
Yuan Liang 
MS Public Administration 
BE International College/U niversity 2008 
Clifford Nolan Maggs 
MED School Administration 
BAED Central Washington University 2005 
Brittney Ann Eide Mailhot 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Central Wash ington University 2013 
Brittany Leigh Martell 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BS University of Arizona 2009 
Megan Maureen McCulley 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BS Central Washington University 2011 
BA Central Washington University 2011 
Lu Meng 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2013 
Tadd Morris 
MMUS Music 
BA Gonzaga University 2002 
20/.5 
Kari Elizabeth Nielsen 
MS Resource Management 
BA Western Washington University 2005 
Daniel Nicholas Ortega 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Gonzaga University 2012 
Michelle E. Paul Jane 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BA University of Washington 2006 
Theresa Margaret Pohlhaus 
MA Theatre 
BA Washington College 2003 
Thomas Kiel Potter 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington University 201 1 
Erika Jackson Price 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA University of Southern California 20 11 
Jianfeng Qin 
MS Public Administration 
Yang Qin 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS International College/University 2013 
Amanda Michelle Reddaway 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Lijiang Ren 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 2003 
Julie Ann Reveles 
MS Primate Behavior 
BS Central Washington University 2010 
John Ronley Rinear 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA Centra l Washington University 2006 
BS Centra l Washington University 2006 
Brent Tyler Ritzinger 
MS Geology 
BS California State Polytechnic University, 
Pomona 2012 
Amanda Claire Rodden 
MS Nutrition 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Shelley Jean Rotz 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Washington State University 2000 
Nathan Daniel Sackman 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Central Washington University 2007 
Savannah Marie Schulze 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA University of Minnesota, Morris 2009 
Daniel Jacob Sellers 
EDS School Psychology 
BA Central Wash ington University 2011 
Baoping Shi 
MS Public Administration 
BS International Col lege/University 2008 
Clara Louaine Simpson 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
James Davis Smigaj 
MS Computational Science 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Aaron Blair Steeves 
MA History 
BA Central Washington University 2011 
Jonathan Michael Stenson 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Centra l Washington University 2007 
39 
Jordan Joseph Stinglen 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS University of New England 2012 
Anne Louise Sullivan 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Pac if ic Lutheran University 2003 
Maksim Tsymbalau 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA University of Minnesota, Minneapol is 20 10 
Holly Van Dyke 
MED Reading Specialist 
BA Cedarville Un iversity 2006 
Celina Venegas 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Amanda Rose Villarreal 
MA Theatre 
BA St Edwards Un iversity 2009 
Meghan Elizabeth Wagner 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Pacific Lutheran Un iversity 2005 
Maxwell Keegan Wallace 
MS Chemistry 
BS Centra l Washington University 20 12 
Qixin Wang 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 2006 
Xiaolin Wang 
MS Engineering Technology 
BE International College/University 2006 
Yuan Wang 
MS Public Admin istration 
BBA International College/University 2013 
Rachelle Marie Warren 
MS Geology 
BS University of Kansas 2012 
Haocheng Wen 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 2012 
Carrie Ann West 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Centra l Washington University 2008 
Kyle Travis Williams 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Trinity Lutheran College 2012 
Craig LaMark Wilson 
MS Law and Justice 
BA Un iversity of Washington 1994 
Vian Wu 
MS Engineering Technology 
BE International Col lege/University 2005 
Hui Xu 
MS Public Administration 
BA International Col lege/University 2010 
Jun Yang 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS International Col lege/University 2007 
Yi Yin 
MS Engineering Technology 
BE International Col lege/University 2013 
Lijun Zhang 
MS Public Administration 
BE International Col lege/University 2003 
Yingjie Zhang 
MS Public Administration 
BA Internationa l College/University 2008 
Kathryn Annette Zimmerman 
MS Resource Management 
BA Southern Ill inois University, Carbondale 1974 
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DECEMBER 11, 2014 
Christopher Steven Bontrager 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BAED Eastern Wash ington University 2002 
Meilani Bowman-Kamaha'o 
MS Geology 
BA Occidental College 2010 
Kathryn Tiffany Buchholz 
MS Resource Management 
BA Centra l Wash ington Un iversity 2001 
Markus Gunnar Cederberg 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Linfield College, McMinnvi lle 2011 
Courtney Curtis 
MED School Administration 
BA Ca lifornia State University, Chicago 2005 
Brody Craig Faire 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Eastern Wash ington University 2010 
Todd Andrew Goings 
MA History 
BA Central Washington University 2007 
Alysha Caroline Green 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Carroll College, Montana 2012 
Lydia Jeanne Gross 
MMUS Music 
BMUS University of Alaska, Fairbanks 2012 
Joy Mayer Gulseth 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Centra l Washington University 20 12 
My-Anh Thi Ho 
MA TESOL-Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
BAED Pacific Lutheran University 2007 
Nicole Marie Hoffman 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Centra l Wash ington University 2010 
Leslie Ann Jacobsen 
MS Law and Justice 
BA Evergreen State College 2006 
Adriann Michelle Killsnight 
MS Resource Management 
BA Montana State University, Bi llings 2003 
Katie Anne Lantau 
MS Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Caleb Lee Loughran 
MS Biology 
BS Northern Arizona University 2009 
Juleen Murray Shaw 
MA Theatre 
BA M innesota State University, Moorhead 1979 
Raychel Ann Parks 
MS Resource Management 
BS Southern Oregon University 2008 
Wesley Craig Richins 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BA Brigham Young University, Utah 1996 
Hailey Ann Schiller 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BA Centra l Washington Univers ity 2013 
Howard Paul Scott 
MS Individual Studies 
BA Evergreen State Col lege 1989 
Kayla Marie Smith 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Centra l Washington University 2011 
Natasha Marie Zientek 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA Ohio State University, Co lumbus 2012 
MARCH 19, 2015 
Scott Adolphson 
MS Resource Management 
BS University of Wisconsin, Rive r Falls 2011 
Thomas D. Anderson 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Un ivers ity of Wisconsin, Madison 1990 
Maggie Elizabeth Bell 
MA Theatre 
BA Un iversity of North Texas 1999 
Elissa Jane Blood 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Simon Boonsripaisal 
MED Higher Education 
BA University of Washington 2010 
Jarod Scott Drozdowski 
MS Resource Management 
BA Northern Arizona University 2000 
Joy Diana Ferry 
MS Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 201 1 
Raymund Joseph Geroso 
MS Resource Management 
BS Su l Ross State University 2007 
Hillary L. Goodner 
MS Geological Sciences 
BS Northern Michigan University 2011 
Ethan Daniel Green 
MS Biology 
BS Washington State University 20 11 
Katina Henderson 
MED Higher Education 
BA University of Montana 1995 
MBA University of Phoenix 2005 
Hamidou Jallow 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS International Col lege/University 2013 
Sonja Charlotte Kassa 
MS Resource Management 
BA Western Wash ington University 2010 
Elizabeth Sharon Laszlo 
MED Higher Education 
BA Central Washington University 1983 
Nathan Joseph Lehrman 
MS Biology 
BA Central Washington University 20 11 
Patrick Christopher Lewis 
MS Resource Management 
BS Central Washington University 2010 
Nathan Jacob Morse 
MS Resource Management 
BA University of Hawai i, Hilo 2010 
Bethany Gayle Oliver 
MS Resource Management 
BA University of Texas, Arlington 2005 
Matthew Jacob Tait 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Wash ington State University 2007 
Kari Lynn Twogood 
MED Higher Education 
BA Western Washington Univers ity 1989 
Andrea Elizabeth Watson 
MS Resource Management 
BA University of Washington 201 1 
Coby Jo Weidenbach 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BA Northwest Nazarene University 2005 
CANDIDATES FOR 
MASTER'S DEGREES 2015 
JUNE 11, 2015 
Abdulrahman Alwajaan 
MA TESOL-Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
BAED International Col lege/University 2008 
Laura June Attaway 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BS Centra l Washington University 2013 
Jose Louis Avila 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Centra l Washington University 2012 
Kelsey Mae Bailes 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Wash ington University 20 14 
Duante Edward Barnett 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BAS Central Washington University 2013 
Melanie Catherine Bell 
MS Primate Behavior 
BS Central Wash ington University 2012 
BA Centra l Washington University 2012 
Camille A. Bello 
MA TESOL-Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
BS Centra l Washington University 1993 
Mallory Mishell Bentley 
MED Special Education 
BAED Central Wash ington Univers ity 2010 
Jordan Scott Bergstrom 
MA History 
BA Central Wash ington University 2012 
Logan Jeffery Blair 
MS Resource Management 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Nicole Renee Broadwell 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington University 2011 
Genevieve Antonia Brown 
MS Resource Management 
BS Western Washington University 1999 
Edward James Callahan Jr. 
MS Nutrition 
BS Central Washington Un iversity 2013 
Bradley Scott Campbell 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Alexander Michael Cashman 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Alexandra Bobrinskoy Casti 
MS Primate Behavior 
BFA Pratt Institute 2010 
Atinderpal Singh Chana 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Centra l Washington University 20 14 
Noah Seth Charles 
MFA Fine Arts 
BFA University of North Florida 20 12 
Johnathan Manuel Chavez 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Alisyn Courtney Christensen 
MMUS Music 
BA Luther Col lege 2010 
Erin Marie Cone 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Central Washington University 20 13 
Samantha Smith Cooper 
MED Higher Education 
BA College of the Holy Cross 1995 
Kylan Covnot-Meyer 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BS Washington State University 2013 
Christina E. Denison 
MED Higher Education 
BS Central Washington Un iversity 2000 
Polina Gleb Desnitsky 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Darya Borisovna Dominov 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Centra l Washington University 2014 
Jeffrey Lynn Duce 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS Utah State University 2006 
Jillian Kay Duffy 
MED School Administration 
BAED Central Washington University 2010 
Whitney Desiree Emge 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA University of Puget Sound 201 1 
Andrew Espindola 
MED Instructional Leadership 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
Brittany Kristine Fagin 
MS Geology 
BS Centra l Washington University 2012 
Colleen Anne Falconer 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA University of Minnesota, Minneapol is 1995 
Craig Patrick Fergus 
MS Biology 
BS University of California, Davis 2008 
Gregory Patrick Fratellone 
MS Primate Behavior 
BS Northestern University 2013 
Patrick Douglas Garrison 
MS Resource Management 
BA Michigan State Univers ity 2003 
Jessica Marie Giblin 
MS Resource Management 
BA Youngstown State University 2011 
Emily Elizabeth Golan 
MMUS Music 
BA Whitworth University 2013 
Benjamin Joseph Gombash 
MS Primate Behavior 
BS Ohio State University, Columbus 20 12 
Frances Rebecca Griswold 
MS Geological Sciences 
BS Wheaton Col lege II 2013 
Wesley Dean Hargrove 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Centra l Washington University 201 1 
Ryan J. Harvey 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Kellie Janelle Hedgers 
MA History 
BA University of Washington 2011 
Alisa Marie Hoag 
MA English 
BA University of Washington 2013 
Elizabeth Nicole Hover 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Centra l Washington University 20 14 
Josselyn Perri Huerta 
MA History 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
20/S 
Kaycie Anne Hutchins 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington Un iversity 20 11 
William Shannon Jackson 
MS Chemistry 
BA Whittier College 2011 
Shelley Lynn Jellison 
MED School Administration 
BS Centra l Washington University 1993 
BA Washington State Un iversity 1997 
Joey Dean Johanson 
MED School Administration 
BAED Central Washington University 2012 
Jared Andrew Johnson 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington University 2010 
Willie J. Johnson 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BA Centra l Washington Un iversity 2005 
Kristy M. Kappenman 
MS Biology 
BA Central Washington University 1989 
Susan Ann Keenan 
MS Primate Behavior 
BS Rochester Institute of Techno logy 2011 
Alyson Marie Kilmer 
MA English 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Brian Benjamin Kooser 
MFA Fine Arts 
BA Central Washington Un iversity 2012 
Kyle William Kuntz 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington Univers ity 2014 
Misty Lynn Lacy 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Centra l Wash ington University 2011 
Courtney Rae Lear 
MA English 
BA Mount Holyoke Col lege 2010 
Tamara Aline Lester-Dame 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BAED Central Washington University 1989 
Tammy Sue Lewis 
MED School Administration 
BAED Centra l Washington University 2008 
Rongjian Liu 
MFA Fine Arts 
BA International Col lege/University 2010 
Rachel Lee Liudahl 
EDS School Psychology 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
Conor Martin Maguire 
MS Resource Management 
BA University of Alaska 2008 
John Mallory 
MED Literacy 
BA Michigan State University 2007 
Christopher Eric Malmberg 
MS Chemistry 
BS Centra l Washington University 2013 
Amber Renee Mason 
MED Higher Education 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Megan Callaghan McCormick 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Paci fic Lutheran Unive rsity 20 13 
Marco Antonio Mejia 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
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Joseph Paul Melton 
MA History 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Matthew Alan Merz 
MS Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Laura Jean Miller 
MS Exercise Science 
BS Central Washington University 2010 
Katherine Marie Mitchell 
MS Exercise Science 
BS Pacif ic University 2012 
Saeed Yusuf Mohamed 
MA Individual Studies 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Patrick Evan Molohon 
MS Resource Management 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Christopher Joe Moose 
MS Resource Management 
BA Minnesota State University, Moorhead 20 10 
Kara Kennedy Mowery 
MS Resource Management 
BA Washington State University 2010 
Samantha Alyssa Mulroy 
MS Exercise Science 
BS Pacific Lut heran University 201 3 
Shawn David Murphy 
MED Master Teacher 
BAED Idaho State University 1997 
Kaitlyn Mary Nelson 
MS Geological Sciences 
BS Minnesota State University, Moorhead 2011 
Sarah Beth Oosahwee-Voss 
MS Resource Management 
BA University Oklahoma 2007 
Carlos Lynn Pelley 
MA History 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Scott Aaron Petersen 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Thomas Weston Pitz 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Laurie Lynn Porter 
MS Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 1990 
Peter John Rampa 
MA English 
BA Miami University, Oxford 2013 
Chandra Marie Rampersad 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Central Washington University 2010 
Kelly James Rang 
MED Master Teacher 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
David Allen Reavill 
MS Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Cindy CecileRose Reyna 
MA English 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Chelsea Rose Roberts 
MA Theatre 
BA Michigan State University 2012 
Vincent Joseph Roccanova 
MS Geology 
BA Western Washington University 2004 
BS Eastern Washington University 2011 
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Shannon Genean Ruiz 
MA Theatre 
BA Central Washington University 2005 
Anne Kathryn Salow 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA University of Northern Iowa 2012 
Charles Richard Seaton 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2013 
David John Sheldon 
MS Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 2005 
James Robert Siegenthaler 
MS Chemistry 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Timothy Nathaniel Singleton 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Ekkarath Sisavatdy 
MED Higher Education 
BA Western Washington University 2001 
Tamara Kay Smallman 
MS Exercise Science 
BS Oregon State University 2013 
Irving Allen Smith 
MED Higher Education 
BA University of Washington 2011 
Katherine Nadine Smith 
MS Nutrition 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
RyAnn J. Stafford 
MS Primate Behavior 
BA Boise State University 2012 
Yu Mei Sy 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BA University of Washington 2011 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Taylor Garrett Tanasse 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Lauren Ashley Taylor 
MED School Administration 
BA Whitworth College 2007 
Kami Lyn Terris 
MED School Administration 
BAED Central Washington University 2007 
William Joseph Thornton 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Cent ral Washington University 2005 
Amanda Kay Tompkins 
MS Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Thomas Joshua Tranchell 
MA English 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
James Wesley Tunnell 
MS Computational Science 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Lauren Michelle Walton 
MS Resource Management 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
David Joseph Vanderheyde 
MS Exercise Science 
BS Grand Valley State University 2012 
Tiffany Jean Waters 
MS Resource Management 
BA Vassar College 2004 
Cassandra Lee White 
MA Theatre 
BA Truman State University 2012 
Jeff Rockefeller Wilcox 
MS Engineering Technology 
BS Washington State University 1998 
MS Montana State University, Bozeman 2003 
BS Central Washington University 201 4 
Janelle Ranae Williams 
MED School Administration 
BAED Cent ral Washington University 2011 
Toni Marie Woodman 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Josie Megan Wright 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Ashley Jean-Marie Xagoraris 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
CANDIDATES FOR 
AUGUST 21, 2015 
Ibrahim Saif Alsaab 
MS Information Technology 
and Administ rative Management 
BA Central Washington University 201 4 
Heidi Jean Anderson 
MS Biology 
BA Central Washington University 201 1 
Sylvana Juliette Bendana 
MS Geological Sciences 
BS University of Washington 2013 
Barbara J. Bisson 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2005 
Charissa Marie Blackmore 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BS Arizona State University, Tempe 2011 
Samuel Austen Booth 
MMUS Music 
BMUS Central Washington University 2013 
Reve' Marie Branum-Meyer 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2014 
Stefanie Erin Buxel-Florenzen 
MS Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Lu Cen 
MS Public Administration 
BS Internat ional College/University 2006 
Bin Chen 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2002 
Cassie Irene Craig 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2013 
Nathaniel William Dabney 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Grand Canyon University 2000 
Grace Helen Danielson 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2005 
Renee Teresa Guerrero Diaz 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2013 
Mahir Dizdar 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2013 
Harpreet Duggal 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BBA International College/University 2005 
BBA International College/University 2006 
Mohamed Hashi Farah 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BBA University of Washington 2013 
Jiaying Fu 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2001 
Ya Gao 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 20 13 
Douglas Leon Gray 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Lijuan Han 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS International College/University 2003 
Xiao Han 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2007 
Stephanie L. Harris 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Hong He 
MS Public Administration 
BE Internat ional College/University 2003 
Deborah Lynn Herendeen 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Adelina Marie-Christie Hiebert 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Whitney Elizabeth Houser 
MS Nutrition 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Xiaojie Huang 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 2008 
Yan Qing Huang 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BE International College/University 1996 
Chunhui Jiang 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2007 
Tina-Marie S. Johnson 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BA Evergreen State College 2014 
Abdull Mohammed Khamis 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2014 
Merida Evelyn Kipp 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Heritage University 2003 
M LS San Jose State University 20 14 
Keziah N. Koigi 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Lihua Li 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 1995 
Luqi Liao 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2005 
Zi Lin 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2006 
Yong Liu 
MS Engineering Technology 
BE International College/University 1996 
Peter Mabeny Malath 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrat ive Management 
BA Central Washington University 2014 
Kelsey Ann Malloy 
MS Family and Consumer Sciences 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
Swetha Marupakala 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BE International College/University 2008 
Kevin Lee Mcfadden 
MS Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Jake Matthew Meyer 
MS Geological Sciences 
BS Lewis Clark State College 2013 
Brian Andrew Miller 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Cent ral Washington University 2013 
Jaime Katherine Miller 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Alvin Trong Nguyen 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2014 
Lei Pan 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BA International College/University 2014 
Alexis Larenn Perry 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BA Central Washington University 2014 
Sarah Michelle Pitcher 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA University of Washington 2013 
Christopher Jacob Prather 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Washington University 2013 
Zhenghao Pu 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2004 
Yang Qin 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2013 
Goran Rasic 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Aliah Lea Rasmussen 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Tayler Rae Reina 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrat ive Management 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Benjamin Paul Richardson 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BA Western Washington University 2009 
20/.5 
Natalie Margerate Sarria-Wiley 
MS Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Washington University 2012 
Jamie M. Schademan 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 1986 
Michele Christina Schaunaman 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2014 
Cameron David Sedlacek 
MA English 
BA Cent ral Wash ington University 2007 
Laura Jane Shoucair 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Matthew Steven Swenson 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BAS Central Washington University 2013 
Scott Sherman Towsley 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Wayland Baptist University 1998 
Lindsey Denae Ulrich 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BA Central Wash ington University 2011 
Xifang Wang 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 2006 
Yingying Wang 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2006 
Savannah Jane Warrington 
MS Applied Behavior Analysis 
BS Central Washington University 2012 
Cheryllynn Krista Waymack 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS Central Washington University 2014 
Yan Ru Wei 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2009 
Dana Lee Wierzbinski 
MS Experimental Psychology 
BS Georgia Southern University 2012 
Levi Earl Windingstad 
MS Geological Sciences 
BS Southwest State University 2013 
thomas Alexander Wunder 
MS Information Technology 
and Administrative Management 
BS University of Illinois, Urbana 1989 
Chen Yang 
MS Public Administration 
BS International College/University 2009 
Huanhuan Zeng 
MS Public Administration 
BA International College/University 2009 
HuazhiZhang 
MS Public Administration 
BE International College/University 1999 
Zhun Zhang 
MPA Professional Accountancy 
BBA International College/University 2004 
Mingyu Zhou 
MS Public Administration 
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Floyd V. Hicks .. ... . .. .. .. ..... 1976 Janet L. Hethorn .. .. . ....... ... 1998 Michele A . Weir . . .. .. ...... . .. 2006 
College of Education and Professional Studies College of Education and Professional Studies College of Arts and Humanities 
John J. Johnson .. .. . .... . . .... 1977 Annette M . Sandberg .. .. .. .. . . 1998 Randolph S. Baseler . . . .. . .. .... 2006 
College of Education and Professional Studies College of the Sciences College of Business 
Joseph P. Lassoie . ... . . ..... .. . . 1978 John F. Moawad ... .. .... .... . . 1999 Debra J. Prigge . . ... .. . . .. . . .. . 2006 
College of Education and Professional Studies College of Arts and Humanities College of Education and Professional Studies 
Ray E. Hosford .. .. . ... ........ 1979 B. Jean Pryor . ... . .... .. . .. . .. . 1999 Ronald C. Sims .. . .. . ..... ... .. 2006 
College of Education and Professional Studies College of Business College of the Sciences 
Daniel D. McCracken . . . . .. ..... 1980 Jack C. Garvin ................. 1999 Jill M . Jones . ... . . . . .. . . . .... .. 2007 
College of the Sciences College of Education and Professional Studies College of Arts and Humanities 
Mildred M . McNeilly ... . .. . . .. . . 1981 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Benedette R. September . . ... . .. 1999 
College of the Sciences 
Douglas B. Wood .... . .... ..... 2007 
College of Business 
Geraldine Si ks . ..... .. . ..... . . . 1982 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Herbert H. Legg . . . .. ... ..... . . 1983 
College of the Sciences 
Milton G. Kuolt . .. ....... . . . .. . 1984 
College of Business 
Louis R. Richards . ....... ....... 1985 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
James E. Brooks . . . .. .. . . ..... . 1986 
College of the Sciences 
Allan B. Swift ..... .. .... . . ... . 1987 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Larry L. Pinnt . .... . ............ 1988 
College of the Sciences 
George B. Brain . . . .. .. . . .... .. 1989 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Richard C. Elliott . ..... . ........ 2000 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Mark W. Pearson .. ... .. . .. .. . . 2000 
College of Business 
Ray E. Jongeward . . ............ 2000 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Barbara A. Bintliff . . . .......... 2000 
College of the Sciences 
Doug B. Sutherland .. . . . . . . . . . . 2001 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Clark E. Daffern .. . .... ... . . . . . 2001 
College of Business 
R. Vance Hall. . ...... .. ........ 2001 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Randall R. Reneau ...... . ...... 2001 
College of the Sciences 
Gregory L. Heacock . .. ... ... . . . 2007 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Virginia B. Beavert . .. . ..... . . . . 2007 
College of the Sciences 
Robert M. Panerio . . .. .... .... . 2008 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Robyn C. Caspersen ....... .. . .. 2008 
College of Business 
Carolyn J. Schactler . . .. . ... . ... 2008 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Ronald Dotzauer .. .. ....... ... 2008 
College of the Sciences 
David L. Boushey ... . ..... . .... 2009 
College of Arts and Humanities 
James H. Jansen . . . .. .... ... . .. 2009 
David R. Boyd . . ... . .. . .... . ... 1990 
College of the Sciences 
JeanneM. Vote . . . . .. .. . .. ..... 2002 
College of Arts and Humanities 
College of Business 
Gary C. Frederick . . . .. .. . ... .. . 2009 
James L. Freer . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . 1992 
College of Business 
Larry E. Vote . .... ... ..... . .... 2002 
College of Arts and Humanities 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
John A. Williams . . . . .. . . . . ..... 2009 
Ronald M. Frye . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . 1993 Milton G. Kuolt . . . . .. . .. .. ..... 2002 College of the Sciences 
College of Arts and Humanities College of Business Christine E. Sleeter . ... ... .. . ... 2010 
Robert A. Moawad . .. .... . ... . . 1994 Charles A. Booth . ..... . ..... . .. 2002 College of Arts and Humanities 
College of Education and Professional Studies College of Education and Professional Studies Brent A. Johnson ......... .. ... 2010 
Marilyn L. Grey . .... .. ..... . . .. 1995 William A. Clintworth .. . .. .... . 2002 College of Business 
College of the Sciences College of the Sciences Raymond L. Conner .. . .. . ... ... 2010 
Ted A. King . . .. . . . . ...... .. ... 1996 Janine B. Pease . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. 2003 College of Education and Professional Studies 
College of Arts and Humanities College of Arts and Humanities Ann D. Kiessling .... . . ......... 2010 
John F. Benson . ..... . .... .. . .. 1996 Susan K. Swartz . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. 2003 College of the Sciences 
College of Business College of Business Gregory S. Dovel. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . 2011 
Dennis P. Weston .... . .. . .. . ... 1996 Donald H. Duncan .. . .. . .. .. . .. 2003 College of Arts and Humanities 
College of Business College of Education and Professional Studies Roland E. Wheeler .. .. ... ... . . . 2011 
Eric R. Beardsley .. . .. .. . . . .. ... 1996 William C. Bonaudi . .... .. . .. . . . 2003 College of Business 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Edward L. Schneider . .. . . .. .. . . . 1996 
College of the Sciences 
Nancy L. Worden . . ... . . .. .. .. . 2004 
Terry L. Walton . . . . .. ... . . .. . . . 2011 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
College of the Sciences College of Arts and Humanities Eric W. Lindell . .... .. .. . ... . ... 2011 
Jean K. Enticknap . . . . . ... . .. . . . 1997 John W . Delaney . ..... . .. .. . . . . 2004 College of the Sciences 
College of Arts and Humanities College of Business Howard Bafford . ...... .. . .... . 2012 
W. Randall Stoddard . . . . .. .. ... 1997 William A. Kritsonis .. .. . .. .. . .. 2004 Alumnus of the Year 
College of Business College of Education and Professional Studies William Seraile .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... 2012 
Beverly J. Kinney . . ..... . .. . ... 1997 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Eugene M. Parsons .... . . ....... 1997 
College of the Sciences 
Duncan A. Bonjorni .. . .... .. ... 1997 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
William H. Richey ...... . ... . . . . 1998 
College of Arts aQd Humanities 
James M. Norman . . ........... . 1998 
Warren E. Brain . .. . . .. . ..... . . 2004 
College of the Sciences 
Robert J. Topmiller . ...... . . .. . . 2005 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Kenneth D. Denman ...... ... . . 2005 
College of Business 
Christine H. Day .. .. ..... . . . .. . 2005 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Michael B. Walen . . . .. . .. .. ... . 2005 
College of Arts and Humanities 
Kathy Elser .. . . .... . . ..... . . .. 2012 
College of Business 
Mary Alice Heuschel. ..... . . . .. . 2012 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
Penny Hitchcock .. .. . . ..... ... . 2012 
College of the Sciences 
Jeff Charbonneau . . ...... ... .. . 2013 
College of Business College of the Sciences College of the Sciences 
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DISTlNGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD RECIPIENTS (CONT.) 
Dale Comstock . .. .. . . . .... .. . . 2013 Julia Christophersen .. ... ... . . .. 2014 
College of the Sciences College of Business 
Ralph Conner . . .. . . ... ....... . 2013 John Kozar . .. . ... .. . ... . .... . 2014 
College of Business College of the Sciences 
Trevor Greene .. . ..... . .. . .. .. . 2013 Roger Lis ..... ... . . . .... .. .. . . 2014 
College of Education and Professional Studies Recent Alumni Award 
Richard Matthews . . .. . .. . . . . .. 2013 Mitch Ringe . . .. .. . . . ... .. .. . . 2014 
College of Arts and Humanities College of Education and Professional Studies 
Jason Nowakowski .... .. . . .... . 2013 Mike Wells . .. . ...... ... ... . .. 2014 
College of the Sciences College of Arts and Humanities 
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Cheryl A . Anderson (Ann Anderson) .. . .. . .. . ... .. ... 1988 Matthew W. Johnson (Awarded posthumously) . .. . .. . 1999 
Ronald C. Sims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1989 Jon T. Haberling . ... . . . .. . . . .... . . . .. . .. .. . .. . ... 2000 
Janine B. Pease . ..... . .... .... ... . ..... ... .... ... 1989 Wesley P. Miller .. .......... . .... .. .. . . .. .. . ..... . 2001 
R. Wes Leid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1990 Merri C. Pearson .. ... .. .. ... ........ .. . ... . . . . .. . 2002 
Donald L. Garrity .. . .. ..... ... .. .. . . . . ..... .. . ... 1991 Mary E. Hewitt .... . . .. .. . . . ..... . .. .. ... .. . .. .. . 2003 
Virginia E. Garrity . . . . ... . .. .. .. . . ... .. . . .... . .... 1991 Linda K. Graf ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . ...... .... .. . ..... . . 2004 
Henry C. Roberts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1992 Althea Cawley-Murphree ... . ..... . . . ..... . .. .. . . . 2005 
Kandyce M . Hansen .. . . . ... . ... ...... . . .. ...... .. 1993 David Wain Coon ... . .. .. . .... . . . ........ . .. . . . . . 2006 
Brian E. Thompson ... ... . .. . ...... . .. . .. . ........ 1995 Patricia E. Loera ... . .. . ......... ... .......... .. . . 2007 
Patrick M. O'Hara .......... . .. . ...... . . . ......... 1996 Eniko A. Kramar .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .... .. . .. . .. 2008 
John E. Janke . . .. . . .. ..... . .. . .. . ..... . .... . . ... 1997 DeAnna L. Bridenback . ... . . . ... . . .. . ... .. ...... . . 2009 
Frank J. Gavaldon . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .... 1998 Crickette M . Sanz . . .. .. . . .... .... .. . .. . .. . ..... . . 2010 
Terrance R. Williams . . ........ . ..... . . .... .... . ... 1999 Shirley Richards . .. . . ... . . . .. .... .. . . .... . . .. .. . . 2014 
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Showcase your Wi ldcat pride with the first-ever, officia l Central Wash ington University class ring. 
Designed and developed by CWU students and alumni, it reflects the history and tradition of 
Central Wash ington University. 
The left side design features the Stuart Mounta in range, historica l Barge Hall and the University 
Seal. The right side gives you the opportun ity to customize your ring w ith you r major, or athletic 
or extracurricu lar activity at Centra l. 
The ring is available through the Wildcat Shop or through Jostens.com. 

UNTO THEE OUR ALMA MATER, 
HERE WE PLEDGE DEVOTION TRUE. 
YEARS MAY PASS AND TIME MAY BRING 
US MANY A TASK THAT'S HARD TO DO. 
STILL WE'LL SING THE OLD SONGS OVER, 
STILL WE'LL CALL THE OLD DAYS BACK. 
STILL WE'LL C HEER THE BEST OF COLORS; 
HA IL THE CRIMSON AND THE BLACK. 
STILL WE'LL SING THE OLD SONGS OVER, 
STILL WE' LL CALL THE OLD DAYS BACK. 
STILL WE'LL CHEER THE BEST OF COLORS: 
HAIL THE CRIMSON AND THE BLACK. 

